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ABSTRACT 
This study presents an investigation of secular trends 
in craniometric variation among Afro-American and· Euro­
American North American populations from 1750 to the 
present. An additional analysis of collection specific 
cranial variation between two prominent anatomical collec­
tions is also undertaken. Both investigations address 
the question of crania variation in reference to the 
proper application of craniometric analysis to medico­
legal identiciation of racial affiliation in forensic 
anthropology. 
The craniometric data include individual historic 
specimens and cemetery populations from Canada, 
Philadelphia and New Orleans. Anatomical specimens are 
collected from the Hamann-Todd and R. J. Terry 
collections, and recent forensic cases are obtained from 
forensic laboratories across the nation. 
Predicated on the idea that secular change in cranial 
size and shape contribute to the differentiation between 
temporally different crania series, it is suggested that 
temporally earlier cranial series are less appropriate as 
calibration samples for the identification of contemporary 
U.S. populations. Analyses were performed on eighty 
crania 
racial 
variables to document temporal differences among 
and ethnic groups, and to explore patterns of 
variation related to gender within each group. Group 
differences were examined by aultivariate analysis of 
variance and temporal differences were investigated using 
•ultivariate analysis of covariance and canonical 
correlation. Specificity of collection association was 
examined by canonical discriainant analysis. 
The aultivariate analysis of cranial variation 
revealed similar temporal trends in size and shape between 
Afro-American female and male crania, while Euro-American 
gender differed somewhat in their direction of change. 
Temporal trends and collection specificity are both 
statistically significant. Collections are suggested to 
reflect ethnic differences, particularly within the Euro­
American group. 
It is found that significant temporal changes among 
Afro-American and Euro-American cranial series and ethnic 
specificity of individual skeletal collections can render 
problematic the application of earlier cranial series to 
the identification of recent forensic cases. 
An alternative to present calibration standards for 
forensic identification of crania is offered. Two 
additional cranial series of Hispanic-American aales and 
viii 
American Indian of both sexes were added to the sample to 
define a four group calibration sample. 
Calibration standards were calculated using 
discriainant analysis for the separation of racial or 
ethnic· groups. Four, three and two group discriainant 
function were calculated for a suple of post 1900 crania 
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Statement of Purpose 
I. IN'l'RODUC'l'ION 
'J'he present study addresses the question the aedico­
legal application of cranioaetric standards for the 
identification of racial or ethnic vroups. In past 
research cranioaetric data was applied for this purpose, 
regardless of teaporal differences between the calibration 
data and the unidentified specillens. The present study 
investivates the relevance of teaporal control. 
In an atteapt to address the question of teaporal 
specificity uong cranial series of different tiae period, 
it is necessary to understand �he influence of cranial 
plasticity or aicro-evolution teaporal patterns of cranial 
size and shape. The present study seeks to illustrate 
specific teaporal patterns of cranial change in size and 
shape in Allerican populations of African and Buropean 
descent during the past two centuries. 
Three prillary objectives of this analysis are: 1) 
investivation of teaporal and geographical patterns of 
cranial variation in size and shape, and tbeir direction, 
within aajor racial or ethnic groups in the united states. 
Potential trends are explored both in teras of secular 
change reflecting teaporal phenotypic plasticity; 2) 
exploring collection specificity related to •geographical• 
1 
variation; and 3) coaposing a revised cranial calibration 
aaaple for aedico-legal application, potentially aore 
appropriate in tiae and space, and providing alternative 
two, three, and four group aodels for the identification 
of racial or ethnic affiliation 1D both sexes. 
Stateaent of the Problea 
The concept of separating biological populations 
based on patterns of skeletal variability based on 
quantitative or qualitative observations bas long been 
used in the field of physical anthropology. Morphological 
and aetric observations frequently provide a basis for 
classification of individual skeletal or fossil reaains 
based on predefined clusters of population variation. 'l'he 
application of aultivariate statistical techniques to 
aorpboaetric data provides a aetbod for testing a priori 
hypotheses of association. 
exploratory aeasure. 
Metric observations 
It aay also be used as ,an 
obtained fro• coaparative 
skeletal collections bave been used to calculate specific 
paraaeters of variation aaong gender or racial or ethnic 
groups as represented by the particular calibration 
saaples. 
skeletal 
It is against such paraaeters that unidentified 
reaains, as encountered 1D aedico-legal 
investigations, aay be evaluated. However, evidence of 
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recent temporal change in aorphoaetric variation raises 
questions about the application of older population data 
to contemporary populations. An understanding of recent 
aicroevolutionary and/or secular changes 1D tbe aetrical 
diaensions of the huaan skeleton is necessary when 
carrying out research in akeletal biology related to the 
field of aedico-legal investigation. 
Few collections of contemporary buaan akeletal 
aaterial contain sufficient nUllbers of speciaens to 
develop approxiaate population paraaeters suitable for 
forensic analysis. For this reason, aost research is 
based on a saall nUllber of anatoaical skeletal collections 
assellbled largely during the first three decades of the 
twentieth century (Jantz and Moore-Jansen 1984). 
Recently, the nature of these collections and their 
application to skeletal biology research related to buaan 
identification bas been questioned (Ayers et al. n.d.; 
Ericksen 1982). specific concerns relate to the accuracy 
in age documentation (Katz and suchey 1986), biases in the 
aocioeconoaic representation, questions of 9eneral 
pathological condition (Corruccini 1974), and biases in 
the demographic and teaporal structures (Jantz and Moore­
Jansen 1984; 1988a; 1988b). 
Xn their atudies of crani011etric variation aaong 
recent Americans of European descent, Ayers and co-workers 
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(n. d. ) and Jantz and Moore-Jansen (1988a) observed a 
vreater cranial length and heivht and a lonver cranial 
base uono recent forensic cases than in earlier 
anatoaical aeries. These differences between the earlier 
anatoaical and later forensic aeries indicate that the 
application of the earlier anatoaical cranial aeries to 
the calibration of aetric standards. for the estiaation of 
racial or ethnic affiliation of aore recent populations 
ahould be re-considered. The present study addresses 
those concerns related to the application of currently 
available aetric standards to deteraine the racial or 
ethnic affiliation of recent forensic speciaens. Nore 
appropriate, alternative aeasures of cranioaetric 
assessaent of racial or ethnic affiliation are offered. 
To arrive at alternative aeasures, there is a need to 
understand the aaonitude and direction of teaporal 
differences within and uono vroups. This study to 
illustrates secular trends uono several Afro-American and 
Buro-Allerican cranial series reqardino variation of both 
size and shape of tbe craniua and describes the direction 
of these trends. 
Another problem concerns tbe question of cranial 
boaoveneity between groups of two different anatoaical 
aeries, the Huann-Todd and R. J. Terry collections. The 
two aeries are approxiaately conteaporary but 
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9eographically distinct. They are drawn largely fro• the 
populations of two aajor cities in the united states, 
Cleveland, Ohio and st. Louis, Missouri, respectively. It 
is assuaed that they reflect ethnic variation that exists 
between the populations of these two cities. Therefore, an 
exploratory investigation has been undertalten to 
illustrate collection specific patterns of cranial 
variation and to docuaent, if possible, any ethnic 
differences between the two series. 
The third proble• addressed is related to the 
application of discrillinant function analysis for the 
racial assessaent of crania in forensic anthropology. 
Based on the analysis of secular trends· and collection 
association a need is indicated for a conteaporary 
forensic skeletal data base. It is fro• this data base 
that discriainant function parueters for the aetric 
estiaation of race in recent forensic cases can be 
derived. such a data base is currently being developed at 
the University of Tennessee with the participation of 
physical anthropologists, particularly the practitioners 
of forensic anthropology, fro• across the united States 
(Jantz and Moore-Jansen 198t; 1987; 1988a; 1988b; Moore­
Jansen 1987; Moore-Jansen and Jantz 1986) . Based on a 
study of the uong group-pattern of variability in crania 
of the forensic data base, Jantz and Moore-Jansen offered 
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an alternative to present aultivariate standards for the 
aetrical determination of race. Noticeably absent fro• 
their study are functions pertaining to fe11ales for other 
than Afro- and Buro-Allerican groups. Also absent are 
functions for pooled gender (i.e. functions to be applied 
for race determination when gender of tbe individual is 
unknown). !'he present study is undertaken, 1D part, to 
further investigate tbe probleas addressed hy Jantz and 
Moore-Jansen (1988a; 1988b) . It is aeant to provide a 
aore detailed illustration of cranial fora using a data 
set containing an added nuaber of groups, including 
Hispanic-Allerican aales an Allerican Indians of both se·xes . 
The data base also includes a greater number of cranial 
variables. 'this study proposes a revised cranial 
calibration suple suitable for buaan identification 
research and a series of discriainant functions for race 
identification derived therefroa. Discriminant functions 
for the cranioaetric identification of four racial or 
ethnic vroups by gender and for pooled sexes are 
presented. 
Multivariate statistical techniques are used to 
perform tbe analyses related to secular trends and 
cultural boaogeneity. Temporal analyses are performed 
using variations of aultiple regression techniques to 
detenaine the presence and direction of ·trends. 
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Discriminant analyses are employed to illustrate potential 
group differences and to coapute statistical aodels for 
the separation of racial or ethnic groups by aeans of 
cranioaetric data. 
The next section of this dissertation provides 
background on issues critical to the present atudy. A 
brief discussion of the definition and deter11ination of 
racial or ethnic affiliation is followed by a review of 
past investigations of cranial geographical and temporal, 
or secular variation. Next is a co1111ent on cranial gender 
and age differences and the effect that particul.arly age 
specific cranial changes aay have on the determination of 
independent secular changes. A review of past 
multivariate applications to cranioaetric data for the 
skeletal identification of racial or ethnic affiliation 
completes the second section. 
section three includes a description of the cranial 
series used in the analysis and is followed, in section 
four, by an illustration of the deaographic profile of the 
saaples and a documentation of the recording 
•easureaent techniques. A brief presentation of 




sections six, seven and eight coaprise a presentation and 
discussion of the statistical analysis into the patterns 
of aorphoaetric cranial variation in ter11s of secular 
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collection association and discrillinant function 
respectively. Concluding reaarks and 
trends, 
analysis, 
suggestions for future research are presented in section 
nine. 
Bleven appendices include detailed inforaation on 
cranial specillens, aeasureaent definitions, recording 
techniques, auaaary atatistics and aost notably, a set 
discrillinant functions and their stepwise selection 
aodels. Together, the findings of the present 
investigation represent direct contributions to skeletal 
biology and to future applications of cranioaetric 




Any atudy is auhject to a nUllber of questions which 
aust be addressed prior to its illplementation. !'hose 
questions considered aost illportant in this study involve 
the clarification of racial or ethnic group affiliation 
and whether these categories are biologically aeaningful 
or aerely categories of convenience to the user. The 
definition of groups is an iaportant eleaent in that it 
provides the fra11ework for the interpretation of patterns 
of cranial variation. This section suhsequetly begins 
with a discussion of the question of racial affiliation 
and what constitutes a racial or ethnic vroup in the 
present study. 
Other questions involve the reality of the secular 
effect as reflected by teaporal change. Row does one 
identify, illustrate and explain temporal change? Is 
temporal change always unidirectional? Few studies bave 
addressed these questions in teras of cranioaetric 
variation. 'l'herefore, a review of investigations into 
secular change is presented, using parallels in other 
areas of skeletal biology, including anthropoaetry, growth 
and developaent. 
teaporal patterns 
A brief sU1111ary of investigations into 
of cranioaetric variability and so•·e 
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conclusions regarding the secular effect are also 
presented. 
The central focus of this study is the identification 
of the secular effect by aeans of aultiple regression 
analysis. However, it can be difficult to distinguish 
observed patterns of teaporal variation as purely secular. 
Of a nUllber of other potential contributors to overall 
change, three factors are considered aost important in 
this context. These include the effects of racial or 
ethnic affiliation, gender and individual age (i. e. , age 
at tiae of death) . Bach of these aay contribute 
simultaneously to the patterns of variation. Group 
affiliation is considered concurrently with the tiae 
effect (i. e. date of birth) in the this investigation. 
However, the problem of age is aore coaplex. The question 
of the age effect, i. e. ,  the difficulty of separating it 
from teaporal variation, is discussed. 
This section is concluded with a review of past 
research into the use of aultivariate discriainant 
analysis as a aeans for the cranioaetric separation of 
racial or ethnic groups. A coapariaon of the aetbod of 
nuaeric identification with aorpbological classification 
and the specific application of tbe foraer to forensic 
skeletal identification is a aatter of apecial ,concern 
here. 
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Racial or lthnic Affiliation 
The question of racial affiliation and what 
constitutes a race is an issue which has received wide 
attention in anthropological ·debates in recent history 
(Boyd 1950; coon 1963; DobzahnsJty 1962; 1·963; Garn 1961a; 
Livingstone 1962) . However, the biological definition of 
race is an issue which is of less concern to the forensic 
anthropologist. Rather, the forensic anthropologist is 
burdened with the identification of race in teras of 
cultural perceptions of racial affiliation soaetiaes 
attributed without a biological basis. For exuple, 
cultural perceptions of group associ.ation based on skin 
color and hair fora aay have a biological basis for soa·e 
individuals, whereas in others, skin color and hair fora 
aay be of little relevance. cultural perception aay thus 
replace biological phenoaena in the assi91111ent of vroup 
affiliation while applying either culturally or socially 
based distinctions of what constitutes aellbership into one 
group or another. 
Medico-legal identification of racial or ethnic 
affiliation is concerned with the elucidation of patterns 
of biological variability aaonv socioculturally defined 
vroups. A aain objective of this study is to define 
skeletal differences which facilitate the separation of 
individual akeletal reaains in teras of general social 
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classifications. In other words, does evidence of 
factual cranioaorphoaetric patterns of variation, subject 
to both genetic and environaental control (Dubrul and 
Laskin 1961; Garn 1961b; Nakata et al. 1974; Nakata, Yu 
and Nance 1974; Sekla and Soukup 1969; Susanne and Bharaa 
1978; Scott 1958), reflect cultural perceptions of group 
affiliation, regardless of their biological basis? 
In the context of the present study, four groups are 
defined. Group affiliation is based on African, luropean, 
American Indian and Mexican/Hispanic origins. While each 
group represents a single socioculturally defined unit of 
classification, they certainly share co1111on eleaents in 
their respective gene pools as a result of continued 
admixture. Bstiaates range fro• slight to one quarter or 
aore of shared genes between groups (Glass and Li 1953; 
Herskovits 1930; Pollitzer 1958; 1969; Saksena 1974; 
workllan et al. 1963). However, in spite of their 
increasing heterogeneity, the extent of the enforceaent of 
sociocultural barriers aaong groups is expected to reflect 
itself in the gene pool of each group, thus providing a 
biological basis for the separation of social groups. 
The secular Bffect 
·studies of teaporal variation often include the 
investigation of systeaatic changes in physiological or 
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physical characteristics in successive venerations 
referred to as secular trends ( Price et al. 1'987) . 
Teaporal trends aay reflect aicroevolutionary changes, 
gradually shifting over tiae as a result of selection and 
venetic adllixture, 
phenotypic .changes 
or they aay reflect less penaanent 
or oscillations within a relat.ively 
plastic skeletal structure. Phenotypic plasticity aay be 
in response to aodifications of environaental conditions 
such as changes in diet and nutrition, health and hygiene, 
and possible changes in the physical environaent relating 
to cliaate and occupation (Bveleth 1975; 1978; Po9el 1986; 
Prisancho 1978; Malina et al. 1987; steegaan 1985). 
cranioaetric analysis alone tells us little about 
secular changes and their probable cause. However, an 
extensive amount of research has explored the question of 
the secular effect in 9rowth and development and in adult 
stature. Both have been observed.concurrently with changes 
in the craniua or head (Bielicki and Velon 1964; Boas 
1912, Goldstein 1936; Ito 1942; Olivier et al. 1979). This 
is not to say that cranial and stature changes are 
necessarily correlated. Indeed, the absence of such a 
correlation bas been observed (OUDsted et al 1985, cited 
in Roche et al. 1986). Soae find secular trends to be 
variable specific and independent (Charzewski and Bielicki 
1978; Roche et al. 1987; Saith et al. 1986). Others find 
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independence between soae variables, but note a distinct 
relationship between others such as cranial base length 
,and vault breadth (Taylor and DiBennardo 1980; Michejda 
1972). Changes in the tiaing of vrowth exhibit the 
potential for at least soae effect on adult size and shape 
(Tanner 1955; 1960) . Changes in tiaing of aaturation have 
been associated with aixture of nutritional effects 
related to aocioeconoaic stratification or cultural 
diversity, assertive aating and genetic effects; either 
retarding or accelerating vrowth (Ito 1942; Michelson 
1944; Raasey 1950; Takahasi 1966; Wingerd et al. 1914). 
Althouqh changes in the age of aaturation and increases in 
stature have been docuaented as •ore significant in lower 
socioeconomic qroups (Boyne 1960), these trends are al,so 
observed in •privileqed" higher aocioeconoaic groups 
(Meredith 1941a) . 
Secular trends in stature, occurriDCJ during the last 
two hundred years have been noted for populations all over 
the world . on the average, the increase 1111ount to between 
.5  and 1 C11 per decade for adult stature (Bowles 1932; 
Bveleth and Tanner 1916; Poqel 1986; Goldstein 1943; 
Malina 1985; Meredith 1941a; 1941b; 1916 ;  Morant 1950; 
Tanner 1955; 1960; Trotter and Gleaer 1951). However, the 
aqents of causation of teaporal variation are not well 
understood. xn soae cases, changes in stature have been 
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linked to tiaing of aaturation and assuaed to be 
environaentally deterained (Chinn and Rhona 1984 ) .  
Alternatively, it has been arvued that changes in 
aaturation are due to environaental factors auch as 
nutrition and hygiene, whereas adult atature is 
attributable to genetic effects, airroring a breakdown of 
venetically isolated breeding populations or heterosis 
(Billy 1980; Trotter and Glaser 1951). 
The presence of secular trends in stature, aaturation 
and shape and their direction, if any, has been questioned 
by various researches. Recent studies have indicated a 
slowdown or cessation, and even a possible reversal of the 
generally observed positive trend (Bakwin and Laughlin 
1964; Bock and Sykes 1989; Cueron 1976; Malina et al. 
1983; Malina et al . 1987; Tobias and Netscher 1977). 
Although stature displays what in general aay be described 
as a gradual increase, several studies have identified 
negative trends in adult stature (GanCJUlY 1979; Tobias 
1985 ) .  Sillilar findings have been presented for 
aaturation (Richter and Kern 1987), and bead fora (Roche 
et al . 1986) . !'bis suggests that the secular phenoaenon 
is not unidirectional and aay be a reflection of the 
effect of different environaents on the ability of an 
organisa to achieve the full genetic potential for the 
particular diaension under investigation. 
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A nuaber of anthropoaetric investigations of secular 
changes in cranial fora include studies of aorphological 
variation between illaigrants to the united states and 
their children. 'l'hese studies have deaonstrated 
noticeable teaporal changes . Aaong u.  s .  . born children of 
Buropean descent, the aost notable. change was a narrower 
head and face (Boas 1940) . I1111igrant children born in 
Japan but reared in the united states were characterized 
by a narrowing of the cranial vault and face and saaller 
nasal aperture relative to saae generation Japanese reared 
in Japan ( Ito 1942). A siailar study by Shap'iro ( 1939) 
suggested that aiqrant populations were not randoa saaples 
of their parent populations but represented evidence of 
physical selection, an observation supported by other 
investigators (Boas 1912; Bveleth and Tanner 1976; 
Kobliansky and Arensburg 1977; NacBeth and Boyce 1987) . 
It  is difficult to conclude what the specific causes 
of the secular effect •ay be. However, it is not 
unreasonable to assuae that a collhination of environaental 
and genetic influences regulate secular changes. In 
addition, it has been suggested that environaental 
influences •ust precede ages eight to ten years to 
influence the developaent of adult cranial vault size. 
Adult diaensions are closely approxillated by that age 
( Goldstein 1943 ; Hackett 1984) . However, due to slower 
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growth of the facial skeleton, it bas been suggested that 
environaental influences aay continue to operate during 
adolescence ( Baer and Barris 1969 ; Tanner 1962) . 
Bnvironaental influence this late in youths bas been 
rejected by others (Goldstein 1936) . Alternative 
explanations include genetically deterained differences in 
boraone secretion during tbe late foetal period . The 
indirect effect tbat boraone secretion aay have on 
regulating adult size and shape of the craniUll is due to 
the influences that the foraer aay have on the rate and 
tiaing of aaturation (Tanner 1972) . 
cranioaetric variation and secular Trends 
The study of population differences in cranioaetric 
variation bas been widely explored in the context of 
skeletal biological research. Barly studies of cranial 
variation, ( eg .  Schwarz 1862) , were defined prillarily by 
anecdotal assessaent of aorpbological characteristics for 
purposes of classification . Vitb tbe developaent of tbe 
techniques of biometry and statistical analyses such as 
Pearson ' s  coefficient of Racial Likeness ( Pearson 1926 ; 
1928) , tbe application of cranial aeasureaents to quantify 
biological distance relationships between different 
populations was widely practiced . Questions regarding 
population affinities in historic and prehistoric cranial 
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series were addressed within local and regional frueworks 
( Bennington 1912 ; von Bonin 193ia; 1931b; Rooke 1926; 
Hooke and Morant 1926;  Kitson 1931 ; NacDonnell 1904 ; 1906 ;  
Morant 1926; 1928 ; 1931a; 1931b; Stoessiger and Morant 
1932 Reid and Morant 1928 ; Trevor 1949; woo and Morant 
1932 ; Young 1931) . 
A aore recent shift in 
addresses the aore specific 
crani011etric research 
question of aorpboaetric 
change in buaan populations . Periodic cranial changes have 
been documented in studies of prehistoric and historic 
cranial series fro• Burope ( Hooke and Morant 1926;  Morant 
1926; 1931a; Stoessiger and Morant 1932) , North America 
( Hrdlicka 1925 ; Jantz 1972 ; 1973; 1974 ; 1977; Key 1983; 
Shapiro 1930) , Africa ( De Villiers 1968 ; RUizinga et al . 
1967; Knipp 1970; Talbot and Mulhall 1962 ; Tobias 1959a; 
1959b; Trevor 1949) , and Asia ( Harrower 1928 ; Woo and 
Morant 1932) . In Burope, changes in aize and shape 
reflecting a vracilization of crania of a largely 
hoaogeneous population appear to precede a later decrease 
in cranial size fro• the Mesolithic to •ore recent tille 
(Henke 1981 ; Henneberg 19,88 ; Sokal et al. 1987) . Others 
have documented teaporal trends in cranial shape during 
the past two aillennia which are characterized by aborter, 
broader and lower crania with aborter facial height ( Bass 





Rosing and Schwidetzky 1977; 1981; 
Schwidetzky and Rosing 1975; 1984; Sokal and Uytterschaut 
1987 ; Stewart 1940) . However, aost recent trends in 
populations of Africa, Burope and Asia indicate a return 
towards a narrowing of the vault relative to its length, 
although the direction of other leaser changes is not as 
unifor11ly docuaented (Billy 1980;  Huizinga et al. 1967 ; 
Huizinga and Slob 1965; Kanda 1978; Olivier et al . 197 .9; 
Sokal and Uytterschaut 1987) . 
Nore strictly defined generational , or secular , 
change observed within aost recent populations during the 
past two centuries indicate that cranial size and shape 
reaains plastic . In a liaited saaple of U . S. Afro-
American crania extending the period fro• 1675 to ca. 
1970 ,  documented secular changes include . general increase 
in size, lower vault height and a higher narrower face 
(Angel 1976) . In a aaaple of B.uro-Allerican crania f ro11 
the saae period, secular changes are characterized by a 
vreater vault height , a shorter , narrower face and a 
broader palate ( Angel 1976) . Xn a later study of portions 
of these aeries, evidence of �light increases in height, 
breadth and length of the vault and height of the cranial 
base was noted (Angel 1982) . 
Recently , investigations into the dif f erence,s 
between Afro-Allerican crania of earlier anatoaical and 
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recent forensic speciaens noted an increase in cranial 
height and length of the cranial base, and a narrowing of 
the face and interorbital breadth . Bvidence of a broader 
palate and longer aastoids is also shown . A .s:Lailar 
coaparison of Buro-Allerican anatoaical collection 
spec:Laens and recent forensic crania show an increase in 
cranial length, height and length of the base, along with 
a general narrowing of the vault and face, a broadening of 
the palate, an increase in facial height, nasal breadth 
and a decrease in interorbital breadth ( Jantz and Moore­
Jansen 1988a ) .  These findings indicate that secular 
change has occurred in cranial size and shape during the 
past century and that earlier anatoaical series are not 
representative of conteaporary populations. Analogous 
results are found in cephaloaetric investigations of 
parent-offspring siailarities using radiograpbs of 
individuals born between 1910 and 1920, based on 
coaparisons of these to those of their children born 
between 1940 and 1950 ( Saith et al . 1986) . The 
investigation by Saith and co-workers exaained the 
direction and aaount of change observed in three 
diaensions including craniofacial depth, · breadth, and 
height . An increase in facial depth and height was 
observed in contrast to a decrease in breadth of the face 
and vault. 
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The observed teaporal trends of cranial fora is 
evidence of the plasticity of the huaan phenotype within a 
coaplex and incoapletely understood fraaework of genetic 
and environaental influences. However, recent 
aultivariate atudies of structural patterns of 
cranioaetric variation aay contribute to the understanding 
of apecific aources of variation ( Brown 1973 ; Heathcote 
1986; Howells 1973 ; Howells and Schwidetzky 1981 ; Jantz 
1972;  1973. 1977 ; Key 1983 ; Pietrusewsky 1984 ; Ubelaker 
and Jantz 1986). 
The environaental effects of illproved health, 
hygiene, diet and illproved social conditions, along with 
strong genetic influences, admixture, heterosis and 
selection have been proposed to explain temporal change 
( Angel 1976; 1982; Billy 1980; Bielicki and Welon 1964 ; 
Boas 1912; Haley and Blwood 1986; Richardson and Malhotra 
1974 ; Susanne and Sharaa 1978). Cliaatic adaptation, 
though correlated with cranial shape, is considered less 
likely to explain recent secular changes, at least for 
groups inhabiting sue or aillilar environaenta ( Beals 
1972; 1983 ; Bielicki and Welon 1964 ; Van vark et al. 
1985) . 
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The Bffect � Aqe 
AD iaportant effect on the veneral variation observed 
in the craniua is age related chanves in size and shape. 
Pollowing the expansion of the brain and the corresponding 
vrowtb of the craniua, bone is added along the autural 
aargins to fill spaces between the individual cranial 
bones (Noss and Young 1960). With the joining and 
eventual closure of the sutures, noraal vrowth terminates. 
Continued change is explained .as a result of steady 
apposition and resorbtion of bone on the outer and inner 
tables of the cranium (Bnlow 1968 ; Tallgren 1974). 
While the aost notable change is the closure of the 
sutures, evidence of a sya11etrical enlarqeaent from 
younger to older aqe groups of both ectocranial and 
endocranial diaensions based larvely on cephaloaetric 
observations has been docwaented (Baer 1956 ; Behrents 
1985 ; Garn et al. 1967 ; Hrdlicka. 1938 ;  Israel 1968; 1973 ; 
1977; 1978; Nacho 1986 ; 'l'boapson and Kendrick 1964 ; Todd 
1924 ) . Nore recent investigations illustrate age changes 
in vault and face breadth and in orbital height and aay 
provide the basis for renewed investi9ation into the 
question of the effect of ave ,on cranial shape as well as 
on size (Moore-Jansen and Jantz 1989). 
Specific cranial changes associated with age have 
been noted, particularly in the region of the nasion-
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brevaa and brevaa-lubda chords ( Israel 1973) , in the 
bizygoaatic and aaxiaua cranial diaensions and orbital 
height ( Moore-Jansen and Jantz 1989) . An initial increase 
followed by a decrease is observed in the facial height 
diaensions, while cranial height decreases with age (Nacho 
1987) . A thickening of the craniua in the frontal region 
and at the position of lubda bas also been demonstrated 
(Adeloye et al. 1975; Israel 1973; 1977; Todd 1924) . 
Investigations of both historic and prehistoric 
crania have addressed age-related changes in the cranium 
( Guagliardo 1982) .  Prehistoric aaterials fro• Indian Knoll 
suggest changes in additional diaensions such as 
base lenqth and basion-prosthion ( Ruff 1980) , 
changes in the cranial base have been r.ef uted 





observation of age-related changes in prehistoric •aterial 
aay be aore difficult to distinguish fro• secular -changes. 
By their nature, prehistoric skeletal series are 
frequently plagued by a confounding of cohorts and 
generations of one or aore breeding populations ( Cadien et 
al . 1974) . Accordingly, aorphoaetric change observed 
between age groups in prehistoric aeries aay be 
coaplicated due to possible temporal variation, unless 
adjusted for age ( Guagliardo 1982; Ruff 1980) . 
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Discrillinant Function Analysis of crania 
in Medico-Legal Investigation 
-
'l'he determination of racial or ethnic affiliation is 
priaarily assessed fro• aorphological characteristics and 
aeasureaents of the craniua ( Angel 1982; Bass 1971 ; 1986; 
Brues 1958; n. d. ; Coaas 1960; Gill 1984 ; Glanville 1969; 
Hooton 1943; 1946; Krogman 1939; 1978 ;  Post 1969; Saksena 
1965 ; Schulter 1967a; 1967b; Schulter and Pinnegan 1977; 
Stewart 1948; 1979; Todd 1929; 1930; Woo 1949) . However , 
the use of cranial aeasureaents and discriminant function 
analysis is also firaly established ( Giles and Elliot 
1962; Howells 1970; Jantz and Moore-Jansen 1988a) . 
'l'he best known and aost widely used forensic 
application of aultivariate statistical analysis for the 
separation of groups by racial or ethnic affiliation was 
developed from Afro-American and Buro-American saaples of 
cadaver collection specimens assellbled during the early 
part of this century. Prehistoric aaterials fro• a single 
site, Indian Knoll in Kentucky, were used to represent the 
aodern Allerican :Indian groups (Giles and Elliott 1'962 ) . 
The Giles and Blliot discriainant functions have been 
evaluated aany tiaes , and consistently bigh rates of 
aisclassifications for Allerican :rndian test saaples bave 
been noted (Ayers et al. n. d. ; Birkhy 1966; Gill 1984 ; 
Snow et al. 1979) . The failure of classification is 
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considered a reflection of the hoaogenous nature of the 
Indian Knoll series . It is not representative of 
teaporally aore recent and 9eoqraphically aore varied 
American Indian vroups . Good classification is noted for 
a lesser nUllber of test cases of Afro-Allerican and Buro­
Allerican vroups ( Snow et al . 1979) However, aore recent 
atudies of a auch lar9er and regionally diverse forensic 
suple find less satisfactory results particularly with 
respect to Afro-Alllerican and Alllerican Indian suples 
(Ayers et al . n . d . ) . 
In 1970, an alternative set of discriainant functions 
for the attribution of racial affiliation was presented in 
the literature . '!'he aain difference between these and 
other standards w,as in the choice of aeasureaents and 
populations used (Howells 1970) . 'l'he choice of 
aeasureaents by Howells ( 1970) represented selection based 
on the discriainating ability of the individual 
aeasureaents. However , the choice of an African rather 
than an Afro-Allerican calibration suple contributed to 
inaccurate identifications . Recently, new alternative 
discriminant functions have been published for the 
identification of racial or ethnic affiliation ( Jantz and 
Moore-Jansen 1988a) . '!his study applied a conteaporary 
forensic suple of geographically diverse nature for the 
calibration of discrillinant functions . 
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The principle of aultivariate analysis in buaan 
racial or ethnic affiliation is essential to skeletal 
identification in aedico-legal investigation , wbetber it 
is by aorphological assessaent or by aetric analysis. 
Both ways of assessaent require skill and experience in 
technique and interpretation on the part of the observer . 
lfhe visual observer aust have a great deal of experience 
in assessing tbe infinite variability in skeletal 
aorpboloqy . Metric analysis requires an understanding of 
statistical analysis, aeasure11ent technique , and the 
skills of a visual observer to properly evaluate the 
nuaerical results (Bronowski and Long 1952) . 
several questions aust be addressed in the 
application · of discriminant functions in skeletal 
identification . How robust is the technique, and what 
assuaptions are associated with it? How are variables 
selected for adoption into specific aodels? How 
representative are the calibration samples of tbe 
population universe studied? How efficient are the aodels 
and is there an inherent bias in classification? 
Multivariate cranial analysis by discrillinant 
functions assesses individual aeasureaents reflecting size 
and abape of the skull. It wei9hs each according to its 
contribution to the specific coaposition of the individual 
reaains. !'he process is similar to that carried out by an 
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experienced observer who assesses scores of traits and 
characteristics before reaching a final decision . ·sut 
here the likeness ends . The aultivariate nuaerical 
analysis of akeletal aorphology provides an unbiased 
estillator of the biological profile o.f the individual 
( i . e . , variables are wei9hted according to their 
independent contribution to discruaination ) ( ratti 1986 ; 
van Yark and Van der Bllan 1982 : 22 ) . This condition cannot 
possibly be satisfied by the aorpholo9ical approach . In 
socalled Runbiased" discriminant function analysis , it is 
assuaed that an individual test case belongs to one of the 
groups represented by the calibration suple fro• which a 
particular set of functions was derived . A discriainant 
function will always deteraine the position of ,an 
individual specillen in teras of the aultivariate clusters 
defining each group included in the calibration data set . 
Even if an unknown speciaen does not coae fro• any of ·the 
groups represented in the analysis , it is still deterained 
which one of those groups it aost closely reseables in 
aultivariate space . The potential proble11s of 
aisidentification are readily apparent if apecific 
assuaptions are not aet . But with akilled evaluation , the 
observer can adjust or refine visual illpressions based on 
the result of a discrillinant analysis . 
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The choice of variables is an iaportant part of 
deteraining appropriate aodels for discriminant functions. 
It is well known that soae variables are better 
discriainators of vroups than are others. Cranial 
aeasureaents, including cranial length, breadth, aaxiaua 
frontal and bizygoaatic breadth, nasal breadth and upper 
facial beigbt are considered the aost efficient variables 
for tbe separation of local populations ( Howells 1970; 
Marcellino et al. 1978; Rightmire 1972) . Cranial breadth 
diaension and particularly biauricular breadth .of the 
cranial base have been found especially useful in the 
separation of populations ( Howells 1966a; 1969; 1970) . 
statistical aethods such as stepwise discriainant 
analysis aay be used to custoaize optimal aodels for the 
separation · of particular vroups. 
In studying fragmentary crania, aorphological 
observation is soaetilles at a disadvantage since fe'w 
useful characteristics .aay · be available for 
identification. Morphoaetric analysis, using standardized 
discriminant scores is likewise at a disadvantage since it 
aay only be applied to those specillens which perait the 
recording of aeasureaents required for a particular 
function. Alternatively, custoaized discrillinant function 
aay be developed to address the special needs of 
individual fragments ( Jantz et al. 1988) . It is only fair 
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to say that the efficiency of discriainant functions aay 
experience a decline depending on the nature and extent of 
the fra(Jllent . variable selection is limited to include 
fewer aeasureaents representing a saaller portion of the 
aorphoaetric variation. Variables aay also differ 
noticeably in their discriminating ability, when compared 
to aore coaplete variable aodels . 
Ultimately, the ability of discrillinant functions to 
identify qroup association is reliable only to the degree 
that their calibration saaple is representative of the 
population (s) studied. Choice of cranial suples large 
enough to calibrate useful discrillinant functions 
appropriate for application to contemporary u . s .  
populations, as is necessary in forensic analysis, has 
always been difficult. The use of anatoaical skeletal 
collections derived fro• cadavera obtained during the 
first part of this century and representing a population 
or a segment thereof born between 75  to 150 years ago, is 
not necessarily the best option . However, up until the 
present tille, such collections have been essentially the 
only option. Other proble11s are incurred by using 
prehistoric skeletal series which antedate their aodern 
counterparts by several aillennia . such proble11s include 
inherent teaporal bias reflecting aicroevolutionary or 
secular changes which are ascribed to cultural change, 
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genetic adaixture, breakdown of social barriers, and 
iaproved nutritional conditions (Angel 1976 ; 1982 ; Birkby 
1966 ; Jantz and Moore-Jansen 1984, 1988a; 1988b ) .  
Geographical bias incurred by the lack of broader regional 
representation in the available aeries is also evident 
(Birkhy 1966 ; Gill 1984; Jantz and Moore-Jansen 1988b ) . 
. . 
Socioeconoaic bias also exists 1D aaaple coaposition, 
favoring lower incoae groups and indigents (Cobb 1952 ; 
Trotter 1981) . However, a bias in sapling toward lower 
socioecono•ic groups is of less concern in huaan 
identification analysis since forensic cases are largely 
presented by individuals of this segment of the general 
population anyway (Jantz and Moore-Jansen 1988a; 1988b ) .  
'!"he question of sampling and choice of calibration 
series was recently addressed by aeabers of the Physical 
Anthropology section of the American Acadeay of Forensic 
Sciences . An effort to asseable a teaporally and 
veographically representative calibration data set was 
initiated (Jantz and Moore-Jansen 1984 ; Moore-Jan,sen and 
Jantz 1986 ) . A coaputerized data base containing 
standardized skeletal aeasureaents and observations. fro• 
documented conteaporary akeletal reaains was established 
at the university of Tennessee under the direction of 
Richard Jantz and ae. 'the project was carried out with 
the cooperation and participation of practicing forensic 
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anthropolooists across the nation. The data base includes 
speciaens of various racial or ethnic oroups born in this 
century from nearly all states. The aajority of speciaens 
in the calibration saaple are born since 1920. 
Socioeconoaically, the auples used .are appropriate for a 
representative calibration data set in for,ensic analysis. 
They are all or nearly all forensic cases theaselves, and 
as such are not randoaly selected. Accordingly, the 
strongly reflect what aay be expected in a forensic 
speciaen of recent origin. 
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Introduction 
III . SKELETAL SAMPLES EMPLOYED 
The prillary objective of the data collection 
procedures was to obtain a large aeries of coaplete and 
undeforaed adult crania . To appropriately address the 
specific questions raised in the present atudy, it was 
necessary to approxiaate a teaporally and geographically 
varied collection of cranial data, including docuaented 
•aterial from recent forensic cases, early anatoaical 
specillens, and historic cemetery populations. Afro­
Allerican and Buro-American cranial data were collected for 
studies of teaporal and spatial variation and coaprise the 
aajority of the saaple . Additional data on native 
Allerican Indian and Hispanic-American crania were 
collected for inclusion in the calibration saaples used to 
calculate discriainant functions . The following is a brief 
description regarding the nature and content of the 
various sources and collections fro• which the present 
data set is drawn. 
Hamann-Todd Collection 
fte crania fro• the Roann-Todd collection represent 
the single largest co•parative anato•ical skeletal 
collection in the united States. This collection of 
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skeletonized cadavers was initiated by Dr . Carl August 
Haaann during his tenure as Professor of Anatoay at 
Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio . By the 
tille Dr. Ruann • s  successor, Dr. Thoaas Wingate Todd, 
assuaed responsibility for the collection in 1912, it 
already included several hundred specillens (Tbo•pson 
1981) . Todd •aintained and expanded the collection until 
bis death in 1938, at which tille it included ca. 2600 
skeletons ( Cobb 195 2 ;  1981) . The accU11ulation of 
skeletons continued for soae tille after Todd ' s  death, and 
today the collection consists of aore than 3300 
individuals ( Lattiller, personal collllunication ) .  The 
specimens are coapleaented by a detailed file, frequently 
including infor11ation pertaining to age, ethnic affinity, 
gender, date of birth and/or date of death . Place of 
birth, occupation and cause of death is also documented 
when known . Other •aterials include an anthropo•etric 
recording sheet, hair and skin suples and cadaver 
photographs . 
Zn 1932, the contents of the collection were 
described as 82  percent •ale, with only 18 percent, or 385 
females out of a total of 2139 skeletons. Approxillately, 
two thirds of the •ales and only slightly .•ore than one 
half of the feaales are Buro-American in origin. 'l'he 
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remainder represented Afro-Aaerican, Asian-American, 
Mexican-Allerican and Allerican Indian vroups (Cobb 1952) . 
According to published estimates, sixty percent of 
the Buro-Allerican auple and one percent of the Afro-
Allerican auple are foreivn born. '!'his estimate is ba·sed 
on a auple of 723 Buro-Allericans (52 .6  percent) and 453 
Afro-Americans (61 percent) for whoa place of birth could 
be docwaented (Cobb 1952 : 795) . After sorting his data 
into two age groups, i. e. , an •older• and a •aiddle aged" 
group, Cobb suggested that the older age group represented 
an earlier wave of Scandinavian, British and Geraan 
i1111iqrants which peaked in 1880. A second wave of eastern 
central, eastern and southern European imaigrants a�riving 
up until the tiae of world war I is represented by the 
"aiddle aged" vroup (Cobb 1952 : 795) . 
Docuaenting place of birth for the native born Buro­
Allericans is difficult, although records indicate aany 
were born in Ohio, New York and Pennsylvania. Native born 
Afro-Americans in the collection are largely aiqrants fro• 
the south who went north during World war I. The northward 
aigration of aoutbern Afro-Aaericans was partially in 
response to a recent labor shortage in northern urban 
areas. 'J'he reduction of the available work force was 
partly due to legislation restricting the influx of 
Buropean imligrant workers (Dinneratein and Reimers 1975; 
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Fogel 1986) . The aajority of the Afro-Allerican saaple 
coaes fro• Georgia, Alabua, the Carolinas, Tenness.ee, 
Virginia, Kentucky, Mississippi and Arkansa.s ( Cobb 1952) . 
All seCJ11ents of the Todd collection can be said to be 
largely representative of a lower aocioeconoaic strata. 
This is relected in records indicating cause of death . 
'file aajority of speciaens died of tuberculosis, pneumonia, 
alcoholisa all of which causes are characteristic oflower 
aocioeconoaic groups ( Cobb 1952 : 796) . 
Originally an entity of Western Reserve University 
( Case-Western Reserve) Departllent of Anatoay, the Haaann­
Todd collection is currently housed at the Cleveland 
Museua of Natural History � 
!.:. � Terry Collection 
The second largest anatoaical skeletal collection in 
the United states was assellbled by Dr . Robert Jaaes Terry 
during bis tenure as departllent head of the Departllent of 
Anatoay at Washington University, st. Louis, Missouri. 
Dr. Terry began his collection in 1911 by accU11ulat1Dg the 
skeletons of dissecting rooa cadavers obtained fro• 
Washington university. Re continued bis collection until 
bis retireaent in 1911, at which point Dr . Mildred 
Trotter, aided by a gross anatoay technician by the nue 
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of Mr. Rhoades, assuaed the priaary responsibility for 
aaintaining and adding to the collection (Cobb 1952) . 
By 1965, the Terry collection consisted of 1636 
skeletons accoapanied by records docuaenting vender, age, 
etbic affinity, cause of death, date of birth and/or death 
(ftloapson 1981) . For aany speciaens, additional records 
including cadaver photographs, anthropoaetric aeasureaents 
and bair saaples are available. Also present is a large 
collection of death aasks aade of plaster of Paris. 
Due to the efforts of Dr. Trotter and her assistants, 
illbalances in the ethnic and gender coaposition of the 
collection were corrected by replacing and adding 
speciaens (Trotter 1981) . socioeconomic representation is 
generally restricted to low incoae groups . cause of death 
is attributed to diseases of poverty and exposure, such as 
pulaonary tuberculosis and alcoholis• (Corruccini 1974) . 
Little inforaation was found pertaining to place of birth 
of aany of the speciaens. Intuitively, the collection 
appears to be largely native born, although several 
foreivn born individuals were noted. 
In the early to aid 1960 ' &, the Anatoay Departllent at 
Washington university expressed an interest in 
disburdening itself of the collection. As a result, Drs. 
Trotter and T. Dale Stewart, tbe latter of the Saitbaonian 
xnstitution, arranged a transfer of tbe collectio� to tbe 
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National Nuseua of Natural History at the Sllithsonian 
Institution , where it is now on peraanent loan (Trotter 
1981 ) . 
Porensic Skeletal Collections and Historic Burials 
soae of the data used in this study is coapiled in a 
data base of Afro-American, Buro-Allerican, Bispanic­
Alllerican and native Allerican Indian forensic cases and 
historic burials at the university of Tennessee ' s  
Anthropology Department. The 
under the direction of Dr. 
data base 
Richard L. 
currently the responsibility of the author. 
stored in a dBase fonaat on an IBM PC . 
was developed 
Jantz and is 
All data are 
The cranial data set assembled for the present study 
is an extension of the Forensic Data Bank in that it 
provides additional cranial aeasureaents and observations 
than nor11ally collected for the Forensic Data Bank project 
(Jantz and Moore-Jansen 1984; 1988a). The Forensic Data 
Bank includes a basic cranial record with additional data 
documenting age, 
date of death, 
various forensic 
gender and ethnic affinity, place and 
and birth. The data were obtained froa 
laboratories including those at the 
universities of Arizona, New Mexico, Tennessee, Georgia, 
Louisiana state university, fte Saithsonian Institution, 
The San Diego Nuseua of Nan, and the Oklahoaa State and 
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New York State Medical Bxuiner • s  offices. A relatively 
large set of historic native Allerican Indian cranial data 
was obtained fro• the Chicago Field Museua , The National 
Nuseua of Natural History, and The Arlly Medical Nuseua. 
ftese crania were originally asseabled during the latter 
half of the nineteenth and early twentieth century by 
collectors and by aray surgeons stationed in the Indian 
Territories during this period. rirst or second hand 
docuaentation regarding tribe , gender and other data 
pertaining to age and date of birth or death is often 
available. The aaterial is priaarily froa the Plains and 
Basin areas but also includes a few Eastern and Southwest 
speciaens. 
The native American Indian aaterial is currently 
under investigation by Drs. Douglas H. Ubelaker and 
Douglas w .  owsley, both of the Saithsonian Institution , 
and Dr. Richard L. Jantz of the University of Tennessee, 
who kindly provided additional skeletal observations to 
confirm any associated docuaentation on age , gender and 
tribal affiliation. Letters of docuaentation on the 
reaains are currently housed at the Saithsonian 
xnstitution. 
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Snake Hill Cemetery at Fort Brie 
The crania fro• this series are part of a larger 
skeletal saaple fro• an early nineteenth century 
battlefield ceaetery near Port Brie, ontario. The 
earthworks at Port Brie represent a saall ailitary post on 
the Canadian ,side of the Niaoara · river across fro• the 
city of Buffalo, New York. Despite its ,size, Port Brie 
played an illportant role in the latter part of the war of 
1 8 1 2  between the United states and Britain which ended 
with the signing of the Treaty of Ghent on Deceaber 24 , 
1814  ( Coles 196 5 ;  Hitzaan 196 5 ; Mabon 197 2 ;  Saith 19.85 ) . 
'l'he skeletal aaterial fro• Fort Brie consists of ca. 
2 8  individuals and was recovered fro• the Snake Hill 
battlefield ceaetery, associated with a saall field 
hospital. All of the aaterials are presuaed to represent 
casual ties fro• the late sU1111er cupaign of 1 :814, and 
evidence of trauaatic injury, gunshot wounds and 
amputations indicate that these were indeed battlefield 
victias ( Karnei 1987 ) .  Historical artifacts including 
reoillental unifora buttons and badges of rank identify 
several of the reaains as those of ailitia aen froa 
upstate New York and Pennsylvania. The archaeological 
evidence is supported by historic docuaentation whic 
indicates that aost of the ailitary force at Port Brie 
caae fro• these two states ( Hitzaan 1965 ) .  
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Althouvh aost of the remains were found to be of 
American ailitia aen, it is possible that aray regulars of 
unknown national ori9in aay occur in the suple . Stray 
British , Polish,  Geraan and Spanish aray regulars and 
aercenaries, or deserted Canadian ailitia , were all 
present in the Ria9ara Theater of the war (Thoapson 1832) , 
and ai9ht reasonably occur in the snake Rill battlefield 
ceaetery. Historical references to a •colored" ailitia 
coapany in the Niagara Theater under the co1111and of 
Captain Robert Runchey of the British aray, and to Afro­
Allerican · seamen and aore than 900 Afro-American prisoners­
of-war in Dartaoor Prison (Hitzaan 1965 : ,89 ) confirms the 
presence of Afro-American troops uonv the Fort Brie 
series . Historic documentation demonstrates the presence 
of seamen uong the defensive forces at l'ort Irie, 
althouvh nothinv is said revarding their ethnic affinity 
(Tboapson 1832) . 
The snake Hill battlefield ceaetery was excavated 
during the winter of 1987/88 (Williaason 1988a; 1988b ) . 
All skeletal and dental aaterials were aeasured and 
recorded by the author during a brief visit to the Royal 
ontario Museua in March 1988 . The author was acting as 
part of a consulting teaa to the Arlled Forces Institute of 
Pathology, Washington, D. c .  , led by Dr. Dougla·s If. OWsley 
of the saithsonian Institution . The remains were returned 
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to the united states during the suaaer of 19·99 for 
reburial. 
First African Baptist Church 
'l'he 
adult 
crania fro• this vroup represent a subset of 26 
individuals fro• a partially disturbed nineteenth 
century cemetery population in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania . 
'l'he site was re-discovered in 1980 during construction and 
was the subject of archaeological investigations in 1983 
and 1984 ( Parrington and Widener 1986) . Tbe aaterial was 
analyzed and aeasured in part by Dr. Richard Jantz and the 
author prior to its return for re-inter11ent . 
The First African Baptist Church represents a 
religious establishment of first or second generation free 
Afro-Allericans ·established in Philadelphia in 1809 . 
Historical records point to a vradual abolition of Afro­
AIDerican slave,s in the Philadelphia area beginning in 
1701. In 1780, the Afro-Allerican segment of the 
population of Philadelphia was estillated at six thousand . 
'l'he vast aajority of this population were free ( Parrington 
and Roberts 1984 ) . 'l'he population represented here is 
actually one of two branches of a church which separated 
in 1816 and which relocated to the area of the present 
cemetery in 1822 or 1823 ( Parrington and Widener 1986 .) .  
In spite of available city health records for individuals 
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interred in the ceaetery, construction and developaent 
during the past 150 years have elillinated any trace of 
individual identification. rroa uong aore than 70 people 
docuaented, individuals of both African and American birth 
were noted. The interaent of individuals continued from 
the early 1820 ' s  until s011etille tille during the early or 
aid 1840 ' s. After 1841, the history of the ceaetery is 
relatively unknown. 'fbe use of the cemetery as late as 
1843 has been suggested ( Rankin-Hill, personal 
co .. unication) . It was no longer associated with the 
church after 1848 ( Parrinqton and Roberts 1984; Parrington 
and Widener 1986). 
An investigation of the skeletal a,aterial to 
reconstruct the general health profile of the ·series wa·s 
undertaken in 1986 and 1987 at the Saithsonian Museum 
under the direction of Dr. J .  Lawrence Angel. This study 
yielded observations of a preponderance of aales over 
feaales uong the reaains . Child or infant reaains nearly 
equal the nUllber of adult interaents. Observations of 
pathological lesions were lillited to a few cases of trauaa 
and three incidences of tuberculosis. Malnutrition was 
indicated by dental hypoplasia, especially in f,eaales 
(Angel et al. 1987 ;  Kelley n. d. ) .  Stature estillates 
indicate that aales of the Philadelphia series are taller 
than aore recent Afro-Allerican series, while feaale,s are 
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shorter ( Kelley n . d. ) .  Fro• these observations, it is 
suggested that infant aortality was relatively high in the 
Philadelphia population, thus illplicating poor sanitary 
conditions and nutritional status. zt is also ·possible 
that Philadelphia fmaales underwent considerably greater 
exposure to stress and disease than did aales , resulting 
in their saaller stature. 
st. Peter and st . Louis No. 2 cueteries -- -- --- -- - -----
A saall nUllber of crania were .assellbled fro• a larger 
saaple of skeletal aaterials exhuaed fro• two cueteries 
figuring proainently in the history of Hew Orleans, 
Louisiana. The two cueteries, st. Peter and st . Louis 
No . 2 were excavated in 1984 under the direction of Drs. 
Douglas w .  OWsley of the Saithsonian znstitution and 
Charles B. Orser of Louisiana state University in Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana. Of the 32 burials exhuaed, 26 were 
adult and aany were fra911entary (OWsley et al. 19 '85 ) .  
'fbe st . Peter cuetery was probably in use during the 
period between 1720 and 1810. Zt includes interaents of 
both Afro- and Buro-American origin, of which the · foraer 
are assuaed to be priaarily •laves (Olfsley et al. 1987 ) .  
The st . Louis No. 2 cuetery was established in 1823 and 
continues to be in use (Olfsley et al . 1985 ) . The 
individuals included in the present analysis are thought 
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to date fro• a period around 1805 ( OWsley, personal 
co .. unication). 
A pattern of extensive arthritic devenerative disease 
was noted in the Afro-Allerican aaterial. This pattern 
indicates vreat physical stress. several instances of 
aneaic conditions and trauaatic · injuries and a hivh 
incidence of caries were also noted. These observations 
have been interpreted as reflectinq conditions of bard 
physical labor and an inadequate and biqhly carioqenic 
diet ( OWsley et al. 1987). In contrast to the saall 
nUllber of burials, a larqe uount of data on the 
interments was available from archival records. An 
interesting observation deduced fro• these records is a 
noticeably high aortality rate aaong young adult feaales 
( OWsley et al . 1985 : 164). 
The suple sizes of all of the series described above 
are listed in Table 1. A aore detailed discussion of the 
suple sizes and the cranioaetric aethods is presented in 




Table 1 .  Collections and s ample by rac ial or ethnic 
affiliation . 
Col lect ion 
Haaann-Todd 
R.  J .  Terry 
Forensic 
Historic 
Snake Hi l l  
Afro­





F irst Afr ican Bap. 26 
St . Peter 4 














































IV . THE DATA BASE 
cranial data were collected for 872 individuals of 
different racial or ethnic affiliation, representing 
approximately two hundred years of u .  s .  history f roa ca. 
1750 to 1970. To be included in tbe present atudy, 
crania bad to be coaplete, undeformed, ·and of an adult 
individual of known racial or ethnic affiliation. 
Reasonably accurate infonaation pertaining to the date of 
birth or death of the individual was also required. 
Exceptions to these requireaents included ,crania from 
earlier historic series for which only aorphological 
evidence was available. Accordingly, 60 crania of racial 
or ethnic affiliations other than Afro- or luro-Aaerican, 
subadult status, or too fragmentary in nature, were 
excluded. 
crania were divided into four categories of racial or 
ethnic affiliation based on sociological definitions 
obtained fro• associated records : Afro-Allerican, Buro­
Allerican, Allerican Indian and Hispanic Allerican. 'Bach 
vroup was coapoaed of individuals of both sexes with one 
exception. J:n the Biapanic-Allerican vroup there ·•ere only 
enough aales were available for analysis. 
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Individual Profile Data 
Infonaation on age, gender and racial or ethnic 
affiliation based on available aedical, police or other 
records, were obtained fr011 the Todd, 'ferry and forensic 
collections. Identification was documented for all 
individuals fro• these series based on soft tissue, by 
dental or skeletal x-ray, by fingerprint identification, 
or by associated aedical records, 
police records. Racial or ethnic 
death certificates and 
affiliation, although 
sociologically based, was detenained in the sa.ae aanner. 
Age was obtained fro• hospital or other records, 
including death certificates, driver licenses, personal 
identification cards, and county health records. However, 
in lieu of a recent renewal of the debate concerning the 
nature of the available age data for the Hamann-Todd 
collection ( Katz and Suchey 1986) , a selective •easure for 
chosing individuals fro• this series was invoked. Only 
individuals for which ages were assessed by Dr. 'rodd 
hiaself, as either •Probably correct",  •undoubtedly 
correct",  or •certainly correct•, were recorded ( Jelleaa, 
personal co1111unication) . 
Date and place of birth were recorded when available. 
However, aore frequently than not, these data were absent. 
In these instances, year of death and age, both of which 
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were always obtained, were used to calculate date of birth 
of an individual. 
A different approach was taken in documenting the 
historical aaterials used. A total of 138 crania of 
American Indian, 38 Afro-Allerican and 10 Buro-Allerican 
origin were obtained fro• historic ceaetery aeries or 
individual burials. All are associated with 
circuastantial information which is considered tOCJether 
with aorphological assessaents of age, gender and racial 
affiliation. Morphological standards for tbe skeletal 
identification of gender and racial affiliation (Bass 
1971 ; Kro911an 1939 ;  1978; Pbenice 1969 ; Stewart 1979) were 
invoked when specific documentation was unavailable. Only 
specillens displaying coaplete dental eruption, a closed 
spheno-occipital synchondrosis, and fused epipbyses were 
used to assure tbat only adult individuals were included. 
It should be noted that the presence of a united spheno­
occipital synchondrosis alone is not sufficient evidence 
to question recorded ages of less than seventeen years in ­
aore recent forensic specimens ( Powell and Brodie 1963) . 
Drs. Ubelaker and owsley of the Saithsonian Institution in 
Washington, D .C . ,  and Dr. Jantz at the University of 
Tennessee kindly provided ae witb cranial and postcranial 
assessaents of age, . gender and racial or ethnic 
affiliation for the aajority of the historical aaterials. 
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Only in the case of the Fort Brie crania did I chose to 
adopt •Y personal observations of age , and even then the 
differences in aeasureaents were ainor and negligible. 
Drs . Ubelaker and OWsley, and Ms. Jennifer Kelley Olsen 
also provided •e with historical docuaentation and 
descriptions of aost of the .historic crania along with 
their personal assessaent of the identity of the 
individual specillens. 
Since infonaation pertaining to date of birth is 
unavailable for aost of the historic crania, year of death 
was estillated fro• available records of death. 'l'hese 
records include correspondence and newspaper clippings 
docwaenting events of burial, hangings, warfare and other 
episodes. In the case of the First African Baptist Church 
crania , individual dates of death could not be detenained 
from the available infonaation. Since the period ,of use 
is well docwaented , a aean date of interment was 
calculated and used in place of year of death. For 
aaterials used froa the Hew Orleans ceaeteries, Dr. owsley 
kindly provided ae with a •beat estillate• for the 
intenaent of the individuals used froa this series. Date 
of birth was then estillated by subtracting age froa year 
of death . 
'!be inaccuracies incurred froa these estillates are 
considered to be of little consequence to the present 
t9 
study. Differences in the year of birth of the earliest 
segment represented by these three groups aay conceivably 
vary between five to 10 years. However , under no 
circuastances will this have an effect on coaparisons with 
later and better docuaented aeries . 
Tables 2 through 9 provide a detailed demographic 
profile of the aaaples drawn fro• each of the cranial 
series discussed in tbe previous section . 'the tables show 
suples sizes by racial or ethnic affiliation , aeans, 
standard deviations and ranges for age , year of birth and 
death. A coaplete list of speciaens and individual 
profile data is included in Appendix A. Information 
pertaining to collections association, gender, racial or 
ethnic affiliation, age , year of death and place of birth 
and death is included to the extent it could be determined 
fro• available information or observations. 
craniometric Measure•ents and Protocol 
Sixty-five aeasureaents were recorded for each of the 
812 crania used in the present study . lfbe aeasureaents , 
angles, variable code naaes and instruaents u·sed a·re 
presented in Table 10 . lfbe definitions and protocol used 
for recording are those developed by Howells ( 1966a; 1973) 
and Key ( 1983) . An abbreviated description of individual 




Table 2 .  Deaographic profile of cranial saaple fro• the 
Haaann-Todd collection . saaple s ize , aeans , standard 
deviations and ranges for age , year of birth and death , by 
racial or ethnic affil iation and gender , ( n  = 216 ) 
Af'ro-Aaer ican 
Feaa les Na les 
Elro AM:r ic-, 
Feaa les N.a ltPS 
------------------------------------------------------------
Saapl• Size,: 
ttu.ber 72 46 61  37 
Agl,: 
,..., 36 . 97 35. 1 1  43. 46 · 45. 14 
Standard deviation 13. 02 12. 15 10. 51  . 16. 65 
R-. 17-97 19-73 23-67 29-77 
Oat• of Birth: 
H.an 1890. 07 1986. 91 1993. 92 1877. l l  
Standard deviation 13. 36 12 . 22 1 1 . 24 10. 8 
Rar1Cp 1835- 1920 1853- 1906 1956- 191 1 1946- 19CJ8 
Oat. of Death: 
...,., 1927. 04 1922. 02 1927. 3 1922.24 
Standard deviation 5. 17 3 .66 5.  19  3. 58 




Table 3. Deaographic profi le of cranial saaple fro• the R. 
J. Terry collection . saaple size ,  meane , standard 
deviations and ranges for age , year of birth and death , by 
















Feaa les Na les 
40 65 
46. 5  46. 14 
18. 79 19. 03 
19-85 17-86 
1893. 55 1996. 94 
17. 8 20. 37 
1961- 1934 1948- 1929 
1940. 05 1933 . 08  
9 . 02 7. 99 
1924- 1962 1926- 1963 
Euro Aae, ican 
Fe.ales ttal.s 
50 75 
55. 84 55. 41 
14 . 45 16. 65 
27-91 19-87 
1898. 64 1879. 67 
16 . 85  24 . 46 
196 1- 1933 1943- 1943 
1954 . 48 1935. 08 




Table 4 .  Deaograpbic profile of cranial saaple fro• aoat 
recent forensic skeletal collections . Saaple size , aeana , 
standard deviations and ranges for age , year of birth and 
, death , by racial or ethnic affiliation and gender , ( n  = 















FN1a les Kales 
16 12 
36.22 48. 29  
18. 4 19. 26 
18-80 26-74 
1945 . 78  1931 . 54 
16. 94 17 . 4 
1901- 1959 1905-1960 
1902.00 1979 . 83 
4 .52 5. 84 
1973- 1987 1969- 1989 
faro Aller ica, 
Feaales Kal.s 
38 77 
32. 78  43. 01  
16. S 16.26 
16-75 17-73 
1947. 38 1937 .32 
16. 21  16. 72 
1907- 1967 1904-1963 
1980. 16 1980. 32 
4. 28 4 . 6  
1972- 1908 1964-1988 
--------------------------------------------------�---
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Table 5 .  Deaographic profile of cranial saaple of native 
Allerican Indian skeletal collections . S&11ple size , aeans , 
standard deviations and ranges for age , year of birth and 
death , by racial or ethnic affiliation and gender , ( n  = 
149). ______ ,______________ _ 
Hist:oric 




Nuab@r 70 68 2 CJ 
Ag.: 
....,., 32. 81 33. 79 26. 00 39. 22 
Standard deYiat ion 10. 35 9.46 5. 66 7. 09 
Range 17-62 19-63 22-30 28-50 
Dab of Birth: 
....,., 1860. 83 1850. 53 1953.5  1937 .00 
Stanct.-d deviat ion 22. 9 1  19. 55 2. 12 CJ. 39 
Range 1763- 1916 180�-1892 1952- 1955 1926-1954 
Oat• of Death: 
tt.an 1893. 64 1984. 32 1979. 50 1976. 22 
Standard deviation 21 . 14 19. 69 3. 54 4 . 6  
Range 1800- 1975 1846- 1937 1977-1982 1966- 1982 ------------------------------------------------------- ----------
UI 
UI 
Table 6 .  Deaographic profile  of cranial saaple from 
Hispanic-Alllerican skeletal col lections . Saaple s ize , 
aeans , standard dev iat ions and ranges for age , year of 
birth and death , by racial or ethnic affiliation and 
gender , ( n  = 26 ) .  
Forens ic 
Fe,na l es Hales 
Sa.p ie Size : 
Number 2 26 
Age: 
Hean -47. 5  34 . 71  
Standard devi at ion -4 1 .  72 406 
P.ange 18-77 17-7 1 
Date of Birth: 
Hean 1929 . 00  1935. 46 
Standard devi ation ::10. 8 28. 15 
P.ange 1902- 1956 UM4- 1966 
Date of Death: 
Nean 1976 . 5 1969. 7 
Standard dev i at ion 35 . 35 26. 22 
P.ange 197-4- 1979 1966- 1986 
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Table 7 .  Demographic profile of cranial  sample fro• 
various individual historic burial s .  sample size , means , 
standard deviations and ranges for age , year of birth and 
death , by racial  or ethnic af filiation and gender , ( n  = 
1 1 ) . 
Sa.pie Size: 
Nu.her 
Age :  
Hean 
Standard deviat ion 
Range 
Dale of Birth: 
Hean 
Standard deviat ion 
Range 
Dale of Death: 
Hean 
Standard deviat ion 
Range 
Afro-Fwer ican 
Fe•a les Na l es 
2 5 
5 1 . 00  33 . 6  
15. 56 12. 37 
40-62 25-52 
1059. 00 1856 . 2  
1 . 4 1 23 . 09 
1050- 1850 1838- 1892 
1910 . 00 1899 . 8  
1 4 . 14 25. 33 
1900- 1 920 1863- 1g10  
Euro-Flaer ican 
Fema l es Ha les 
0 4 
- 32. 25  
- 7. 03 
- 26-42 
- 1838 . 00  
- 19. 40 
- 1812- 1855 
- 1870. 25 
-4. 95 
- 1855- 1885 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
u, 
Table 8 .  Deaographic prof ile of cranial sample  from the 
First African Baptist Church , ( n  = 26 ) ,  and Fort Erie , ( n  
= 5 )  ceaeteries . Sample s ize , means , standard deviat ions 
and ranges for age , year of birth and death , by racial or 
ethnic af f i l iation and gender . 
F i rst Afr ican B�l isl 
Afro-Afner i can 
Fem.:1 les Ma les 
Fl. Er ie 
Euro-Aaer ican 
Fema les 11a les 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Sample Size:  
tt...Mlber 15 1 0 5 
Age: 
ttean 32 . 93 44 . 55 - 22. 7 
Standard dev i at ion 1 1 . 46 l l . 9 1  - 5 . 72 
Range 19-58 19-58 
- 1 7-32 
Dale of Birth: 
Hean 1 799. 07 1797. 45 - 1 79 1 . 3  
Standard dev i at ion 1 1 . 46 l l . 8 1  - 5 . 72 
Range 1 774- 18 13  1 774- 1 8 1 3  - 1 78 1 - 1 796 
Dale of Death: 
ttean 1032 . 00  1832. 00 - 18 1 4 . 00  
Standard deviat ion 
P.ange 182 1 - 1843 1 82 1 - 1843 
u, 
CD 
Table 9 .  Demographic profile  of  cranial  s ample from the 
st. Peter and st . Louis 2 cemeteries, New Orleans . sample 
size , aeans , standard dev iations and ranges for age , year 
of birth and death , by rac ial  or ethnic affil iation and 







Dale of Birth: 
Hean 
Standard dev iat ion 
Range 
Dall!! of Death: 
Nean 
Standard deviat ion 
Range 
Afro-A.ner ican 
Fe•a l es · Ha les 
3 2 
32. 67 418 . 25  
17. 2 1  8 . 84 
19-52 42-541 
178 1 . 67 1 756. 75 
Al .  041 8 . 841 
1778- 1786 1750-1763 
18141 . 33 1805 . 00  
16. 17  
1 805- 1833 
Euro-Aaer ican 
Fe•a l es Hales 
0 1 
412. 00  
1863. 00 
1805. 00  
UI 
\D 
Table 1 0. cranial measurements and variable code names , 
instruments and programs for ca lcu l ating variabl es . 
tt.asur..-nl 
Gl .,.,.l la-Occipi lal le119lh 
Nasion-Occipi lal L.nqth 
Basion-Nasi on l.ngt.h ­
Basion-Br.cJNa tt.ighl 
"•Mi,... CrMli al Br•adth 
"aMitlUN Frontal Br•adlh 
"i ni,... Frontal Br•adlh 
Bi ZljCJOIMli C Br...ath 
Bi aw-i cul ar Br...ath 
"i ni,... Crani al Br•adt.h 
Biasleri oni c Breadth 
Basion-Proslhion l"'9lh 
Nasion-Prosthion H.i ghl 
Nasal lt.i9'l 
Bi jugul _.  Br.adlh 
Nasal Br•adlh 
EMt.rnal Palalal Br...ath 
EMt9'rftal Al veol _. l..-.glh 
Hasloi d Mei CJhl 
"asloi d 8r9adlh 
Orbital tt.iCJhl 
Orbi tal Br•adlh 
I nlerorbi lal Br.adth 
Naso-Dacr'Jal Subtense 
Si NOti C Chord 
SiNOti C Subl� 
Bi"axi l l �  Br...ath 
Z�i l l _.l,l Subl....s9 
Bi fronlal Breadth 
Naso�rontal Subl..,� 
Bi orbi tat Breadth 
Oacrtpt Subtense 
l nhri or  Halar lefttlh 
"a,ci,... Hal .- l.nglh 
"al .- Sublens. 
Ch .. k te.i,;ihl 
Supraorbi lal Proj.cli on 
Gl abel l a  Proj.clion 
Bi st-.,IIM1ic Br...ath 
St.ephani c Subl.nse 














































used lo cal cul ate 
Spreadi ng Cal i .,...-s 
Spreadi ng Cal i JNWs 
Spreadi ng Cal i JNWS 
Spr•adi ng Cal i p�s 
Spreading Cal i pers 
Spr•adi ng Cal i pcws 
Sl i ding Cal i.,...-s 
Sl i ding Cal i .,...-s 
Sl i ding Cal i pers 
Sl i di ng  Cal i a,..·s 
Sl i ding Cal i p,prs 
Sl i ding Cal i pers 
Sl i di ng  Cal i .,...- s  
SI i ding Cal i p�-s 
Sl i ding Cal i .,...-s 
Sl i di ng  Cal i .,...-s 
Sl i ding Cal i a,..·s 
Sl i ding Cal i p,prs 
Sl i ding Cal i p,prs 
Sl i ding Cal ip,prs 
Di al Cal i JNWS 
Di al Cal i p�s 
Di al Cal i s,.rs 
Di al Cal i pers 
Di al Cal i s,.rs 
Di al Cal i s,.rs 
Co-ordi nate Cal iJMN"S 
Co-ordi nate Cal iJMN"S 
Co-ordi nal• Cal i pers 
Co-ordi nate Cal i pers 
Co-ordi n.&l• Cal i pors 
Co-,rdi nale Cal i pers 
Co-ordinal• Cal i pers 
Co-ordi nal• Cal i pers 
(:o-ordinal• Cal i JMN"S 
Co-ordi nale Cal i pens 
Co-or·di nal• Cal i pors 
Co-ordi nal• Cal i pers 
Co-ordi nal• Cal ipers 
Co-o.-di nal• Cal i pers 
C:o-ordi nal• Cal ipers 
Co-ordi nat.� c.�1 i p•rs 
tt.asur .... nl 
Nasion-Bregtta Fracti on 
Brec)"a-Lattbda Chord 
Bregtta-Lattbda Subt•ns• 
Brec)"a-Lattbda Ft·acti on 
LaNbda-Opi slhi on Chord 
LaNbda Opi slhi on Subtens• 
LaNbda-Opi slhi on Fracti on 
forafflPn N""Jf'IU" Lenqth 
foratt•n Hagnutt Breadth 
Nasi on Radius 
Subspi nal e Radi u� 
Prost hi on Radi •.Js 
OacreP' P.adi us 
Zl,l90-orbi tal e radi us 
Front°"al at·• Radi •.JS 
Ecloconchi on Radius 
ZtJl)O"aMi l l ar• Radi us 
H l  Al veolus Radi us 
Brec)"a Radi us 
"er-_ e,c Radius 
l.-.bda Radius 
Opi sthi on Radius 
Basion Radius 
Nasion Angl e (ba--pr) 
Prosthi on Angl • (ba-na) 
Basion Rngl• (na-pr) 
Nasion Rngl • (ba-br) 
Basion Angl e (na-br) 
Z'J90"aMi l l ar• fln9l e 
Naso-frontal Angl e 
Oacrl,lal An4Jl • 
N�o-Oacrl,lal AncJl • 
Si NOti C Angl . 
Frontal Angl • 
Pari •lal Anql • 
Ocd pi lal flngl • 
Bi st.ephani c Anqle 
Crani al Base n..:.«il• 
Post.•.-i or Bas• Angl •• 
Anl•ri or  Ba� Angl •• 












































us.d lo calcul al• 
Co-ordinal• Cali .,...-s 
Co-ordinate Cal ipers 
Co-ordinate Cal i pers 
Co-ordinal• Cal i .,...-s 
Co-ordinal• Cal i s,.rs 
Co-ordinal• Cal i pers 
Co-ordinate Cali pcws 
Sli ding or Co-ordi nal• 















I NDI AN  
I NDI AN 
I NOI AN 
I NDI AN 
I HOJ AN 
I NOI AN 
I NOI AN 
I HOJ AN 
J NOJ AN 
J NOJ AN 
I NOJ RN  
I NOI AH  
I NDI AN  
I NDI AN 




The instruments used include spreading, sliding, co­
ordinate calipers, dial calipers with a special attachment 
for reading subtenses, and a radiometer. All aeasurements 
were recorded to the nearest ailliaeter, except siaotic 
chord and siaotic subtense which were aeasured to the 
nearest tenth of a ailliaeter. 
Eighteen anoular dimensions were calculated to the 
nearest degree using a Clipper program •INDIAN", written 
by Dr. Patrick Key of Key co. , Inc. , and a Basic program 
"FLEX" written by me with the assistance of Dr. Jantz. 
A recording form suited to the specialized needs of 
the present study was desivned by me for the gathering of 
craniometric data (Appendix C). The form includes all 
variables observed directly on the cranium. In addition, 
other measurements on the cranium and mandible not used in 
the present study were recorded. A corresponding dBase 
III Plus (Ashton-Tate 1986) program for data input, 
written by the author, was used to computerize and aanage 
the data set on an IBM PC. The data were transferred onto 
to the Vax cluster .at the University of Tennessee 
Computing center, using ProcoUI and an Bvercoa 2400 baud 
internal aodem. The data were printed using the "PRINT" 
procedure in SAS ( SAS Institute, Inc. 1985 ) and hand 
checked against the original recording foras. smmary 
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statistics were also calculated in order to find obvious 
typographical errors in the data set . 
Inter-observer Brror 
Of the 812 crania recorded for this investigation, 
250 were aeasured by Dr. Richard L. Jantz of the 
University of Tennessee. Dr. David R. Hunt and I aeasured 
436 crania jointly, and I aeasured 126 crania alone. No 
attempt was made to test for inter-observer error, 
although I was able to check the measurements of Dr. Hunt 
and myself against those of Dr. Jantz on seven separate 
occasions when we measured the same speciaen. With one 
exception, the comparison did not yield inconsistencies in 
the measurement techniques used. In the first part of the 
study, an inconsistency in the technique for measuring 
bijugal breadth was noted between Dr. Hunt and me. As a 
result, all specimens recorded prior to the discovery of 
the inconsistency were re-measured. I also spent time at 
the initial stages of the study remeasuring crania, 
previously aeasured by Dr. Jantz, so that I could adj ust 
any differences in •Y technique to fit that of Dr. Jantz. 
As I ua also the recorder of aost of the crania aeasured 
by Dr. Jantz and used in this study, I have had several 
years of experience observing and registering his 
technique. 
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Estimation of Missing Values 
Since multivariate procedures such as those used in 
the following analysis require that all observations be 
present for each individual speciaen, it was necessary to 
select only complete crania. However, due to co1111on 
occurrences of breakage in exhwa�d aaterials and bone 
resorption, which is typical of middle and older age 
groups in any of the series, certain aeasurements were 
sometimes not obtainable directly from the cranium. 
Rather than discarding such speciaens, aissing values were 
estimated using a FORTRAN program "ESTIMATE " written by 
Dr. Patrick Key and aodified by ae to meet the specific 
needs of this study . The program, as it was used here, 
estimates the missing data points "according to an 
individual data vector within the context a variance­
covariance structure" (Key 1983 : 44 ) for temporally defined 
groups in series of ten year intervals . Thus several 
subsets of the overall sample are esti•ated separately, by 
gender and racial or ethnic affiliation. Less than one 
tenth of one percent of the entire saaple was estimated 
for a aaxiawn of 14 variables. ca. 30 percent of the 
crania with aissing values called for the estiaation of a 
single variable. Approxiaately 80 percent called for the 
estiaation of 10 or less variables . Ml Alveolar Radius 
( AVR ) was the single aost co1111only estimated variable. 
6 2  
The next most commonly estimated variables were dimensions 
which include the anatomical landmark Prosthion. 
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Introduction 
V .  ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 
'l'he purposes of the statistical analysis are : 1) 
deteraine if temporal effects on craniometric variation in 
size and shape ( cf .  secular changes) occur in two cranial 
series of Afro-American and Buro-Americans and to describe 
any specific changes in individual cranial variables, ; 2) 
to test the homogeneity of craniometric samples from the 
two largest anatomical series in the United states, the 
Hamann-Todd and R. J. Terry collections and to describe 
potential differences of individual cranial variables in 
the two series; and 3) to compute multivariate statistical 
models for the identification of racial or ethnic 
affiliation from crania of recent origin, using a 
calibration sample appropriate to the extent possible for 
temporal and geographic association. 
This analysis is concerned with the effect of five 
variables on cranialcranial sizeand shape . These 
variables are ethnic affiliation , gender, collection 
association , date of birth, and age at tiae of death . The 
problem of separating the age effect in this type of 
analysis has been previously discussed and is not 
considered in this analysis. Multivariate statistical 
testing of the four reaaining effects is carried out by 
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multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and 
multivariate analysis of co-variance (MANACOVA). 
Individual variables are described in terms of c.anonical 
correlation. Multivariate aodels for the identification 
of racial or ethnic affiliation in crania are addr,essed 
via discriainant function analysis . 
SU11111ary Statistics 
Means and standard deviations and sample sizes for all 
cranioaetric variables are calculated using the PROC MEANS 
procedure of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) package 
(SAS Institute, Inc . 1985) . These statistics are computed 
for each of the Afro-American and Buro-American samples of 
the two cadaver collections and for seven "recent" 
calibration samples of Afro-American, Buro-American, 
American Indian and Hispanic-American affiliation. 
Multivariate Analysis of variance 
Multivariate analysis of variance, MANOVA, is used to 
explore the relationship between one or aore of the 
independent classification variables (i. e. racial or 
ethnic affiliation, gender and collection association } ,  
and the dependent cranial variables. MANOVA examines the 
siaultaneous effect of the independent variable (s } on all 
of the dependent variables and evaluates the relationship 
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between qroups in terms the homogeneity of their 
respective mean vectors . The calculations are based sum 
of squares and cross-product aatrices (SSCP). A 
aultivariate test statistic, Wilks ' Lambda , is calculated 
to test the sionificance for the main effects and 
interaction effect. The Wilks ' Lambda is a ratio of the 
determinant of the SSCP error aatrix of the effect beinq 
tested over the sua of the determinant of the 
corresponding SSCP hypothesis and the SSCP error aatrices 
(Tatsuoka 1971). Accordingly, Wilks ' Lambda is a aeasure 
of differentiation among qroups , the probability of which 
is tested by the F test of significance . A decrease in 
the Wilks ' Lambda is contrasted by an increase in the F 
value which in turn is indicative of improved statistical 
siqnificance . 
The main effects and their interaction are tested for 
siqnificance of the craniometric homogeneity between 
groups. The interaction term tests the hypothesis that 
variance-covariance aatrices are equal uong groups 
defined by the aain effects. The absence of heterogeneity 
of the variance-covariance aatrices ( cf. interaction ) 
j ustifies pooling of 9roups and siaplifies further 
analysis . The aodel is rerun without the interaction term 
to illustrate the effect of each of the independent 
variables. Degrees of freedom are iaproved accordingly . 
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A significant interaction term is equivalent to rejecting 
the null hypothesis of equal variance covariance matrices . 
In this instance , it may be concluded that Qroups behave 
differently in the •aCJDitude and/or direction of the 
observed variability for the effects tested . 
The PROC GLM procedure of the SAS package ( SAS 
Institute , Inc. 1985) is eaployed to coapute the MAHOVAs . 
A MANOVA was coaputed for the aain effects of racial or 
ethnic affiliation ( RACE) and gender (SEX) and their 
interaction term (RACE*SEX) . This was done to shed light 
on the importance of aaintaining separation of the Qroups 
in further analysis . A second MANOVA was computed for the 
effects of collection association (CUR), Qender ( SEX) and 
their interaction term (CUR*SEX) . This test was carried 
out separately on Qro·ups of Afro-American and Euro­
American crania to examine the hoaogeneity of aale and 
female samples from the Hamann-Todd and R .  J .  Terry 
collections . 
Multivariate Analysis of Covariance 
The special problem of determining the existence and 
direction of a secular effect in the Afro-Allerican and 
Buro-Allerican 
analysis of 
cranial series is addressed by aultivariate 
covariance technique. MAHACOVA is an 
extension of regression analysis and analysis of variance . 
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MANACOVA adj usts the quantitative dependent variables for 
differences in the covariate so that the relationship 
between the independent class variable and the adj usted 
values of the dependent quantitative variables aay be 
examined (Wildt and Ahtola 1978). Thus, MANACOVA defines 
the amount of variability in the dependent variables which 
is explained by the independent variable and its 
covariate . 
First, it is necessary to determine a presence or 
absence of interaction between the class variable and the 
covariate . Interaction iaplies inequality of slopes, and 
in this instance canonical correlation is used to examine 
groups separately . If, on the other hand, no interaction 
is indicated , the null hypothesis of homogeneity of the 
slopes defining the variance-covariance matrices of the 
classes cannot be rejected . It aay be assumed that 
classes may be analyzed together . '!'he multivariate test 
statistic Wilks ' Lambda and an associated F test is used 
to illustrate group differences and test the siCJDificance 
of the relationships of the dependent variables and each 
term in the aodel . 
In order to elucidate the relationship between a 
aatcbing set of continuous cranial variables and a class 
variable, such as gender, in teras of a continuous 
covariate, such as year of birth, one aust first test the 
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homogeneity of slopes between groups . In order to 
determine if there is significant interaction between the 
class variable and the continuous covariate, the 
interaction vector is again tested for significance. If 
significant, it is concluded that the slopes defining the 
classes within the class variable are not parallel and the . • .  
null hypotheses of homogeneity is rejected. The amount of 
2 
the variance accounted for by the term is indicated . by R 
and is tested by F or Wilks ' Lambda . If the interaction 
term is significant, it is concluded that direction of 
change in cranial size and shape through time, varies 
between sexes . 
When interaction is noted, MAHACOVA is no longer 
appropriate as a means to study patterns of variation 
between groups . Other more appropriate measures are taken 
to study the pattern of variation . These measures 





the " PROC CANCORR" procedure ( SAS 
1985 ) . The canonical correlations 
indicate if significant temporal and sexually diaorphic 
patterns of variation are present and assess vroup 
relationships along these patterns. The aaqnitude and 
direction of changes is assessed according to the relative 




Discriminant analysis examines the relationship 
between several continuous variables and a single class 
variable, and produces linear combinations of the 
variables in the aodel which best discriainates between 
groups . Linear combinations are· composed of variables 
selected for the aaximum discrimination of populations. 
The method of selection was done using the "PROC STEPWISE " 
procedure ( SAS Institute, Inc. 1985). Stepwise regression 
is an exploratory technique of multivariate regression 
which permits the identification of the optimum model of 
continuous variables for separating groups. The "MAXR" 
procedure is used to determine the best single variable 
model, two variable model, etc. to achieve the best model 
for discrimination. The full 80 variable data set, a 
reduced data set without angles, subtenses and fractions, 
and a smaller data set representing measurements employed 
in the skeletal data bank were used. Discriminant 
functions were calculated for all three data sets. 
The "PROC DISCRIM" procedure ( SAS Institute, Inc. 
1985) is used to extract a linear combination of the 
continuous cranial variables that provides optiaum 
discriaination between groups of racial or ethnic 
affiliation . The procedure allows a test of 
homoscedasticity and classifies each specimen in the group 
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from which it has the lowest generalized squared distance 
(SAS Institute, Inc. 1985) . In cases of homoscedasticity, 
vroup aeans are tested using the Mahalanobis generalized 
distance aeasure. Mahalanobis distances and p-values 
provide an illustration of the discriainating ability of 
the particular variable aodel between reference 
populations (Fatti 1986) . The efficiency of the linear 
discriainant function is tested and probabilities of 
misclassification are estimated. 
canonical correlation using the ·PROC CANDISC" 
procedure (SAS Institute, Inc . 1985) is used to derive 
linear combinations of the craniometric variables, 
summarizing the within group variation between maj or 
collections (Cooley and Lohnes 1966). The resulting 
canonical variables are tested for overall difference and 
significance with Wilks ' Laabda and an F statistic. 
Statistically significant canonical variables are exaained 
and interpreted for a more detailed understanding of the 
relative contribution of the individual variables on the 
canonical vector . correlation coefficients or loadings 
are interpreted with according to their aaqnitude, and the 
direction of their relationship is defined by the positive 
or negative sign . Results of the relationships uaong 
groups are plotted to provide visual presentation of the 
results. 
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VI . SECULAR TRENDS 
The present section presents the results of the 
analysis into the secular variation in Afro-American and 
Buro-American feaale and aale crania which have occurred 
durin9 the past 200 years. A discussion of the findin9s 
addresses the question of both . .  temporal aaong-group 
cranial variation in racial or ethnic groups , and within­
groups patterns of sexual diaorphism . A sample of 289 
Afro-American and 348 female and male crania dating from 
ca . 1750 to the present , and obtained from various 
skeletal collections , provides the basis for the present 
analysis . The elucidation of siCJDificant secular trends 
durin9 this period can provide valuable documentation of 
why cranioaetric analysis of recent forens ic cases , using 
discriminant function analysis , may result in incorrect 
identifications when using older populations for 
calibration . 
The Homo9eneity of Racial or Ethnic Groups 
The first question that arises concerns the effect of 
group on cranioaetric variation. If it can be shown that 
groups of different racial or ethnic affiliation display 
siailar patterns of cranial variation , a case aay be aade 
for usin9 a pooled aultigroup sample in further 
investigation of secular trends . A aultivariate analysis 
72 
of covariance was carried out to test the homogeneity of 
the covariance aatrices of the two groups of Afro-American 
and Buro-American cranial series. 
Results of a preliminary study suggested that 
patterns of variation due to racial or ethnic affiliation 
do not concur with those associated with gender. 
'l'herefore, analyses were done separately for feaale and 
aale crania. The aodel tests the null hypothesis of no 
canonical correlation for interaction between the main 
effect of racial or ethnic affiliation (RACE ) and the 
covariate time (DOB ) .  The results of the aodel (RACE*DOB ) 
for multigroup female and male cranial samples are in 
Tables 11 and 12. An examination of the results of the 
female crania in Table 11 shows that the interaction term 
accounts for approxiaately 52 percent of the variation 
along the canonical variable (R = . 5 176 ) .  The 
aul ti variate test statistic Wilks ' Lambda of . 4 '8 is highly 
significant ( F = 2. 87, p = • 0001 ) .. 
The analysis of the aale crania in Table 12 follows 
the same pattern observed aJDong the feaale groups. For 
•ales, the interaction term accounts for approximately 43 
percent of the variation along the canonical variable ( R  
= . 4 316 ) . With a Wilks ' Lambda of 0. 56 (F = 2. 43, p = 
• 0001) , aale crania similarly exhibit unequal slopes uong 




Table 1 1 . MANACOVA test of interact ion , rac ial or ethnic 
· affiliation ( RACE ) , gender ( SEX ) and the ir covariate , year 
· of birth ( DOB ) , in Afro-American and Euro-American female  
, c ran i a from 1 7 5 0-19  7 O , . ( n = 2 9 7 ) . 
Squared 
Canon ica l  Canon i ca l  Standard E i gen Wi lks' F 
Hode l Corre lat i on Corre l at ion Error Va l•.Je Cr iter ion Rat io PP. > F 
OOB•RACE 0 .  7 19457 0 . 5 176 19 0. 0201 33 1 . 0730 0. 482381 30  2 . 87 0 . 0001 
..J 
U'I 
Table 12 . MANOVA test of interaction , racial or ethnic affil ia­
tion ( RACE ) , gender and their covariate , year of birth ( DOB ) , in 





Canon ical  Canon ica l  Standard E i gen Wi lks '  F 
Corre lat ion Corre lat ion Error Va lue Cr iter ion Rat io PR > F 
0. 657032 0 . 431691  0 .  03 1 1:)()4 0 .  7596 0 .  56830946 .. 2 .  43 0 . 000 1  
trends between the two groups do not coincide and that the 
application of pooled racial or ethnic qroups is 
unwarranted in further analysis. Therefore, crania of 
Afro-American and Buro-AIDerican affiliation are exuained 
separately for more detailed information on within-group 
variation. 
Secular Trends in Afro-American crania 
The determination of a secular trend, its relative 
magnitude, and its direction was done first for male and 
female crania of Afro-American affiliation. · The question 
of within-group variation is addressed by a multivariate 
analysis of covariance, by testing the pattern of the 
covariation between the main effect qender (SEX) and a 
covariate, time (DOB ) .  The results are presented in Table 
13. A contribution by the interaction term (SEX*DOB ) of 
32 percent (R = . 3247 ) of the variation along the 
canonical variable is found to be not siqnificant by a 
hiqh Wilks ' Lambda of . 68 (F = 1. 24, p = . 1 168) . It is 
concluded that the sample covariance matrices are equal 
for female and aale groups and that their respective 
slopes follow the saae trend or direction of temporal 
cranial variation. It is deterained that there is no 




Table 13. MANACOVA test of interaction and main effect 
gender ( SEX) , and its covariate , year of birth ( DOB) , in 
Afro-Allerican female and male crania from 1 7 50-197 0 , ( n = 
289 ) 
Squared 





Correlation Corre lat ion Error Va lue Cr iter ion Rat io PR >  F 
0 . 569098 
0 .  7160 1 1 




0. 039926 0 . 49 10 0. 6752167 1 . 24 
0 . 028766 1 . 0520 0 . ,49732831 2 . 72 
0 . 0 1 :3724 3 . 30 1 1 0 . 232501 10 8. 54 
0 . 1 168 
0. 0001  
0 . 000 1  
investigation of of the contribution of individual 
variables to this trend . 
A MANACOVA was rerun on the pooled series of female 
and male Afro-American crania, without the interaction 
term , to explore the pattern of cranial variation along 
the independent canonical variables for gender and time . 
Table 13 shows a strong gender effect (SEX ) ,  aarked by a 
significant Wilks ' Lambda of . 23 (F = 8 . 54 ,  p = . 0001). 
It signifies a noticeable degree of sexual dimorphism in 
the Afro-American crania series . Further investigation 
into sexual dimorphism is beyond the scope of this 
Returning to the temporal variable ( DOB ) in Table 
strong correlation contributing 51 percent of 
variation along the temporal canonical variable 




( R  = 
( F  = 
2. 72, p = . 0001 ) .  From these results, it is shown that a 
strong contribution of the observed cranial variation in 
the pooled female-male series of Afro-American crania may 
be attributed to the temporal variable and that a 
temporal, or secular , trend is both present and 
statistically significant. It should be noted that 
temporal trend presented takes into account any effect due 
to gender . 
Fiqure 1 is a graphic presentation of the overall 
direction of temporal trend for pooled female and male 
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Plot of compos ite raw canonical score and year of birth 
denoting a secular trend in feaale and male Afro-Alllerican 
crania . SCORE = 28 . 9367  + 0 . 0256•YEAR 
Afro-American cranial series with dates of birth from 1750 
to 1970 . The plot of the secular trend is produced by 
aultiplying each aeasurement by its corresponding raw 
coefficient on the canonical variable. Total scores for 
each individual are plotted against time , illustrating the 
slope of the relationship between the composite score and 
year of birth. A predicted slope of the relationship 
between the composite score and year of birth is predicted 
by aeans of regression . A slope of . 0256 is found to be 
significant (p = . 0) .  It is important to note here that 
the slope of the relationship between score and date of 
birth represents an increase in absolute values of the 
scores derived from the raw canonical coefficient . In 
Table 14, it is shown that for Afro-American these scores 
are generally negative. In other words, the trend shown 
in Figure 1 represents an increasingly negative trend 
which may be translated as a general cranial reduction. 
A more detailed description of temporal variation in 
individual cranial dimensions is possible by inspection of 
the independent canonical time variable . The 
aorphological pattern of teaporal variation in each 
individual variable and the aagnitude and direction of the 
canonical coefficients on this axis is shown in Table 14 . 
Loadings are largely negative, demonstrating a decrease in 




Table 14 . Total canonical structure for year of birth for 
crania of Afro-American females and males from 1750-1970 , 
( n = 14 9 ) . 
C -9non i ca l  C anon i c a l  
C odsi S t. ru c t. ur e  C o d9 S t. ruc t.ure ----- ------------ ------ ------ -------- ---------
GOL - 0 . 2 7 49 F R C  - o .  1 7-42 
NOL - 0 . 2540 FP.S 0 . 0 39 3  
BNL - 0 . 2074 FP.F - 0 . 1 780 
BBH - 0 . 25 76 PAC - 0 .  1 1 0 3  
>CCB - 0 . 2 7 6 3  PAS - 0 . 0025 
>CFO - 0 . 2058 PAF - 0 . 2895 
WFB - 0 . 1 8 1 3  oc c - 0 . 0576 
Z VB - 0 . 4 1 9 7 oc s 0 . 0206 
AUD - 0 . 2055 OCF - 0 . 007 7 
wee - 0 . 1 982 F O L  - 0 . 0954 
ASB - 0 . 1 1 4 1  FOB - 0 .  1 1 9 3  
B PL - 0 . 2 1 62 NA�'. - 0 . 0697 
NPH 0 . 1 0 1 0  SSR - 0 . 2922 
NLH o. 1 9 76 PR R - 0 . 1 350 
J UD 0 . 39 1 8  O�: R - 0 . 1 02 0  
NLB - 0 . 3 1 35 ZOR - o .  1 85 7  
NAB - 0 . 1 0 35 F M R  - 0 . 1 876 
NAL - 0 . 06 0 1 E�: R  - 0 . 2 1 88 
NOH - 0 . 0 8 0 3  Zl1R - 0 . 3 1 96 
NOB - 0 . 1 299 AVR - 0 . 2 499 
OOH 0 . 0004 BR R - 0 . 1 598 
OBB - 0 . 26 1 3  VP.R - 0 . 1 68 8  
01(9 - 0 . 1 8 27 LAR - 0 . 20 1 4  
NOS 0 . 0 1 96 OSJ? - 0 . 206 2  
WNO 0 . 0223 BAR - 0 . 1 35 5  
S I S  - 0 . 0438 NA A - 0 . 1 5 1 9  
Z NB - 0 . 2 1 00 PP.A - 0 . 0605 
sss - 0 . 1 5 49 BAA 0 . 2578 
F NB - 0 . 2 7 36 NBA - 0 . 0693 
NAS 0 . 1 409 BBA 0 . 0628 
E KB - 0 . 3 3 7 1 SSA 0 . 028 1 
OKS 0 . 1 454 NF A - 0 . 2429 
I NL - 0 . 0390 Olt: A - 0 . 2 46 8  
><NL - 0 . 0 1 5 3 NOA - 0 . 1 44 2  
NLS 0 . 05 1 6  S I A  0 . 0439 
WNH 0 . 05 36 Ffi?A - 0 . 1 37 3  
sos - o .  1 3 59 PAA - 0 . 0 458 
GLS - 0 . 2 1 5 1  OC A - 0 . 046 1 
S TD - o .  1 9 24 S T A  0 . 1 646 
S TS - 0 . 1 9 7 2  C B A  0 . 093 1 ------------- ------------ -- -- -- ---------- -- -- -
noted for bizygomatic breadth ( ZYB), nasal, breadth ( NLB), 
biorbital breadth ( BKB) and zygomaxillare radius ( ZMR). 
Other aoderately high negative scores include cranial 
length ( GOL, NOL), vault breadth ( XCB), height ( BBH), 
parietal curvature ( PAF), facial depth ( SSR, AVR), upper 
breadth ( FMB), and orbital breadth ( OBB) . Allong the 
lesser nuaber of positive coefficients, high and 
aoderately high loadings are noted for midfacial breadth 
(JUB ) and basion angle ( BAA) . 
The slope is predicted for nine selected cranial 
dimensions and is plotted in graphic illustrations of the 
relationship between these variables and time ( Figure 2 
through Figure 13 . Of the 12 variables shoW'I'.l, nine 
dimensions are found to exhibit a sionificant temporal 
trend . In Figure 2, cranial length (GOL) exhibits a 
negative rate of change amounting to -. 0288 1111/year ( p  = 
. 0098) . Cranial height ( BBH) is defined by a negative 
rate of change aaounting to -. 024 1111/year ( p  = . 0115) 
( Figure 3) , and cranial breadth ( XCB) displays a rate of 
. 0254 1111/year ( p  = . 0035) ( Fivure 4). Other diaensions 
shown include facial hei9ht ( NPH) with a positive slope of 
. 0146 ( p  = . 0408) ( Figure 5), facial depth ( BKR) with a 
slope of -. 0124 ( p  = . 0498) ( Fiqure 6), and breadth 
( ( ZYB), slope = -. 0431 , p = . 0001) ( Figure 7); ( BKB), 
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Figure 2 .  
WIit a, ...,.  
Plot of Glabella-occipital Length and year of  birth 
denoting a secular trend in female and male Afro-American 
crania. A =  1 observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc. 
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WIit CF • ..,. 
Plot of Basion-Bregaa Height and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in female and male Afro-American crania. 
A =  1 observ ation ; B = 2 observ ations ; etc. BBH = 174. 1 294  
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Plot of Maxiaua cranial Breadth and year of birth denoting 
a secular trend in feaale  and •ale Afro-Allerican crania . 
A =  1 observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . XCB = 183 . 76 1 2  
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Figure 5 . . Plot of Nasion-Prosthion Height and year of birth denoting 
a secular trend in female and male Afro-American crania. 
A =  1 observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . NPH = 40 . 5194  
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Figure 6 .  
WM OF IIDIM 
Plot of Ectoconchion radius and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in feaale and aale Afro-Allerican crania . 
A =  1 observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . · EKR = 93 . 8039 
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Figure 7 .  
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Plot of Bizygomatic Breadth and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in female and male Afro-American crania . 
A =  1 observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . ·zYB = 208 . 7778  
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l9lt OF IIIRIN 
Plot of Biorbital Breadth and year of birth denot ing a 
secular trend in female and male Afro-American crania . 
A =  1 observation ; B = 2 observat ions ; etc . EKB = 1 4 4 . 6033 
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Figure 9 .  
WJlt • ...,,. 
Plot of Orbital Breadth and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in female and male Afro-American crania . 
A =  1 observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . OBB = 54 . 6892 
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WJllt OF aRnt 
Plot of Bas ion-Nas ion Length and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in female and male Afro-Allerican crania .  
A =  1 observation ; B = 2 observat ions ; etc . 
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Figure 1 1 . Plot of Mastoid Height and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in female and male Afro-Alllerican crania . 
A = 1 observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . MOH = 3 1 . 7772  
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Figure 1 2 . Plot of Dacryon radius and year of birth denoting a 
secul ar trend in female and aale Afro-American crania. 
A =  1 observat ion ; B = 2 observat ions ; etc . DKR = 89 . 6807 
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Plot of Interorbital Breadth and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in feaale and .aale A fro-American crania . 
A =  1 observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . · oKB = 37.8033  
- 0 . 007 l *YEAR . 
. 0087, p = . 0067 (Figure 9)) . Other variables which did 
not meet the . OS level of significance include cranial 
base length (Figure 10), aastoid height (Figure 11), 
dacryon radius (Figure 12) , and orbital breadth (Figure 
13) . 
overall, the crania of the Afro-American series are 
best described as generally decreasing in size as 
reflected by the uniform direction of negative values . 
The absence of a mixed pattern of positive and negative 
trends among the craniometric dimensions along the 
canonical variable indicate little or no changes in shape. 
Three important exceptions showing change in shape are the 
lower midfac ial breadth , the bij ugal dimension (JUB), and 
facial height (NPH, NLH). A summary discussion of the 
results and a comparison with those of the Euro-American 
series is presented at the end of this section . 
Secular Trends in Euro-American Crania 
A similar analysis was done of the Euro-American 
cranial series. An analys is of the within-group 
homogeneity of slopes between female and male series was 
carried out by a aultivariate analysis of covariance, 
MANACOVA . The MANACOVA tests the null hypothesis of no 
canonical correlation of the interaction term of gender 
(SEX) and t ime (DOB) . Table 15 shows a slightly greater 
9 5  
'° 
0\ 
Table 15 . MANACOVA test  of interaction of gender ( SEX ) 
and year of birth ( DOB ) , in Euro-American crania fro• 
1 7 50-1970  ( n  = 2 4 8 ) . 
Squared 
Canonica l  Canon ical Standard E igen Mi lks '  F 
Hodel Corre lat ion Correl at ion Error Val ue Cr i ter ion Rat io PR > F 
DOB•SEX 0 . 500336 0 . 33679 0 . 0:35758 0 . 5079 0. 66321029 1 . 69 0 . 00 1 3  
contribution of the interaction term to the variation 
along the canonical variable than is noted for the Afro­
American series . The correlation, . 5803, (R = . 3368), is 
qualified by a significant Wilks ' Lambda of . 66 ( F  = 1 . 68, 
p = . 00013) . 
From the results in Table 15, which show unequal 
slopes, it is concluded that Buro-American aale and female 
samples do not exhibit parallel trends or directions of 
change in time . Since they do not coincide, male and 
female samples are maintained as separate groups in 
further investigation of secular patterns of change in 
size and shape . 
TWo separate canonical correlations were computed for 
the female and male cranial series to illustrate the 
temporal 
dimensions . 
relationship among the individual cranial 
A multivariate test of the significance of 
the overall relationship in each of the sexes is 
illustrated in the following discussion . Both females and 
males exhibit a strong canonical correlation in the Euro-
American series . Females show the highest correlation, 
attributing 83 percent of the observed variation to 
temporal association (Table 16) . The overall relationship 
is characterized by a small Wilks ' Lambda of . 17 (F = 




Table 16 . Test of teaporal relationship among individual 
cranial diaensions in Euro-American female crania from 
17 50-197 0 ,  ( n  = 14 9 ) . 
Squared 
C�ical Canonica l  Standard E i gen Wi lks ' F 
Nadel Corre lat ion Corre l at ion Error Va lue Criterion Rat io PR > F 
00B 0. 9 1 330-4 0 . 8:3-4 12-4 0. 0 1 3635 5. 0286 0. 16587584 4 . 27 0 . 000 1  
pattern in Euro-American femal e crania is shown in Figure 
1 4 . 
The male cranial series illustrated in Table 17 also 
· shows a stronq rel ationship between time and cranial 
variation . A correlation of 0 . 8561 is noted , with an R 
of . 73 and a Wilks ' statistic of  . 27 
C 
( F= 4 . 01 , p = 
. 0001 ) .  A slope of . 0757  ( p  = . 0 )  denotes a significant 
overall rate of change in the composite score of females . 
The male pattern of temporal cranial variation is shown in 
Figure 15 . In males , the temporal change is defined by a 
slope of . 04 1  (p  = . 0 ) . 
The morphological pattern of temporal variation for 
Euro-American female crania in Table 18  is generally 
characterized by a mixture of pos itive and negative 
loadings , suggesting temporal change in cranial size and 
shape . variables with high positive loadings for female 
crania inc lude cranial height ( BBH , BRR , VRR ) and frontal 
curvature ( FRF , FRS ) , facial proj ections ( SOS , DKR , EKR ) 
and cranial base length ( BNL ) . The highest negative 
loadings are seen in facial depth ( NDS ) , orbital and 
interorbital breadth ( OBB , DKB ) . Other variables with 
moderately high positive loadings include frontal chord 
( FRC ) , vault breadth ( ASB , STB ) . Additional variables 
with negative loadings are facial breadth ( ZYB ,  EKB ) ,  
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Figure 1 4 . Plot o f  compo s ite raw canonical score and year o f  birth 
denoting a secul ar trend in female Euro-American c rania . 




Table 17. Test o f  tempral relationship among individual 
cranial dimensions in Euro-American male crania from 1750-
1970 , ( n  = 1 9 9 ) . 
------------------------------------------------- 4-----------------------------
Squared 
Canon ical  Canon ical  Standard E i gen W i lks'  F 
Hodel Corre lat ion Corre l at i on Error Value Criterion Rat io PR >  F 
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Plot of composite raw canonical score and year of birth 
denot ing a secular trend in male Euro-American crania . 




Table 18 . Total canonical s tructure for year of birth for 
Euro-American female crania from 1 7 50-1970, ( n  = 1 4 9 ) .  
C an on i c a l  C anon i c a l  
C odlill S t.r uc t.ure C o de S t..ruc t.ure - ---- --- - - - - - ---- ---- -- - - -------- ---- -- - - -- ---
GOL 0 . 1 2 7 1  FRC 0 . 2 6 3 0  
NOL 0 . 1 2 49 FRS 0 . 3 0 3 5  
BNL 0 . 3592 F R F  0 . 3 1 66 
BBH 0 . 4 4 9 7  PAC - 0 . 1 22 2  
xce - 0 . 2.228 PAS 0 . 1 1 8 4 
XFB - 0 . 09 1 8  PAF 0 . 0 77 8  
WFB - 0 . 0 766 occ 0 . 2059 
zve - 0 . 2553 oc s 0 . 1 02 9  
AUB - 0 . 1 80 3  OC F 0 . 1 35 0  
wee - 0 . 2696 F O L  o.  1 1 6 4 
ASB 0 . 2508 F O B  0 . 0 96 6  
BPL 0. 1 8 95 HAR 0 . 2 72 4  
NPH 0. 1 4 09 SSR 0 . 2 1 6 4  
NLH 0.  1 1 59 PRR 0 . 1 64 8  
J UB - 0 . 1 2 6 7  01( R 0 . 4 2 7 9  
NLB - 0 . 22 1 8  ZOR 0 . 2 48 5  
NAB 0 . 2 3 45 FNR 0 . 2 2 1 8  
NRL 0 . 0868 E lr: R  0 . 3088 
NOH 0 . 2309 ZNR 0 . 2 1 2 1  
NOB - 0 . 08 77 AVR 0 . 0535 
OOH 0 . 1 665 BRR o .  3 '45 1 
OBB 0 . 38 1 8  VRR 0 . 3 '46 8  
0 K B  - 0 . 4 3 8 3  LAR 0 . 1 1 30 
NOS - 0 . 34 74 OSR 0 . 1 62 8  
WNB - 0 . 0 5 75 BAR 0 • .2 1 50 
S I S  0 . 1 8 96 N A A  - 0 . 1 08 3  
2P1B - 0 . 2 7 48 PRA 0 . 1 565 
sss 0 . 1 59 1  BAA - 0 . 0670 
F PIB - 0 . 1 744 NBA 0 . 1 8'9 3  
NRS 0 .  1 542 BBA - 0 . 1 92 2  
E K B  - 0 . 2789 SSA - 0 . 2664 
OKS - 0 . 0525 NF A - 0 . 2 0 8 3  
( PIL 0 . 00 36 Ol(A 0 . 2 1 1 6  
XPIL - 0 . 0442 NO A 0 . 0525 
NLS - 0 . 0759 S I A  - 0 . 2 48 9  
WPIH 0 . 1 2 38 F R A  - 0 . 1 97 5  
sos - 0 . 3380 PAA - 0 . 2 4 7 7  
GLS - 0 . 0530 OC A - 0 . 00 1 6  
S T B  - 0 . 2 7 65 S T A  - 0 . 1 446 
STS - 0 . 0072 CB A - 0 . 2262 ------- ---- -- -- -- - - ---- - - -- -- -- -- - - - - - --- - - - --
•axillary and ainimum cranial breadth (ZMB, WCB), facial 
depth (NAR) and angle (SSA). 
Figure 16 through Figure 27 illustrate the individual 
positive and negative trends and rate of change for a 
select nuaber of cranial variables. Signif i,cant slopes 
are observed for height (BBH, slope = . 0812, p = . 0001) 
(Figure 16); breadth (XCB, slope = -. 038, p = . 0128) 
(Figure 17); cranial base length (BNL, slope = . 0518, p 
= . 0001) (Figure 18) ; and mastoid height (MDH, slope = 
. 0221, p = . 0098) (Figure 19). Facial dimensions include 
breadth (ZYB, slope = -. 0354, p = . 0042; EKB, slope = -
. 032, p = . 0017) (Figure 20 and Figure 21), orbital and 
interorbital breadth (OBB, slope = . 0225, p = . 0001; 
DKB, slope = -. 0343, p = . 0001) (Figure 22 and Figure 23), 
and facial depth (DKR, slope = . 0535, p = . 0001; EKR, 
slope = . 0323, p = . 0005) (Figures 24 and Figure 25) . 
other variables which did not meet the . OS level of 
significance include cranial length and facial height 
(Figure 26 and Figure 27). 
Table 19 shows the results obtained for the Buro­
American male cranial series. Variables with high loadings 
for male crania include cranial height (BBH, BRR, VRR) and 
curvature (FRF, OCC), facial depth (NAS, NAR, DKR, ZOR, 
EKR, ZMR), orbital breadth (OBB), aastoid height (MDH), 
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Figure 16. Plot of Basion-Breg11a Height and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in feaale Euro-Allerican crania. A =  1 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . BBH = -24 . 6685 + 
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Figure 17. Plot of Maxiaua cranial Breadth and year of birth denoting 
a secular trend in feaale Buro-Allerican crania. A =  1 
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WIit O, IIIMN 
Plot of Basion-Nasion Length and year 
secular trend in feaale Buro-Allerican 
observation;  B = 2 observations ; etc. 
0 . 05 1 8 *YBAR . 
of birth denoting a 
crania . A =  1 
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Figure 19 . Plot of Mastoid Height and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in feaale Euro-Aaerican crania . A =  1 
observation ;  B = 2 observations ; etc . MDH = -15 . 5304 + 
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Figure 20. Plot of Bizygoaatic Breadth and year of birth denotin9 a 
secular trend in feaale Euro-Allerican crania . A =  1 
observation; B = 2 observations; etc. ZYB = 189. 073 -
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Figure 21. Plot of Biorbital Breadth and year of birth denoting a 
secular . trend in feaale Euro-American crania . A =  1 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc. EKB = 154. 4795 -
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Figure 22 . Plot of Orbital Breadth and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in feaale Buro-Aaerican crania . A = · 1 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . 088 = -5 . 6 288 + 
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Figure 23 . Plot of Interorbital Breadth and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in feaale Buro-Allerican crania . A =  1 
observation; B = 2 observations ; etc. DKB = 86 . 5179 -
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Figure 24 . Plot of Dacryon Radius and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in feaale Euro-Alllerican crania .  A =  1 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc. DKR = -23 . 9442  + 
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Figure 25 . Plot of Ectoconchion Radius and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in feaale Euro-Allerican crania . A =  1 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . EKR = 4 . 8788 + 
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Figure 26 . Plot of Glabella-occipital Length and year of birth 
denoting a secular trend in feaale Buro-Allerican crania . 
A =  1 observation; B = 2 observations ; etc . GOL : = 
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Figure 27 . Plot of Nas ion-Prosthion Height and year of birth denoting 
a secular trend in feaale Euro-Allerican crania . A =  1 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . NPH = 25 . 7025 + 




Table 19. Total canonical structure for year of birth for 










































Canon i ca l  
S� ruc � ur •  
0 . 1 4190 
0 . 1 4195 
0 . 3569 
0 . 4'457 
- 0 . 0340 
- 0 . 00 73 
o.  1 290 
- 0 . 06 1 6  
0 . 1 06 1  
- 0 . 0348 
0 . 1 8 76 
0 . 2 1 94 
0 . 2593 
0 . 0 7 2 3  
- 0 . 0458 
o. 1 6 39 
0 . 1 326 
0 . 1 696 
0 . 3968 
- 0 . 0 1 25 
0 . 1 2 35 
0 . 36 07 
- 0 . 2867 
- 0 . 1 828 
0 . 1 502 
0 . 1 595 
- 0 . 2749 
0 . 1 44'0 
0 . 0544 
0 . 4'245 
- 0 . 0 1 42 
0 . 0402 
0 . 1 2 34 
- 0 . 04154 
- 0 . 1 7 38 
0 . 058 1 
- 0 . 0709 
0 . 0558 
- 0 . 0069 
0 . 2 7 92 
Cod• 
F R C  
F R S  
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S T A  
CBA 
C anon i c a l 
S t.ruc t.ure 
o .  1 86 9  
0 . 0985 
0 . 4529 
- 0 . 1 29 7  
0 . 0 2 1 1 
0 . 090 7  
0 . 3 37 7  
0 . 2 38 7  
0 . 29418 
0 . 3290 
0 . 1 02 9  
0 . 36412 
0 . 2883 
0 . 265 1 
0 . 3560 
0 . 346 7  
0 . 2 4177 
0 . 3039 
0 . 3276 
0 . 20241 
0 . 4825 
o . ..  923 
0 . 2 302 
0 . 1 3412 
0 . 0025 
- 0 . 05418 
0 . 080 4  
0 . 00 1 2  
0 . 2 350 
- 0 . 2 38 4  
- 0 . 2 7 1 41  
- 0 . 41 1 68 
0 . 1 00 1  
0 . 0 1 59 
- 0 . 1 365 
0 . 0278 
- 0 . 1 269 
- 0 . 0529 
- 0 . 3 30 2  
0 . 0208 ------- -- -------- - --� - - ----- - -------- -- - -�--�� 
(FOL) and frontal shape (NFA, STA) . With the exception of 
the negative loading for histepbanic angle (STA) , all of 
the above variables are characterized by positive 
loadings. Moderately bigh positive loadings are also seen 
in facial height (MPH) and depth ( SSR, PRR) and curvature 
of the vault ( ITS, OCP) , with ne9ative loadin9a for 
interorbital breadth (DKB) , aaxillary breadth ( ZNB ) ,  
frontal and facial an9les ( SSA, STA ) . 
An exaaination of the coefficients on the canonical 
variable identify a pattern of teaporal variation in Buro­
Aaerican crania characterized by a positive trend . The 
direction and teaporal relationship of a few select 
variables are demonstrated in Figure 28 through Fiqure 35 . 
The rate of change is defined in the diaensions of height 
(BBH, slope = . 0618, p = . 0001) (FiCJUre 28) , base length 
(BNL, slope = . 0377, 
height (MDH, slope 
p = . 0001) (Figure 29) , and aastoid 
= . 0278, p = . 0001) (Figure 30) . 
Estimates of rate of change in the craniofacial 'diaensions 
include height (NPH, slope = . 0227, p = . 0018) (Fiqure 
3 1) , orbital and interorbital breadth (OBB, slope = . 0177, 
p s . 0001 ; DD, slope = . 0135, p = . 0006) ( Figure 32  and 
Figure 33) , and depth (DKR, •lope = . 035, p = . 0001 ; BKR, 
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Plot of Bas ion-eregaa Height and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in aale Buro-Allerican crania . A =  1 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . BBH = 19 . 7092 + 
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Figure 29 . Plot of Basion-Nasion Length and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in aale Euro-Allerican crania .  A =  1 
observation; B = 2 observations ; etc . BNL = 31 . 0496 + 
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Plot of Mastoid Height and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in aale Euro-Allerican crania . A =  1 
observation ;  8 = 2 observations ; etc . MOH = -22 . 2242 
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FiCJUre 31 . Plot of Nasion-Prosthion Height and year of birth denoting 
a secular trend in aale Buro-American crania . A = 1 
observat ion ; B = 2 observations ; etc . NPH : 26 . 2247 .. 
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Figure 32 . Plot of Orbital Breadth and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in aale Euro-Allerican crania . A = 1 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . OBB = 5 . 6  + 
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Figure 33 . Plot of Interorbital Breadth and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in aale Euro-Aaerican crania . A =  t · 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc . DKB = 48 . 1904 -
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Plot of Dacryon Radius and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in aale Buro-American crania . A =  1 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc. DKR = 16 . 6046 + 
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Figure 35 . Plot of Bctoconchion Radius and year of birth denoting a 
secular trend in aale Euro-Allerican c�Qh1Q . A • 
observation ; B = 2 observations ; etc. EICR = 27 . 0493 + 
0 . 023 *YEAR . 
To illustrate aajor group differences and within­
group variation a suaaary coapariaon of the deaonstrated 
group trends is presented below. 
Group coaparison of Teaporal cranial Trends 
Patterns of teaporal variation indicative of a 
aecular trend are tabulated for those cranioaetric 
variables which show the greatest uount of change during 
the past two centuries. Table 20 through Table 23 
S\lllllarize the pattern of the secular changes in the crania 
vault. The vault is examined in teras length, height, 
breadth and curvature. 
The secular trend in the Buro-American series is 
exhibited by a teaporal change in the vault as defined by 
a lesser increase in the frontal se911ent of the cranial 
lenqth and a proainent increase in cranial height ( Table 
20). However, the increase in height is priaarily a 
reflection of an increase in vault height superior to the 
transaeatal axis as defined by the vertex and bre;aa 
radii. Table 21 shows that the portion of the total 
cranial height below the tr,ansaeatal axis defined by the 
basion and opisthion radii exhibits contributes less to 
the total cranial height than is observed for the bregaa 





Table 20. Total canonical structure for teaporal 
association ( DOB ) .  Recent secular change in the size and 
shape of the cranial vault of Afro- and Euro-Allerican 
skeletal series between 1750 and 1970. 
Yariel• Q:dg, 
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Table 21. Total canonical structure for teaporal 
.association ( DOB ) . Recen secular change in the size and 
,shape in the cranial base of Afro- and Buro-Aaerican 




Bas ion-Has ion Lll!nglh BtL 
�ight.: 
Opisthion Radius OSR 
S.Sion Radius BRP. 
Br-tP.adth: 






Earo-Raerican Rf"ro Aaarica, 
Feaa lP.S Ka les pooled .rw ed... 
+ 0. 3592 + 0. 3569 - 0 .2074 
+ 0. 1628 + 0. 1342 - 0.2062 
+ 0. 2150 + 0.0025 - 0. 1355 
- 0. 1903 + 0. 1061 - 0.2055 
+ 0. 1 164 + 0. 3290 - 0.0954 
+ 0.0966 + 0. 1029 - o. 1193 





Table 22. Total canonical structure for teaporal 
association ( DOB). Recent secular change in the size and 
shape of the face of Afro- and Euro-Aaerican skeletal 
series between 1750 and 1970. 
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Table 23 . Total canonical structure for teaporal 
association ( DOB ) . Recent secular change in the size and 
shape of the angular cranial diaensions of Afro- and Buro­
Aaerican skeletal series between 1750 and 1970. 
Ur iml• Code 
Nasian Rngl• <Na-Br > NBA 
O.Sian Angl• <Na-Pr > BRA 
ZygotNM i 1 1  � Ang le SSA 
Naso-front•l Angle NFA 
DacnJal flngl• OKA 
Siaotic flngl• S IA 
Pari•t•l Rngl• PAA 
Bist..,t....ic Angle STA 
Cranial bastP Angle CBR 
Bas ion Ang 1 e (Na-Dr > OBA 
Euro Aaerican Afro ANa ic., 
Feaa les Ha les pool@d awwla. 
+ 0. 1893 - 0. 2350 - 0.0590 
- 0 . 0670 - 0. 00 12 - 0. 2678 
- 0. 2664 - 0. 2714  - 0.0070 
- 0. 2083 - 0. 4 168 - 0.2429 
+ 0. 2l l6 + 0. 1001 - 0. 2468 
- 0. 2499 - 0. 1365 - 0. 2465 
- 0. 2477 - 0. 1269 + 0. 0981 
- 0. 1446 - 0. 3302 + 0. 1 754  
- 0. 2262 + 0. 0209 -- 0.0576 
- 0. 1922 - 0. 2384 + 0.0228 
Returning to Table 20, it is noted that the breadth 
dimension of the Buro-American craniua is characterized by 
a narrowing of the vault in feaales except at aaterion 
where widening ia observed . Little change ia observed in 
the breadth dillenaiona for the aale cranial aeries . 
'l'be 110at notable change in the individual bones . of the 
vault ia aeen in the ahape of the frontal bone . Table 20 
•hows the increase in •agittal curvature ,and cranial 
length. In aales, the bistepbanic angle reflects a 
decrease and shape change in the transverse diaension of 
the frontal bone (Table 23). 
The cranial base is characterized by an increase in 
its length in both sexes and by an elongation of the 
foruen aagnua in in the aale aeries. The cranial base 
appears aost stable in the breadth and depth diaensions. 
An increase in aastoid length is observed for both feaale 
and aale Buro-Allerican series (Table 22). 
craniofacial teaporal changes are aost proainent in 
the Buro-American series (Table 22). Both feaales and 
aalea are characterized by a aignificant increase in the 
facial radii resulting in a greater projection of the 
face . With the exception of a decrease in aupraorbital 
projection in feaalea, the increase in facial projection 
ia consistent in upper, aiddle and lower aectiona of the 
face (Table 22 ) . Height of the face abows little or only 
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aoderate increase. This increase is slightly greater in 
aale crania than in feaale crania. Breadth diaensions of 
the face follow the trend observed in the vault . The 
aecular trend observed in tbe face ia characterized by a 
narrower face 1D all of tbe external diaension except in 
the palate (Table 22) . An increase in palatal breadth is 
contrasted by a proainent decrease in interorbital breadth 
and a corresponding increase in orbital breadth. Although 
ainor, an interesting contrast between feaale and aale 
crania is illustrated . by a teaporal decrease in the nasal 
breadth of the feaale crania and a alight increase in the 
aale crania. 
In the angular variables relating to cranial shape, 
changes in the facial configuration are characterized by a 
aore pointed face. It is aore pronounced in •ales than in 
females and is characterized by decreases in the naso­
frontal and zygoaaxillary angles (Table 23) . A pointed 
frontal illustrated by the bistephanic angle is noted in 
the aale aeries. 
xn contrast, tbe Afro-American aeries exhibits only 
ainor changes in shape. A unifora negative temporal trend 
indicates a general decreaae in craniua size of the Afro-
Allerican · aeries . Where Buro-Alllerican crania aay 
experience a alight increase in vault length, Afro­
Alllerican crania are characterized by a corresponding 
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decrease .  cranial height exhibits a siailar contrast 
( Table 20) , but in this case there appears to be little 
difference in the rate of its two segments defined by the 
vault and base beighta (Table 20 and Table 21 ) .  Changes 
in vault breadth and curvature are alight in the Afro­
Allerican aeries and reflect the overall decrease in •1ze. 
AD exception to tbis pattern ia a relatively vreater 
decrease in the parietal fraction which translates into a 
ainor chan9e in the upper vault curvature . The 
significance of this decrease is not easily explained . 
The cranial base of the Afro-American series exhibits 
change in the opposite direction of the cranial base 
changes noted in the Buro-American series (Table 21) . The 
observed shortening and possible narrowing is ainor, if at 
all significant. No change is seen in aastoid height in 
the Afro-Allerican series in contrast to the lengthening of 
the aastoid process in the Buro-American series. 
craniofacial changes in the Afro-Allerican series show 
a trend towards a aborter and narrower face in contrast to 
the longer, but also narrower face in the Buro-Allerican 
series (Tal:>le 23) . The face is uniforaly aborter . The 
relative increase in tbe projection of dacryon aay reflect 
aoae ainor changes in the shape of the aidfacial 
projection of the face. A reduction in the basion angle 
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at basion and between prosthion and nasion is a reflection 
of the reduced height and shortening of the cranial base . 
For the two aeries of Afro-Allerican and Buro-Allerican 
crania exuined, two distinct t•poral trends can be 
identified. on the one hand, tbe Afro-Allerican aeries 
exhibits a 9eneral, teaporally defined reduction in 
cranial size with leaser changes in ahape . 'fhe Buro­
Aaerican auple, on the other hand, ia characterized by a 
noticeable projection and possible increase in height of 
the face, a ainor increase in cranial length and a 
proainent increase in height, and a aarked decrease in 
vault and facial breadth. 
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VII. COLLBC'l'ION ASSOCIATION 
Univariate statistics are listed in Appendix D for 
the Roann-Todd and R. J .  Terry cranial aeries, including 
aenas and atandard deviations by gender and race . The 
definitions corresponding to eacb of the 65 aeasur,eaenta 
and 15  angles, referred to in section four are presented 
in Appendix B .  
The Haaann-Todd and !.:. �  Terry Skeletal Series 
The investigation into the variation uong 
collections addresses the question of the geographical and 
demographic differences between the Huann-Todd and the 
R. J. Terry anatoaical collections. Collection 
association is assuaed in part to define population 
differences based on historical or geographical origin. 
It is well documented that the anatoaical aeries represent 
lower aocioeconoaic segments of two urban populations 
( Cobb 1952; corruccini 1974; Trotter 1981 ) .  Further, it 
is thought that recent internal aigration of Afro­
Allericana fro• the rural south is represented in the 
collections. Buropean illllivrants entering the united 
states during latter part of the nineteenth century 
represent two aajor periods of illlliqrations. 'l'he earlier 
infusion of illaigranta was generally representative of 
northern and western Burope, including Britain, Germany, 
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and the Scandinavian countries . on the other hand, the 
later vroup of ilmigrants included a vreater nUllber of 
central, eastern and aouthern Buropeans, and aore recently 
central and aouthern Buropeans (Dinnerstein and Reiaers 
1975 ) . Available census data fro• Cleveland, Ohio and st . 
Louis, Missouri, hoaes of the two anatoaical collections, 
suggest a recognizable differentiation in tbe ethnic 
aakeup of the two cities . St . Louis, on the one hand, is 
generally Geraan/Britiah whereas Cleveland is has an added 
coaponent of eastern and southern luropean ethnic qroups . 
To test the hypothesis that 9eographical variation 
reflects ethnic differences, several NANOVAs were done for 
the Afro-American and Buro-Allerican aeries . The null 
hypothesis of zero canonical correlation is tested for 
the interaction of each of the aain effects . In Table 24, 
the test of interaction between 9ender and collection 
association in the Afro-Allerican saaple shows a 
nonsignificant correlation for the interaction tera with a 
Wilks ' Lambda of . 6593 ( F  = . 9, p = . 6862) . No 
interaction is interpreted to aean that differences due 
to gender do not vary between collections . In Table 25, 
the Buro-American series show a significant correlation 
with the interaction tena, indicated by a Wilks ' Lambda of 
. 5333 ( F  = 1 . 53, p = . 0140 ) . It ia auggested that 





Table 24 . MANOVA test for interact ion , gender ( SEX ) and 
collection association ( CUR )  in Afro-Aaerican crania of 
the Haaann-Todd and R .  J. Terry anatoaical skeletal 
·col lections , (n = 2 2 3 ) . 
Squared 
Canonical Canonic�l Standard Eigen Wi lks' F 










0. 044448 0. 5168 0. 65927296 O. CJO 
0. 025507 1 . 6373 0. 37918212 2. 89 







Table 25. MANOVA test for interaction , gender ( SBX ) and 
collection association ( CUR )  in Euro-Allerican crania fro• 
the Haaann-Todd and R. J. Terry anatoaical skeletal 
: collections , ( n  = 2 23 ) .  
--��--------------------------------------------------�--- ---------· 
Squar@d 
Canonical  Canonical Standard Eig@'l'I Wi lles' F 
ttockal Correlation Correlation Error Val._. Criterion Ratio PR >  F 
-------------------------------------------------------�---- -----
amwsEX 0. 683147 0. 5481 0. 035956 0. 8751 0. 5333 1032 1 . 53 0 . 0 140 
at least in part , reflect contrasting trends between 
collections . 
Canonical Discriainant Analysis of 
Collection Association 
-
A canonical discriainant analysis I CANDISC, was 
performed to explore and illustrate the patterns of 
cranial aorphoaetric variation due to collection 
association su99ested by the MAHOVAs presented above . A 
CANDISC is done separately for the Afro-Allerican and Buro-
American series . rour vroups defined by sex and 
collection are used in each of the two separate 
analyses . Sample sizes for the four Afro-American and 
four Buro-Allerican samples froa the two collections are 
shown in Table 26 . An exuination of Table 26 . shows 
ainor problems incurred in the suplin; of the two 
collections . The proble11 of suaplin; relates specifically 
to the aale groups in the Hamann-Todd collection and to 
the feaale Afro-American group of the R .  J .  Terry 
collection . Since canonical discria inant analysis is a 
robust technique , the aasuaption of aultivariate nonaality 
of the distribution of each group is assuaed reasonable 
for tbe purposes of tbe present study . However ,  caution 





Table 26 . saaple s ize by ethnic affinity and gender of 
crania fro• the Haaann-Todd and R .  J. Terry anatoaical 
skeletal col lect ions. 
Col lect. ion 
Euro-flaer ican 
Sa.pie Size Percent 
Afro-flaeiric_, 







































N = 223 - 100. 00 N = 223 100. 00  446 
------�------------------------------------------------------- -----
Allong-Group variation = Afro-Allerican series 
The differences aaong the Afro-American crania of the 
Roann-Todd and R. J .  Terry collections 1• explained by 
two axes of variation and reflect• a boaogeneous pattern 
of aexual dillorphisa . '!'he first axis is represented by 
large loadings and probably reflects aize variation and 
aexual diaorphisa . !'he aecond axis defines apecific ahape 
changes in the crania of the Afro-American crania between 
collections . These shape changes are unrelated to trends 
of sexual dimorphism. The aore coaplex picture exhibited 
by the Buro-Allerican suple is characterized by a third 
canonical variate . While the two first axes aay be 
interpreted auch the sue as in the Afro-Allerican suple, 
the third variate adds a coaplex picture of contrasting 
patterns between groups where relative patterns of sexual 
diaorphisa interact with collection association . 
Canonical discriainant scores are used to explore . 
further the pattern of variation exhibited in the Afro­
American aeries froa the two anatomical collections . Two 
canonical axes, significant at the . 05 level, are defined 
and account for 9i �45 , of the total variance due to sex 
and geovraphical location between the vroups (Table 27 ) .  
Zach renders a aorphological interpretation of tbe uong­
vroup pattern of variation. The first canonical axes 





Table 27 . Canonical discriainant analys is of Afro­
tmerican feaale and aale crania of the Haaann-Todd and R .  









Val ue  
Proport ion 
of L ik•l ihood 
Var iat ion Ratio 
F 





0. 0 1 3893 
0. 0260 1 1  
0. 793 1•3 3. 9:M3 
o. 612••s 1 . seo3 
0. 6476 
0. 2669 
0. 05321643 2. 9097 0.0001 
0. 25726167 l . 7].11 0 .0001 
variance and displays high loadings for bizygoaatic 
breadth ( ZYB )  and bijugal breadth ( JUB) .  Moderate 
loadings are exhibited for cranial length (GOL and NOL) , 
height ( BBH) , base length ( BHL) , face and nasal height 
(KPH and NLH) , breadth of the aidface ( 1MB, 8KB ) ,  orbital 
and aastoid height (OBB,MDH) and facial depths ( NAR, SSR, 
DD and BD) . 'l'bese reaulta indicate an apparent sexual 
dillorphiaa in these dillensions (Table 28) . 
The second axis ( CAN2 )  account for 25. 72 I of the 
total variance. Moderate positive loadings are noted for 
the naso-dacryal and zygomaxillary auhtenses (NDS, SSS) , 
the occipital fraction ( OCF )  and the zygoaaxillare radius 
( ZMR) . Moderate negative loadings are observed for the 
zygoaaxillary, naso-dacryal and aiaotic angle.s ( SSA, NDA 
and SIA) (Table 28) . The patterns of variation observed 
along the second axis characterize specific differences in 
shape between the two collections . 
The Mahalanobis generalized distances for the four 
Afro-American cranial aeries are presented in Table 29. 
along with their associated probabilities ( i. e. ,  
probabilities of exceeding the Mahalanobis distance) . The 
greatest distance ( 4. 6202) ia observed between aales of 
the Roann-Todd collection and feaales of the R. J. Terry 
aeries. The next greatest distance ia between Huann-Todd 
feaales and R. J. Terry aales ( 4. 5906) . There are closer 
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Table 28 . Total canonical structure for Afro-American 
� crania , Haaann-Todd and R • J .  Terry anatoaical skeletal 
• col lectionG . 
��----�----�-�----------------------�-- ----------���--------�-----�----�----�-
Cod• CAN l C AN2 Cod• CRN l CAN2 
--------------------------------------- --------------------�-�----------------
&Ol 0 . 5355 0 . 0877 FRC 0 . 41 1 16 - 0 . 0563 
NOL 0 .  5 1 7'9 0 . 08 7 7  FRS - 0 . 02 16 - 0 . 08CJ5 
BNL o . 5r.r.CJ - 0 . 0 1 78 FRF 0 . 302 1 - 0 . 0 123  
88H 0 . 5085 - 0 . 1081 PAC 0 . 39 18 0 . 000'9 
XCB 0 . 3137  - o . 0 1 r,s PAS 0 . 1612 - 0 . 0308 
XFB 0 . 128(, - 0 . 1 76'1 PAF 0 . 3211 0 . 058 1 
IIFB 0 . 38 1 5 - o . o5r.8 occ 0 . 0285 o . or. 1 1 
ZYB 0 . 7038 O . Of.'9 1 ocs - 0 . 1621 o .  1 1 15 
RUB 0 . 1CJ(,8 - 0 . 0583 ocF - 0 . 0386 0 . 2358 
MCB 0 . 13CJ(, o. 1282 FOL 0 . 2CJ80 - 0 . 03(,0 
ASB 0 . 388 1 - 0 . 00 1 1 FOB 0 . 2CJ84J 0 . 0287 
BPl 0 . 1178 0 . 0111 NAR 0 . 5362 0 . 0205 
NPH 0 . 53(,5 0 . 030'9 SSR 0 . 526'9 0 .  1087 
NLH 0 . 5171  0 .  l l 2CJ PRR 0 . 1883 0 . 0858 
... JUB o . r,5r, 1 - o .  1388 OKR o . so-,o - 0 . 03'93 • NLB 0 . 33'93 - 0 . 0128 ZOR 0 . 150 7 0 . 0383 UI "AB 0 . 1013 0 . 0028 FnR 0 . 1711 o . 09r,7 
"Al o .  3£,'95 0 . 0320 EICR 0 . 5321 o .  1022 
"DH 0 . 5332 0 . 10CJ8 znR 0 . 1331 0 . 20 1 1  
NOB 0 . 377 1 - 0 . 015 1 RIIR o . 1r.18 0 . 03£,2 
OBH - 0 . 033CJ O .  OCJ£,'9 BRR 0 . 1882 - o . 1r,r,o 
088 0 . 1821 - 0 . 18 12 I/RR 0 . 1223 - 0 . 1257 
DkB 0 . 2CJ72 - 0 . 0780 LAR o . 2r,10 o .  1015 
NOS 0 . 2 7£,0 0 . 28 1 1  OSR o .  1803 0 . 02 10 
MNB - 0 . 052'9 - 0 . 0(,2f,, BAR 0 . 123 1 0 . 1 3"11 
SI S 0 . 2071 0.  18 12 NRA - o.  1008 o . or, 1 3 
ZNB 0 . 11 1 1 - 0 .  O"J(,r, PRR - 0 . 006 1 - o . oer,9 
sss 0 . 2501 0 . 2012 BRR 0 . 1280 0 . 021 1 
FNB 0 . 5352 0 . 028f,, NBA - 0 . 0181 - o. 1008 
NAS 0 . 2505 - 0 . 0808 88ft - o . or,15 0 . 0 1 8 1  
E ICB 0 . 5077  - 0 . 0353 SSA - 0 . 00-,5 - 0 . 25(,5 
DICS 0 . 2303 - 0 . 0552 NfA - 0 . 08CJ., 0 . 08CJ2 
J Nl 0 . 35 15 o .  1222 OKA - 0 . 0827 - 0 . 0075 
XNL 0 . 18 1 3 0 . 0252 NOR - 0 . 0582 - 0 . 28CJ l 
NLS 0 . 21'9'9 - 0 . 0705 SJ A - 0 . 2(,30 - 0 . 22 1CJ 
""" 0 . 3537 - 0 . 0301 FRA 0 . 2625 0 . 0832 
sos 0 . 1 7£,1 - o .  1581 PAA 0 . 0513 0 . 0158 
GLS 0 . 16£,3 0. 120 l OCR o. 18 l l  - 0 . 086,1 
sra o.  1608 - 0 . 121 1 STA 0 . 178 1 O . OCJ7"J 




Table 29 . Mahalanobis distances between groups of Afro­
Allerican crania . Saaples of the Haaann-Todd and R .  J .  
Terry anatoaical skeletal collections . 
Group/Cran ia 
Terry Ma les 
Terry fetna les 
Todd ma les 
Todd fema les 
Terry 
.na les 
0 . 0006 
0 . 0467 
0 . 000 1 
Terry 
fe•a les 
3 . 9282 
0. 0001 
0 . 000 1 
Todd 
ma les 
3 . 0 150 
4 . 6202 
0 . 0001 
Todd 
females 
4 . 5906 
2 . 971 1 
4 . 2042 
�D istance are l isted above the d iagonal , corresponding 
probabi l it ies ( PR >  Mahalanob is d i stance ) are l isted below .  
di,stances between aales and feaales of the sue 
collections with the Huann-Todd series exhibiting a 
diatance of t . 20t 2 between aales and feaales . A distance 
of 3 . 9282 1• indicated between the corresponding 9ender 
vroups of the R .  J .  Terry collection . C:loseat of all 
paired coapariaona are the respective aale and feaale 
coaparisons · between the two collections . Generalized 
distances between the two aale vroups ( 3 . 015 ) and fuale 
vroups ( 2 . 9711 ) are practically identical . 
The distances . exhibited in the Afro-American 
anatoaical aeries (Huann-Todd and R .  J .  Terry) indicate 
that groups of the sue gender are slightly closer between 
collections than groups of opposite gender within each 
collection . Most dissiailar are groups of opposite gender 
between the two aeries . In other words , diaorphism within 
each series is greater than geographical differences in 
suples of sue gender between aeries. The distances are 
highly si911ificant between all groups , reflecting the 
strength of the pattern of variation between groups for 
the variable data aet used . 
'!'he clasa aeans on the firat two canonical variates 
for the four Afro-American aeries representing the Huann­
Todd and R .  J .  Terry anatoaical collections are depicted 
in Table 30 . Differences between collections are noted 





Table 30 . Class aeans on canonical variates CAN1 and CAN2 
for Afro-American crania of the Haaann--Todd and R .  J .  
Terry anatoaical huaan skeletal collections . 
-------------------------------------------------




Todd •a les 
Todd feaa le-s 
2. 1 124 
- 1 . 3615 
l . 6507 
- 2. 2053 
- 0. 889CJ 
- l .  7377 
l . 1545 
0.6569 
class means suggests that Todd collection specimens of 
either gender are smaller than their counterparts among 
the Terry collection. A graphic illustration of the class 
aeans is presented in FiCJUre 36 . Feaales and aales are 
restricted to the left and right hand sides of the graph, 
respectively. series (or geographical location ) is 
defined on the second axis (CAH2) . Correspondingly , 
Hamann-Todd and R. J. Terry crania are separated into the 
upper and lower half of the plot. 
The results of the Mahalanobis generalized distances 
of the Afro-American crania from the anatomical 
collections of Hamann-Todd and R .  J, Terry indicate that 
sexual dimorphism within each series (anatomical 
collection ) is greater than same gender variation 
between groups. comparisons of sexual dimorphism between 
series is most dissimilar. 
The first canonical axes of the Afro-American 
analysis is overwhelmingly one of positive loading, 
indicating that size variation and not shape is explained. 
According to the group aeans (Appendix D ) ,  males are 
generally larger than feaales. Males exhibit longer , 
higher vaults, longer bases, broader bizygoaatic region 
and a idface . The nasal aperture is wider, face height is 
larger, 
longer. 
and face is aore forward. Mastoid processes are 
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Figure 36 . Plot of Hamann-Todd and R .  J .  Terry Afro-Allerican crania 
along the first and second canonical variates ( CAN2*CAN1 ) .  
1 = R .  J .  Terry males ; 2 = R .  J .  Terry feaales ; 3 = 
Haaann-Todd males ; 4 = Hamann-Todd females . 
the loadings on the second variate indicate that this axis 
reflects differences in cranial shape. The most 
distinguishable characteristics are the changes in the 
nasal region and are defined by a raised nasal profile and 
corresponding decreases in both siaotic and naso-dacryal 
angles. A second feature is exhibited by a deeper 
suhspinale relative to aore projecting aalars resulting in 
a lesser zygoaaxilare angle . After studying the group 
means in Appendix D ,  it becomes apparent that the second 
variate (CAN2) represents geographical vari,ation in shape , 
primarily of the nasal region and the anterior aaxillary 
region. In this instance , the Hamann-Todd collection 
crania display more proj ecting malars and higher nasal 
bridges in comparison to those of the R. J. Terry series. 
This is reflected particularly in the two naso-dacryal 
and zygomaxillary angles , and represents a 
significant difference in shape between the two series. 
A note of caution about the naso-dacryal angle is 
appropriate. The recorded dimensions of the naso-dacryal 
coaplex are extreaely variable reflected in inordinately 
high standard deviations. Further examination of the 
aeans in Appendix D ,  indicates ·that aales are consistently 
larger than feaales in both series . In the R. J .  Terry 
sample, females exhibit depressed occipital regions and 
exceed aales in occipital subtense. Feaales also exceed 
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males in a number of angular dimensions which 
slight shape differences . This is probably due 
indicate 
to the 
smaller size of feaales. Aaong the Haaann-Todd series, 
females exceed aales in ainimum cranial breadth , 
bistephanic, frontal and occipital subtense, indicating ,a 
slightly less accentuated curvature of the feaale skull . 
The Haaann-Todd feaales, like their Terry counterparts, 
exhibit a nUllber of angular diaensions which exceed the 
male means. This indicates sexually dimorphic 
characteristics of size and shape, most noticeably in the 
cranial base . The R .  J. Terry aale crania are longer, 
broader and higher compared to the Hamann-Todd male 
crania. The cranial base is also longer, broader and 
lower (cranially) . The bizygomatic region, the lower 
midface and nasal breadth is wider . A more proj ecting 
nasion is contrasted by a deeper subspinale. vault 
curvature is slightly greater in R .  J. Terry males with a 
more projecting nasion; a raised region og bre911a and 
vertex relative to the transmeatal axis . The upper 
aaxillary region of subspinale is receding while aalars 
are slightly aore proj ecting. Basion is aore cranial in 
R. J. Terry aales, while opisthion is lower. 
An explanation for the differences, when comparing 
gender between groups and within groups, aay be found in 
the recent co1111on origin of the two series. Both 
152 
represent urban Afro-American populations of generally 
lower socio-economic strata, and both have a faily recent 
docuaented origin in rural southern populations. While 
little direct inforaation is available about places of 
birth of the individuals in the two series, some 
documentation does exist to support the theory of co1111on 
southern origins . A nWlber of individual s were actually 
recorded as having been born in southern states. Large 
numbers of rural southern Afro-Americans migrated north 
with the industrialization of the large northern cities 
( Dinnerstein and Reimers 1975) . A large number of Afro­
American migrants from the rural south settled in the 
Cleveland area during the first two decades of the 
twentieth century ( Cobb 1952) . 
Among-Group Variation = Euro-American series 
The class means and Mahalanobis generalized distances 
for the four Euro-American samples from the Terry and 
Todd anatomical collections are displayed in Table 31 
and Table 32. The patterns of relationship uong groups 
are consistent with those observed in the Afro-American 
suples. Again, coaparisons between collections of groups 
of the same gender are aost siailar ( aales : 3. 8385; 
feaales : 3. 3324) . Coaparisons of groups of opposite gender 





Table 31 . Class aeans on canonical variates CANl , CAN2 
and CANJ for Euro-American crania of the Hamann-Todd and 
R .  J .  Terry anatomical skeletal col lections . 
Group/crani a  
Terry •a les 
Terry fea.a les 
Todd •a les 
Todd fe•a les 
CAN l 
2 . 6970 
- l . 8453 
l .  4365 
- 2 . 6748 
CAN2 
- 0. 7424 
- l .  7000 
2. 4297 
0 . 8324 
CAH3 
- 0 . 5621  
1 . 0815  
1 . 1938 




Table 32 . Mahalanobis distances between groups of Euro­
Allerican crania . Samples of  the Haaann-Todd and R .  J .  
Terry anatoaical skeletal col lections . ·  
Group.lCran ia 
Terry •a les. 
Terry fe.aa les 
Todd •a les 
Todd fe•a les 
Terry 
ma les 
0.  000 1  
0. 0303 
0.  000 1 
Terry 
fetnales 
4 . 9245 
0 . (0)1 









3 . 3324 
4 . 9908 
M(Jistances are l isted above the diagona l ,  corresponding 
P""obabi l it ies ( PR > Haha lanobis di sl.ance ) are l isted 
below. 
Todd : 4. 8908;  R. J. Terry : 4. 924 5) . Most distant are 
between collection comparisons of groups of opposite 
gender (Hamann-Todd aales w/ R. J. Terry females : 5. 276; 
Hamann-Todd females w/ R. J. Terry males : 5. 6093) . The 
observed relationship between cranial aetrics and 
collection association is highly si911ificant in all 
pairwise comparisons at the . 03 level of siqnificance. 
To illustrate graphically the patterns of 
relationship between each sample, class means of two of 
the three canonical variates are presented in Figure 37. 
Figure 37 illustrates the separation of gender groups 
along the first canonical variate with the smaller females 
concentrated on the left hand side and the larger males on 
the right hand side of the plot. Collections are 
separated along the second axis with the Hamann-Todd 
crania assuming the upper portion and R. J. Terry crania 
the lower . 
In the case of the Buro-American ,series, three 
canonical axes account for the total variance due to sex 
and collection association between groups (table 33) . All 
three axes are si911ificant at the . 01 level. The first 
axis (CANl) account for 66 I of the total variance. High 
loadings are displayed for bizygoaatic (ZYB) , bij ugal 
breadth ( JUB )  and other aidfacial breadth dimensions 
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ClNft 
Plot of  Hamann-Todd and R .  J .  Terry Euro-Aaerican crania 
along the first and second canonical variates ( CAN2 *CAN1 ) . 
1 = R .  J .  Terry aales ; 2 = R .  J .  Terry feaales ; 3 = 







Table 33. canonical discriminant analysis  of Euro-Allerican 
feaale and aale crania of the Hamann-Todd and R. J. Terry 
anatoaical skeletal collections , ( n  = 223 ) .  
Appro>< imate 
Canon ical  Standard 
Corre lation Error 
0. 921255 
0. 819105 
0. 678 164 




Canonica l  
Corre lat i on 
0. 8487 1 1 




5 . 6099 
2 . 0389 
0. 85 15 
Proport ion 
of L ikel ihood 
Var iat ion Rat io 
F 
Rat io PR > F 
0. 6600 
0. 2399 
0.  1002 
0 . 02688809 4 . 1 0 18 0. 000 1 
0 . 177727 12 2 . 4488 0. 000 1  
0. 54009297 1 . 5502 0 . 0 12 1  
maximum length (GOL, NOL) , cranial base length (BNL) , 
biauricular breadth (AUB) , cranial height (BBH) and upper 
facial height (NPH) . Nasal height and mastoid length and 
breadth all exhibit high loadings. Finally, high loadings 
characterize most variables representing facial 
forwardness whether it is in the upper (HAR, DKR FMR) , 
middle (ZOR, BKR ,  ZMR ) , or lower regions ( PRR , AVR , SSR) 
(Table 34) . 
The second axis characterizing the Buro-American 
sample of anatomical collection specimens is defined by 
both high positive and negative loadings . Positive high 
canonical scores (loadings) are seen on vault breadth, 
both in terms of maximum breadth ( XCB )  and anterior vault 
(STB) . The highest single loading is noted for occipital 
fraction (OCF) . High negative scores are observed for 
cranial length (GOL, NOL) , orbital breadth (OBB) , lambda 
radius ( LAR )  and prosthion angle ( PRA ) . The second axis 
account for approximately 24 \ of the total variance. 
The third canonical axis accounts for 10 % of the 
total variance due to gender and collection association. 
Three variables define the third axis (Table 34) . The 
highest positive loading is observed for the naso­
dacryal subtense (HDS) . Two additional variables, 
occipital subtense (OCS) and naso-dacryal angle display 
moderate loadings . The former is positive, the latter is 
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Table 3 4 . Total canonical structure of Euro-American crania , 
Hamann-Todd and R .  J. Terry anatomical skeletal collections. 
----------- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------- -- - ------ ---- ---------- --------- -------
Code, CAN l CAN2 CAN3  Cod-.. CAN l C A N 2  C A N 3  
--------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
GOL o. 57 1 1  - 0 . 2 H, 7  0 .  1022 FRC 0 . 1155 - 0 . 0 12 3  0 . 0822 
NOL 0 . 5513 - 0 . 2 270 0 .  1287 FRS O . OOE,.E,. 0 . 05 1 1  - 0 . 0305 
BNL O . E,.56,E,. - 0 . 1000  - 0 . 0077 FRF  0 . 16. 1 5 O . OE-01 0 . 1797 
BBH 0 . 5358 - 0 .  1 1 88  0 . 0271 PAC 0 . 16.55 - 0 . 18 11 0 . 0 18 8  
>CCB 0 . 3551 0 . 2 61 1 - O . OE,.5{. PAS  0 . 36.22 - 0 . 0522 0 . 06.82 
>CFB 0 . 1228 0 . 0910 - 0 . 0039 PAF 0 . 2357 - 0 . 0257 0 . 0183 
MFB 0 . 36.83 0 . 036,7  - 0 . 0 19 1  occ  0 . 0116, - 0 . 1397 o.  1306, 
ZYB 0 .  76. 1 1  0 .  1157  - 0 . 0291 ocs - 0 . 2812 - 0 . 0505 0 . 201 1 
AllB 0 . 59 11 0 . 0155 - 0 . 0185 OCF - 0 . 2237 0 . 30 12 0 . 1 1 9 1  
MCB 0 . 1511 0 . 06.52 - 0 . 016,1 FOL 0 . 3786, - 0 . 0857 0 .  06. 1 1  
ASB 0 . 506,9 0 . 020 1 0 . 1830 FOB 0 . 3903 - 0 . 1889 0 . 0873 
BPL 0 . 55 15 0 . 0601 - 0 . 0178 HAR 0 . 58 15 - 0 . 0508 0 . 1 1 37  
NPH 0 . 576.2 0 . 0255 0 . 0296, SSR 0 . 6.873 0 .  1 1 77  - 0 . 0 1 91 
.... NLH 0 . 6.272 - 0 . 0522 o. 1080 PRR 0 . 6.0 3 1 0 . 116,8 0 . 0 1 35 
°' JllB 0 . 706,8 - 0 . 0302 - 0 . 0021 OKR 0 . 519 1 - 0 . 1501 0 . 0128 
NLB 0 . 286.3 - o .  1 16,E,. - 0 . 06, 19 ZOR  0 . 5790 0 . 00 1 1 - 0 . 0 16,8 
NAB 0 . 3975 0 . 086,E,. 0 .  1531 FNR 0 . 56.51 - 0 . 0572 - 0 . 0 1 2 1  
HAL , 0 . 1800 0 .  106.1 0 .  16,26, EKR 0 . 5 '%2 o. 01 1 1  0 . 05 15 
NOH 0 . 571 1 0 . 0898 - 0 . 0739 ZNR 0 . 5 16. 7  0 . 1 8 2 7  - 0 . 0291 
NOB 0 . 5228 - 0 . 0125 0 . 0257 AVR 0 . 6.7 19 0 . 1017 - 0 . 06.8 1 
OBH 0 . 1 559 - 0 . 1787  0 . 0 193  BRR 0 . 1535 - 0 . 093'9 0 . 0037 
OBB 0 . 1356, - 0 . 26.90 0 . 0019 VRR 0 . 16.59 - o .  1'112 0 . 09 0 1 
Olc:8 0 . 3 10 3  0 . 1 7 1 7  0 . 09 17 L A R  0 . 2995 - 0 . 2295 0 . 0177 
NOS 0 . 1636, 0 .  1932 0 .  28 16, OSR 0 . 3319 - 0 . 1113 - 0 . 0153 
MNB - 0 . 06.30 0 . 0090 0 . 1210 B A R  0 . 3589 - o .  1038 - 0 . 0081 
SI S 0 . 1 98{. 0 . 000 1 O . OE,.05 NAA 0 . 0299 0 . 19 17  - 0 . 1 0 10 
ZNB 0 . 5 32 1 0 .  16.8G - O . OG7 1 PRA - 0 . 096,6, - 0 . 2258 0 . 0319 
sss 0 . 35 1G 0 .  1 196, 0 . 0509 BAA 0 . 0793 0 . 0 3 16, 0 . 0396 
FNB 0 . 5051 O . OE,. 1{. 0 . 007 1 NBA - 0 . 0582 - 0 . 0976, - 0 . 026. 1 
HAS 0 . 1553 - 0 . 055 1 0 . 16.00 B B A  - 0 . 1 1 35 0 . 0998 0 . 0 7 7'9 
EKB 0 . 5022 0 .  126,9 - 0 . 0 189 SSA - 0 . 1393 - 0 . 0593 - 0 . 0685 
OKS 0 . 2108 - 0 . 0608 - 0 . 0971 HFA 0 . 0098 0 . 08 13 - 0 . 1738 
I NL 0 . 1505 0 . 0959 0 . 0 153  OKA - 0 . 0928 - 0 . 0110 0 .  1 1 18 
>CNL 0 . 6 121 0 . 0821 - 0 . 0905 HOA 0 . 066 1 - 0 . 0 727 - 0 . 2078 
NLS 0 . 2996, 0 . 0700 - 0 .  1088 SI A - 0 . 2500 0 . 0099 0 . 01 1 0 
MNH 0 . 12 1 9 0 . 0782 - 0 . 0185 F R A  0 . 28 1 8 - 0 . 0153 0.  1 0 39 
sos 0 . 1799 - 0 . 0821 - 0 .  1 7 8 1 PAA  - 0 .  1528  - 0 . 0526 - 0 . 0685 
GLS 0 . 5 116 - 0 . 006.9 0 .  1 1 55 OC: A  0 . 309'9 0 . 0839 - 0.  1 1 91 
STB 0 . 2397 0 . 2388 - 0 . 0028 S T A  0 . 2710 0 . 0062 0 . 0029 
STS - 0 . 1 162 0 . 0019 - 0 . 0 1 01 CBA - 0 . 2332 0 . 1 1 12 - 0 . 0 1 3 1  
--------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------
negative . Additional variables of moderate positive 
loadings are biasterionic breadth ( ASB ) ,  frontal fraction 
( FRF ) and external palatal length and breadth (MAB, MAL ) . 
Two variables displaying negative loadings are nasal 
subtense ( HAS ) and naso-frontal angle .  
As in the case of the Afro-American analysis , the 
first canonical axis is general ly characterized by 
positive loadings and appears to reflect size differences 
due to sexual dimorphism ( Table 34 ) .  Euro-American males 
exhibit longer, higher crania with larger, wider and more 
proj ecting faces than females and are generally larger 
than their female counterparts in most dimensions . The 
mixture of positive and negative loading along the second 
axis suggest that size alone does not define this axis 
( Table 34 ) . Shape variation is represented by longer and 
broader crania. Males exhibit more a depressed posterior 
vault associated with a greater occipital curvature as 
defined by a smaller Lambda radius and a greater occipital 
fraction. Shape variation of the male face is 
characterized by narrower orbits and a smaller prosthion 
angle. The saaller angle is probably due to the 
confounding effect of less distinct reductions in the 
proj ection of the nasion and basion radii. These two 
dimensions are used to calculate the prosthion angle . 
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When reviewing the group means in appendix D in order 
to investigate the variation explained along the second 
axis, it is observed that the second axis defines 
variability between collections. In association with the 
class means, the second axis separates the two 
collections. The R. J. Terry collection is characterized 
by longer crania with narrower vaults as illustrated by 
lesser bistephanic and aaximUll cranial breadth dimensions . 
A more depressed posterior vault, associated with a 
greater occipital curvature which is defined by .a shorter 
Lambda radius and greater occipital fraction is 
accentuated in the Todd crania. The facial angle at 
prosthion is less in the Todd crania, possibly the result 
of a deeper nasion and a higher (cranial) basion. The 
change in the prosthion angle and the corresponding nasion 
and basion radii probably reflects a steeper facial slope 
and a more highly flexed cranial base . The third axis 
also appear to be of shape rather than size and is defined 
by three variables : naso-dacryal subtense, angle, and 
occipital subtense. The variation described on the third 
axis is particular to an increase in the nasal subtense 
relative to dacryon and . to a corresponding decrease in the 
.naso-dacryal angle. This implies a raised or more 
superiorly positioned nasal root relative to dacryon which 
results in a narrower naso-dacryal profile. 
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The third axis,. in Table 34, also defines an increase 
in the posterior proj ection of the occipital region. 
Other shape variations are exhibited in the .size and shape 
of the external palate, frontal flatnes·s, and breadth of 
the biasterionic region of the vault . 
Using the class aeans to interpret the variation 
indicated by the third axis suggests that the latter 
identifies patterns of variation within each gender 
between collections . Relative to the Hamann-Todd females, 
the R .  J .  Terry collection females are generally 
characterized by greater vault breadth at asterion, 
greater frontal and occipital curvature as defined by the 
subtenses of the frontal and occipital bone. Hamann-Todd 
females also distinguish themselves from their 
counterparts of the R .  J .  Terry collection by wider naso­
dacryal profiles (a greater NDS, and a smaller NDA ) . The 
Hamann-Todd crania also exhibits a greater NFA . R .  J .  
Terry collection females are further characterized by 
longer and broader palates than their Hamann-Todd 
collection counterparts . In males, the reverse pattern of 
that presented in the female crania is demonstrated. 
Hamann-Todd aale crania display larger and broader 
palates, greater frontal and occipital curvatures and a 
narrower naso-dacryal profile . 
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The third axis again describes group variation 
between collections but is particular to differences of 
relationship within each gender . In other words , the 
third axis describes aale and female patterns of variation 
between collections , where these patterns contrast in 
direction along gender groups . 
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VIII . DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS 
Univariate statistics for the four male and three 
female cranial data sets of the calibration saaple is 
listed in Appendix D ,  including means and standard 
deviations by sex and racial or ethnic affiliation . The 
corresponding measurement definitions are listed in 
Appendix B .  
The Contemporary Calibration Sample 
The final problem of this study is the definition of 
an appropriate calibration sample for future forensic 
application in the identification of racial or ethnic 
affiliation . The application of the preceding findings of 
secular trends and geographic variation to the question of 
a more appropriate calibration data for the identification 
of contemporary forensic cases , can now be addressed . 
An examination of the trends observed show general linear 
patterns , which are relatively uninterupted in positive or 
negative directions . It is clear from these finding that 
contemporary groups differ significantly from preceding 
generations . However, no clear break is apparent between 
appropriate saaples and less appropriate saaples for the 
identification of contemporary groups . It appears that an 
arbitrary decision based on relative contemporaneity and 
considerations regarding sample size may be sufficient . 
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The approach taken here is to define relative 
contemporaneity of a calibration sample to include the 
individuals of three adult generations . This is •eant to 
include all individuals born since 1910  in the calibration 
sample . This standard was used for the determination of 
eligible specimens of Buro-American females and males in 
the calibration sample . However , due to the smaller 
sample size available for Afro-American crania , the cut­
off date was moved back one more decade include all Afro­
American individuals born since 1900 . Two additional 
series of American Indian and male Hispanic-American 
crania were added to expand on the discriminant functions 
application . The Hispanic-American groups includes only 
individuals born since 1900 . However , American Indian 
group includes specimens born no earlier than 1750  as well 
as a smaller number of contemporary specimens. 
The inclusion of a temporal gLoup of American Indians 
ranging over 200 years admittedly re-opens the debate 
concerning recent temporal vari,ation in these crania . 
This study does not address this issue as related to 
American Indian crania , primarily due to the smaller 
sample sizes available and the less accurate method of 
aging and determining year of birth . The present sample 
represents a wide range groups and tribes from the Plains 
area , the Midwest , the South , Southwest and the Northeast . 
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All regions are not equally represented in this sample, 
and this series does not address all the problems of 
qeographical representation. In spite of these 
shortcomings, it is suggested that the present American 
Indian series is a desirable alternative to other more 
temporally distant and geographically homogenous samples 
such as the Indian Knoll series which predates the present 
sample by approximate 5, 000 years and is restricted in its 
geographical representation to a small area within the 
southeast. 
The demographic profile of the calibration used in 
the derivation of discriminant functions for the 
identification of racial or ethnic affiliation is shown in 
Table 35. The sample is clearly not balanced but does 
reflect reasonable representation of each group. 
craniometric variation in contemporary Groups 
craniometric variation of the calibration sample 
is explored to elucidate the pattern of among-group 
relationships. Four groups of male crania (Afro-American, 
Euro-American, American Indian and Hispanic-American) and 
three groups of female crania (Afro-American, Euro­
American and American Indian ) are examined by way of 
canonical discriminant analysis to illustrate both the 





Table 3 5 . sample size , mean age , year of birth and year 
of death , by ethn ic aff in ity and gender for crania  used in 
the cal ibration of the discriminant functions . 




tu.bar 44 37 9"J 79 72 77 
A:p: 
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variables contributing to the separation of groups. 
Mahalanobis generalized distances for the three female and 
four male groups are illustrated in Table 36 along with 
their associated probabilities . All distances are highly 
significant in both females and males . The greatest 
distances are observed in both sexes aaong American 
Indians and Afro-Americans. American Indian females are 
closest to Hispanic-Allerican males. Buro-American males 
and females displays the least distance. However, 
Hispanic-Americans differ significantly from all groups. 
Six significant canonical axes are identified. Thes axes 
account for the total group variation. Only three of the 
canonical variates accounting for 89 % of the group 
variation are interpreted here for purposes of 
illustration ( Table 37 ) .  Group means on the three 
variates are listed in Table 38. A graphic illustration 
of the relationship among groups reflected by the group 
means along the first and second canonical variates are 
shown in Figure 38. 
The first canonical variate ( CANl )  shows no clear 
separation of gender. Instead it appears to represent 
racial variation . The first canonical variate separates 
American Indian females and males fr,om Afro-American and 
Buro-American groups . Hispanic-American males represent 





Table 36 . Mahalanobis distances betweend groups among the 
cal ibrat ion sample . 
Euro­
Amer ican 
Ha les Fema les 
Afro­
A.er ican 
Ha les Femal es 
Aaer ican 
Ind ian 






Ha les - 3. 9974 5. 2473 5 . 9246 5. 1961 6 . 4 123 
Fe.ales 0 . 0001  - 6. 2402 5 . 2 177 5 . 7917 5: 3688 
Rfro-Aaer ican 
Hales 0.  000 1 0 . 0 - 3. 8229 5. 43-49 6. 53-4 1 
Fe.ales 0 . 000 1 0. 000 1 0 . 000 1  - 6 . 0217  5. 7490 
Fner ican Indian 
Ha les 0 . 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 - 3 . 6725 
Fetna les 0 . 0  0 . 0 0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0001  -
Hispanic-Aaer ican 
Ha les 0 . 000 1 0 . 0001 0. 000 1  0 . 0001 0. 000 1  0 . 0001 
MOistance are l isted above the d iagonal , correspond ing probabi l it ies 
( PR > Haha lanobis d istance ) are l i sted be low. 
5. 1280 
3 . 6600 
6 . 1 303 
5. 1371  
5. 3660 
4 . 7 1 32 
Table 37 . canonical discriminant analys of recent 
· forens ic cal ibrat ion s ample . 
�i...t.e � �i...te 
Car,nioal 5uinds-d Cencnical Lil<el it-.:,od F 
M...t.r CcrTVlal:.ia, &rcr Correlation EigarwalUliP A� tion Rat.io Ratio PR >  F 
1 0. 91C8l5 o.�1 O. OC8783 o. �19 0. 395'4 O.ClB96..e 5.?660 0. 0 
..... 2 O. El3E0:28 o.  0. 01 1041 0. 71:Bl4S 0.2978 O.Cl21J91:172-=1 4'. 3839 0. 0 





Table 38 . Cl ass means on canonical variates CAN1 and CAN2 
and CAN3 for the forensic cal ibrat ion sample .  
Group/crani a  CAN l CAN2 CAN3 
Euro-Aaer i can 
Ha les -2 . 3437 0 . 2468 -2 . 4553 
Fe.ale� - l .  9870 2 . 322 1 0 . 4248 
Afro-A•er ican 
Hales - 1 . 3923 -3. 7846 0. 2538 
Fema les - l . 3336 -2 . 0290 2. 7 169 
Aaerican Ind ian 
Ha les 2 . 3293 -0. 7745 - l . 7266 
Fema les 2 . 9799 0 . 885 1 0 . 9850 
H i  span i c·-Amer i can 
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Figure 38 . Plot o f  recent cal ibration sample crania along the f irst 
and second canonical variates ( CAN2*CAN1) .  1 = Euro­
American males ; 2 = Euro-American females ; 3 = Afro­
Alllerican males ; 4 = Afro-American females ; 5 = American 
Indian males ; 6 = American Indian females ; 7 = Hispanic­
American males . 
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Indian crania . The second canonical variate (CAN2 ) is 
more complex and appears to reflect a confounding of race 
and sex . Most apparent is the separation of Afro-American 
and Euro-American crania along the second axis . However , 
males are separate from females within each group , with 
females occurring in the upper portion of each group 
cluster and males occurring in the lower portion. The 
third axis (CAN3 ) also appears confounded for gender and 
racial affiliation . This axis separates sexes even less 
clearly than is observed in the second axis CAN2. 
The total canonical structure is presented for the 
first three canonical variates in Table 39 to permit a 
morphological interpretation of the individual variables 
and their contribution to group separation . The first 
axis is characterized by high loadings on facial and 
cranial base breadth dimensions (ZYB , AUB , JUB ,  ZMB ) ,  
clearly separating American Indian crania from all other 
groups . The second canonical variate displays high 
loading for cranial height (BBH ) , frontal curvature (FRF ) 
and facial angles ( NAA ,  PAA ) , separating Afro-American 
crania and gender. The third axis is defined by facial 
projection (BPL , PRR ) , palatal shape (MAB , MAL ) , orbital 
breadth (OBB ) and facial breadth (JUB , FMB ) . The 
contribution of CAN3 to the separation of groups is less 





Table 39 . Total canonical  structure for female and male crania 
o f  the forensic  cal ibration sample . 
---------------------------------------
Codi;, CAN l C A H 2  C A H 3  --------------- - -----------------------
GOL -0 . 1656 0 . 3 0 7 7  0 . ..  277  
NOL  -0 . 12'97 0 . 25 .. 0 o . ..  10e. 
BHL 0 . 0597  o . ..  7oa  0 . 3 72'9 
BBH -0 . 3 18 ·3 0 . 60 .. 6 0 . 2 1 1 3 
XCB 0 . 2058 o . ..  ::wao 0 . 2 10 5  
XFB -0 . 183 .. o . ..  75 1 0 . 29 8 1 
MFB -0 . 1 1 62  0 . 2263 0 . 37 .. 8 
ZYB 0 . 67 .. 9 0 . 35 .. 9 o . ..  S6G  
AllB  O .  G .. 5 1  0 . ..  29 .. 0 . 286G 
MCB 0 ...  000 0 . 1955 0 . 3877 
ASB  -0 . 1032 0 . 5036 0 . 1 7 1 7  
BPL 0.  1702 -0 . 1 5  .. 5 0 . 5696, 
NPH 0 . 33 .. 7 0 . 2555 o . ..  s .. 3 
HLH  0 . 37 .. 9 o . ..  257 0 . 3282 
JUB 0 . 6087 o .  1788 0 . 5 189  
HLB o ...  795 -0 . 1 2 6 0  0 . 3937  
HAB 0 . 385  .. -0 . 1 7 7 3  0 . 5705 
HAL 0 . 0966 -0 . 190  .. 0 . 5  .. 99  
HOH - 0 . 290 1 0 . 3009 0 . 59 1 3 
HOB -0 . 035 1 0 . 2 36 1 o . ..  333 
OBH 0 . 3639 - 0 . 1 0 3  .. 0 . 093'9 
OBB 0.  1 758 0 . 3078 0 . 278 1 
0KB 0 . 07 .. 3 - 0 . 26 .. 9 0 . 503'9 
HOS -0 . 057 .. 0 . 2520 0 . 25 18 
MHB -0 . 07 .. 0 -0 . 03'93 0 . 0655 
S I S -0 . 1897 o . ..  993 0 . 0 19'3 
ZHB 0 . 78 .. 3 -0 . 0553 0 . 33 1 '9 
sss - 0 . 1902 0 . 1093  0 . 2338 
FHB 0 . 303'3 0 . 0033  0 . 5 3 3 7  
HAS -0 . 269 1 0 . 1 0  .. 5 0 . 2285 
EKB 0 ... 105 0 . 0305  0 . 52 ....  
OKS -0 . 3'908 0 . 0357 0.  lG  73 
I HL 0 . 2056 -0 . 12 M 0 . ..  229 
XttL 0 . 19 ....  0 . 0220 o . ..  595 . 
ttLS  o .  1632  -0 . 1 10 7  0 . 27 .. '9 
MHH 0 . 3926 0 . 178  .. 0 . 1 986 
sos -0 . 1230 0 . 3623 0 . ..  38 .. 
GLS -o . o  .. ao o . ..  638 o . ..  :n 1 
STB  -0 . 3622 0 . 3678 0 .  1502 
S T S  -0 . 60 .. G 0 . 277'9  -0 . 0808 ---------------------------------------
---------------------------------------
Cod11;r CAH l CAN2  C A N 3  ---------------------------------------
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C B A  
-0 . 0989 
-0 . ..  62 .. 
0 . 0 7 .. 2 
-0 . 5  .. 1 5  
-0 . ..  625 
-0  . ..  29 1 
-0 . 2659 
0 .  1797 
- 0 . 2657 
0 . 0 16 2  
0 . 0773  
0 .  1 .. 8 6  
0 . 3335 
0 . 2568 
0 . 1326 
0 . 2205 
0 . 30 1 8 
0 . 329 .. 
0 . ..  150  
0 .  3 1 1 0 
- 0 . 3 799 
-0 . ..  527  
-0  . ..  557 
0 . 0738 
0 . 0265 
0 . 0628 
-0 . 2  .. 6 9  
0 . 2& .. 1 
-0  . ..  123  
0 . 1 7 1 9  
0 . 582 1 
0 . 39 1 5 
0 . ..  &06  
0 .  1 193 
0 .  1 .. 7 0  
O ·  . ..  985 
0 . 28 .. 2 
-0 . 33 .. 2 
0 . 60 10 
0 .  127 1 
0 . ..  1 7  .. 
0 . 0200  
0 . 582 1 
0 . 0812 
0 . 1 3 3  .. 
0 . 1 6 8 0  
0 . 3090 
0 . 0  .. 72 
0 . 2572 
0 . 3 0 79 
o . ..  7 7  .. 
0 . 3 7 2 3  
0 .  15 1 8  
- 0 . M2 1 
0 . 2682 
0 .  1 9 7 1 
0 . 3339 
0 . 2625 
0 . 1 5 6 7  
-0 . 0590 
0 . 5226 
o . ..  795 
0 . 1 .. 6 1  
o . ..  3 10 
0 . 29 .. 1 
-0 . 6303 
0 . 568 1 
0 . 122  .. 
0 . 2772 
-0 . 2 .. 1 1  
- o . 1 2 9 1 
-0 . 1 6 7 1 
0 . 0690  
-0 . 3969 
-0  . ..  976 
0 . 2025 
-0 . 1 M8 
0 . 0872  
-0 . 1 7 1 8  
-0 . 1 9 0 7  
0 . 22'38 
-0 . 086 .. 
0 . 190 1 
0 . 3397  
0 . 1 589  
0 . 2593 
0 . 1 3 7 3  
- 0 . 1302  
0 . 0 57 1 
0 . 2272 
0 .  1 3 12 
0 . 353'3 
0 . 1  .. 59  
0 . 5  .. 90 
0 . 30 0  .. 
0 . 286 1 
0 . 2786 
0 . 3  .. 26 
0 . 2930 
o ...  706 
0 . 26 5 7  
0 . 2955 
0 . ..  175 
0.  1022 
- 0 . 0 152 
0 . 28 16 
-0 . 33'93 
0 . 0830  
-0 . 0993 
-0 . 029 1 
-0 . 0 108  
-0 . 0503 
-0 . 0909 
0 . 056,6 
0 . 00 2 1 
0 . 2002 
-0 . 0 058 
0 . 1857  
0 . 1676  
0 . 0935 ---------------------------------------
complexity , the third axis  appears to separate Afro­
American crania from the other groups as well  as gender . 
Stepwise Selection and Discriminant Functions 
Identifying group affi liation of crania us ing 
di scriminant functions i s  considered j ustifiable for the 
cal ibration sample based on the preceding demonstrat ion of 
cranial variation among groups . Individual vectors of 
measurements representing model s  of least number of 
measurements displaying maximum discriminating abil ity 
among groups are selected by way of stepwise selection . 
To be included in the model , a variable must  be 
s ignificant at les s than . 0 5 .  Prior probabil ities  and 
covariance matrices are as sumed to be equal for the 
purposes of the present study . 
Four group functions are calculated for males only . 
Three group funct ions for Afro-American , Euro-American and 
American Indian are calculated for females and males and 
pooled sexes . Two group functions are computed for Afro­
American and Euro-American crania . Two group functions 
are al so calculated for Euro-American and American Indian 
series for females and males and combined sexes . A two 
group function is  also calculated for Euro-American and 
Hispanic-American male crania. The stepwise model s  for 
variable selection are presented in Appendix E ,  and their 
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corresponding 
Appendix F ,  G ,  
disc rim inant functions are presented in 
H ,  I .  J and K for a full eigthy vari able 
data set , a reduced data set without angles , subtenses and 
fractions , and a Forensic  Data Bank compatible data set . 
The three and four group functions are appl ied by 
multipl icat ion of individual measurements and the 
corresponding coeffic ient of the discrimin ant function . A 
constant i s  added to the score , and c l as s ification is  
determined by the magnitude of the scores . The group 
displ aying the highest score reflects highest probability 
of  group membership . 
measurements are 
coef fic ients and 
For two group functions , individual 
mul tipl ied by the corresponding 
summed . A constant is  added . 
Cl ass ification is determined by whether the score i s  
positive of  negat ive . Correct class ification is l i sted 
for each group for all  funct ions . 
In Appendix F through K ,  it  i s  interest ing to note 
that the better variables for the separation of groups are 
frequently not the standard measurements used in past 
research . A particularly useful variable is  the 
bimaxi llary breadth ( ZMB ) , often assoc iated with a cranial 
height dimension . Note that radii def ining the vault 
height ( VRR , BRR ) prevail over total height ( BBH ) when the 
former are included in the data set . 
length dimensions is  recorded . 
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A notable absence of  
However , variable 
selection conforms to statements made by previous 
investigators regarding the superiority of breadth 
dimension in group separation ( Howells 1970 ; Sokal and 
Uytterschaut 1987) . Due to the lack of suf ficient 
independent test samples, no testing was performed on the 
functions presented in Appendix E ,  other than the 
calibration sample . Testing of the present functions is 
critical to the evaluation of their eff iciency and 
appropriate applic ation . This  is particularly important 
with the American Indian sample , which is largely historic 
and is only a "best " alternative to the estimation of 
racial or ethnic affiliation of contemporary American 
Indians . It i s  hoped that future investigation will 
provide suf f icient samples to enable further testing . 
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The 
IX . SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
present study was undertaken to il lustrate 
craniometric variation in time and space among modern 
Afro-American and Euro-American skeletal series . A 
temporal study of  craniometric change s within several 
anatomical series  was performed to illustrate the effect 
of secular change within a period o f  230 years . A 
comparative study of  the Hamann-Todd and R .  J .  Terry 
col lections was carried out to identify within-group 
patterns of  ethnic specif ic ity . 
A main obj ective was to define a temporal bias in the 
cran ia of  earlier skeletal collections such as Hamann-Todd 
and R .  J .  Terry . Th is  bias serves to il lustrate why more 
contemporary cranial series would be more des irable in 
future medi co-legal appl ication of craniometric research 
in determining racial  or ethnic group affil iation . 
Statistically significant tP-mporal ch anges were 
discovered for both Afro-American and Euro-American 
groups . A negat ive secul ar trend is il lustrated for Afro-
American females and males and reflects an overall  
decrease in s ize with only minor evidence o f  specific 
ch anges in cranial shape . Afro-American crania  display 
evidence o f  a decrease in length , breadth and height . 
Changes in the face  include a narrowing of  the face and a 
narrowing of  the nasal aperture and orbit s . A contrasting 
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feature is an increase in bij ugal breadth and minor 
increases  in facial and nasal height . The cranial base is  
reduced in both breadth and length dimens ions . 
Changes in the Euro-American cranium are sexually 
dimorphic and require separate analysis  o f  female and male 
cranial series . Euro-American male crania  are getting 
larger with an increase in height , a longer base , longer 
mastoid processes , orbital and nasal breadth and a slight 
incre ase in upper fac ial height . Th is is  contrasted by a 
sl ight decrease in vault breadth and interorbital breadth . 
The Euro-Ameri can female cranium is characterized by 
more di stinctive ch anges including a prominent increase in 
he ight and a noticeable decrease in vault breadth . Female 
changes in vault ef fect do not affect biasterionic breadth 
in the lower part of the vault . The increase in vault 
height i s  largely a reflection of  changes in the superior 
segment of  the cranial he ight characterized by vertex and 
bregma radi i .  In contrast ,  little change is  observed in 
the bas ion radius . The female Euro-American crania  
exh ibit a reduction o f  orbital and nasal breadth in  
contrast to the trend observed in  males . The female f ace 
i s  also more pointed . 
Wh ile  temporal trends occur in both Afro-American and 
Euro-American groups , they follow di fferent direct ions . 
The causes of  these trends have not been addressed in the 
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present study and is  clearly a complex issue . Whi le 
numerous theories have been proposed to expl ain secular or 
temporal cranial change , there does not appear to be a 
clear expl anation of  the phenomenon . The three major 
structures of  the cranium for which secul ar changes were 
observed include the base , the vault and the face . Of 
these , the cranial base i s  by f ar the mos t  stable s ingle 
structure , followed by the vaul t and then the · face . 
Ontogenetically , the stability of the cranial base over 
the vault and fac e  is ful ly expected . The del ayed 
maturation of the vaul t and face relative to the base 
renders the two former more suscept ible to environmental 
stres s or inf luence during childhood . The face i s  even 
suscept ible into adol escence . 
Yet , despite its demonstrated stabil ity , the cranial  
base  may re flect some changes as in the timing of  · the 
fus ion of the three segments of the sphenoid process . 
Change s in timing may af fect the length of  the cranial 
base , which in turn influenc es  the shape or curvature of  
the vault ( Miche j da 197 2 ; Taylor and D iBennardo 1 9 80 ) . 
Under thes e  c ircumstances , what woul d cause changes in 
the growth of  the cranial base? Changes in nutrition or in 
hormone secretion which may af fect fetal development have 
been proposed as a pos s ible cause (Tanner 1 9 7 2 ) .  Genetic  
influences may also help expl ain temporal variation . Such 
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genetically influenced changes would be more micro-
evolutionary in nature . The cranium is considered to be 
under strong genetic control (DuBrul and Laskin 1961) , 
despite its pl asticity. Accordingly, it may be that 
temporal trends are indeed genetically determined rather 
than environmental. Is it possible that increasing 
heterogeneity among groups may expl ain temporal changes? 
The contrasting directions of the trends between Afro­
and Euro-American crania are not easily expl ained as due 
to admixture or increased heterogeneity . on the contrary , 
changes appear to work in opposite directions in the two 
groups compared , making the heterogeneous . 
A possible expl anation of the phenomenon observed in 
the Afro-American 
and/or nutritional 
crania may be reflect either 
influences. As stated 
genetic 
in the 
presentation of the Afro-American series in section three , 
the early nineteenth century sa�ple may have been better 
off socio-economically , and therefore healthier than the 
l ater Afro-American series from the Hamann-Todd and R .  J .  
Terry collections. Could it be that increased 
urbanization pl ayed a role in the decrease in size in the 
Afro-American skull because of poorer socioeconomic 
conditions? However , this is contrary to suggestions by 
other researchers , of poor health and hygeine suggested to 
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be common to early nineteenth century Afro-Americ ans 
( Angel 1 9 8 2 ) . 
Final ly , is  there any ev idence of select ion toward a 
l arger phys ical s ize during the l ate eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries wh ich was followed by a rel axat ion of  
the select ive pressure result ing in a decrease in Afro­
American skull  s ize?  This  and other quest ions c annot be 
answered at the present t ime . 
In  case of  the Euro-Americ an crania it may be pos s ible  
to expl ain , at least  in  part , the observed variabil ity . 
As demonstrated among the Hamann-Todd and R .  J .  Terry 
col l ections , there does seem to be an ethnic  bas is  for the 
observed diff erences between the two series . The majority 
of the Euro-American series used in the present study is  
probably more represent at ive of recent immigrants  to the 
United st ates than it is  of the so-cal l ed "Old American "  
group ( Hrdl icka 1 9 2 5 ) . Accordingly , the v ariat ion 
observed in Hamann-Todd and R .  J .  Terry along with the 
temporal trends observed may be used to suggest that there 
is some confounding of ethnic  variat ion and secul ar trends 
in the f indings of the present study . Accordingly , 
contemporary forensic  c ases  wh ich represent the most 
recent group in the temporal analys is, would be most 
distant from the immigrant parents and grandparent s . 
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How does age and cranial age changes influence the 
determination of secular trends? It may be argued that 
age effects can obscure the real ity of a potential secular 
trend ( Hertzog et al 1 9 69 ) . Due to the confounding of the 
two effects with little indication of the individual 
contribution of either , it would be preferable to 
eliminate the age factor prior to further analys is  of a 
s ecular trend . Unfortunately , the sample used here is  
composed of a cross sectional series  repres enting several 
cohorts and does not lend itself to factoring out of age . 
However , it is estimated from the direction of the known 
trend of age change and from the observed pattern of the 
secular trend that the overal l effect of the confounding 
of the two effects may represent little  more than a minor 
masking of a negative trend or perhaps a s light 
exaggeration of a positive secular effect . 
There is  no clear explanation of the phenomena 
observed in terms of the secular or temporal trend . The 
difference s characterized between the Hamann-Todd and R .  
J .  Terry collections may ascribe largely to ethnic 
variation between the two cities and may render these  two 
collections less  appropriate for research concerning the 
contemporary U . S .  population in forensic identificat ion . 
Having demonstrated temporal and group variation , an 
alternat ive cal ibration sample of crania of contemporary 
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U .  s .  femal es and males was compos ed for the calculation 
of di scriminant functions for appl ication in the 
identi f ication of rac ial or ethnic af fil iation in forens ic 
anthropology . A unique contribution of  two , three and 
four group discriminant functions were devised for the 
spec i f ic purpose of forens ic appl ications . This  was done 
to ful fill  the need for additional re search tools  in 
forensic  investigation and to provide an aid to the 
criminal j ustice program . It is  me ant to offer a better 
selection of available and appropriate measure s for the 
craniometric analys is  of race . 
In  conclus ion , I have succe s s ful ly demonstrated a 
s i gni ficant secul ar effect in cranial variation among 
recent Afro- and Euro-American populations in North 
Amer ic a .  In addition , I have po inted out a part icul ar 
ethn ic speci fic ity regarding the cranial variation betwe en 
the Hamann-Todd and the R .  J .  Terry skeletal collections . 
I conc lude that these and probably other older anatomical 
col lections maintained across  the United State s do not 
accurately reflect the contemporary U . S .  population . . From 
thi s  it is  further concluded that appl ication of  thes e  
s eries  are les s  appropriate i n  terms of forens ic 
appl ications , such as the determination of rac ial or 
ethnic af f il iation from craniometric data . Final ly , I 
of fer an alternative cal ibration s ample  and discriminant 
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functions for racial identification . It is recognized 
without further say that this sample it not without its 
problems , but I would argue that it reflects a relatively 
contemporary sample of the U. S. popul ation. It also 
provides an alternative set of  discriminant functions 
which complement previously publ ished data using segments 
of  the present data base. It is realized that continued 
research in the area of metric identification is important 
and that many areas have been left unexplored here . It is 
hoped that the present study will provide a stepping stone 
for further research in the area of skeletal biology, 
craniometrics and forensic anthropology . 
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FORENSIC {,g-«)2 NALE 30.0 AFRO-RN (JI( 1CJ6CJ 
FORENSIC 10-0 1 ttRLE 15.0 EURO-AN LA 1'910 
FORENSIC 71- 1 1  NALE 30.0 AFRO-AN OK 1'9?1 
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FORENSIC 85- 10ClCJ3 NALE 30 .. 0 HI SP-Att CR 1985 
FORENSIC DR77-3336 ttALE 12 .. 0 HI SP-Att ttEXICflN AZ 1977 
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FORENSIC FA77-30(J FEtR.E 18.0 AFRO-RN SC 1977 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Associelion Id. Nut.tier Genct.r Ag9 Group Group Birth 0..th 0..th ----- �------------ ---------------------------------------------------� 
FORENSIC HR 1 HILE 57 .0 EURO-Alt TN 1-.e 
FORENSIC 1CR8URNS 1 ttALE 70 .O  AFRO-fllt 6A 1988 
FORENSIC KR8UANS 2 FEttALE 30.0 fFRO-AN 6A 1187 
FORENSIC LA80 1 ttALE 10.0 EURO-AN LA 1'980 
FORENSIC Ul81 l ttALE 15 .0 AFRO-AN LA 1CJ80 
FORENSIC LA81 3 HALE 50.0 RFRO-fllt LA 1'981 
FORENSIC LA82 3 HALE lCJ.S EURO-Alt LA 1CJ82 
FORENSIC LA82 CJ FE11ALE 26.0 AFRO-AN LA 1CJ82 
FORENSIC LA82 17 NALE 65. 0 AFRO-AN LA 1CJ82 
FORENSIC :  Ul83 1 FEtft...E 20.0 EURO-AN LA 1'983 
FORENSIC ' LA83 10 FEttALE 3(..0 EURO-AN LA 1CJ83 
FORENSIC Lfl81 7 FEtft...E 33 .. 0 AFRO-AN LA LA 1CJ81 
FORENSIC Lfl81 10 HALE 33.5 EURO-AN LA 1CJ81 
FORENSIC Lfl81 12 FEttALE 35 .. 0 EURO-AN LA 1CJ80 
FORENSIC Lfl85 16 FEttALE 15.0 EURO-AN CA LA 1CJ85 
FORENSIC LA85 17 FEttALE 27 .. 0 EURO-AN Ml LA 1CJ85 
FORENSI C ttE 105-17 FEttALE 26. 0 EURO-fttt fl2 1 CJ77 
N FORENSIC ltE 170-80 NALE 38 .O At1ER I N  WIQUI AZ 1 '980 
� FORENSIC NE 31 l-7CJ NALE 65.0 EURO-AN I D  AZ 1CJ1CJ 
N FORENSIC ttE 103-78 FEtft.E 16.0 EURO-AN AZ 1CJ?8 
FORENSJ C ttE SS3-76 FE NALE 16. 0 EURO-AN fl2 1 CJ� 
FORENSIC ltE 551-76 MLE 26. 0 EURO-AN AZ 1 CJ� 
FORENSI C ttE 562-?t. Hfll.E 15.0 RtER IN APACHE fl2 1CJ1'i 
FORENSIC NE 561-75 ttALE 141.0 EURO-fllt A2 lCJ?S 
FORENSIC NE 63CJ-75 NALE 30.0 HISP-AN ttEXICAN AZ lCJ?S 
FORENSIC ttE 670-75 HALE 25 .0 EURO-AN A2 1CJ?S 
FORENSIC ttE 682-18 HALE 22.0 HISP-Att ttEXICAN AZ 1CJ78 
FORENSIC ttE 838-77 HALE 21 .. 0 EURO-AN NC AZ 1CJ77 
FORENSIC ttE-R 11-76 "ALE 15 .O EURO-AN AZ 1 CJ1'i 
FORENSIC tlE-R 60-78 NALE 30.0 HISP-AN IEXI CAN fl2 1CJ78 
FORENSIC ttE-R 61-78 NALE 55. 0 HI SP-Alt tlEXI CAN RZ 1 CJ78 
FORENSIC ltE-R 75-78 ttALE 20 .. 0 HI SP-Alt A2 1 CJ78 
FORENSIC ttEC86 1�7 HALE 52.0 EURO-AN AR TN 1985 
FORENSIC ttEC87-20?7 FEttALE 32.5  AfRO-flll TN 1'985 
FORENSIC ttEC87-20?8 FEttALE 32.5  AFRO-AN TN 1'985 
FORENSIC ttL 83-0107 HALE 38.0 HISP-AN ttEXICAN AZ 1'983 
FORENSIC tR..A 81-26 NALE 6 1 .0 EURO-AN flZ 1CJ81 
FORENSIC OC86 11 NALE 28.0 EURO-AN TN 11-. 
FORENSI C OL 11 3 HALE 26. 5 AFRO-AN KS 1 CJ77 
FORENSIC Ottl 521-71 HALE 11.0 AMER IN Nfll'AJO A2 Ntt 1'971 
FORENSI C Ot11 17CJ0-7S FEl1fll..E 23.0 EURO-Alt Ntt lCJ?S 
FORENSIC OHl2 137-?5 HALE 22.0 EURO--Att AR Ntt 1'9?5 
FORENSIC OHi 2725-75 FEttAl.£ 2CJ. 0 EURO-AN Ntt 1 CJ?S 
FORENSIC OltI2891-?5 NALE 18.0 AltER IN NAWIJO MN NN 1'9?5 
FORENSIC ONI32'91-78 NALE 2CJ.O HJSP-Att ttEXICAN HX Ntt 1'978 �-----��--�--------------------------------------------------- -------------�--�-- -----
Rppendi ,c A. Continued. ------------------------------------------------- -------------------
Collection Racial Ethnic Pl..:• of' Del• 0� 
Association Id • ....,.,.. &.nder flg9 Group Group Birth O.at.h O..th -------------------------------------------------------------------------
FORENSIC OtlJ:3295-78 NALE 22.0  HISP-fltt ttEXI CAN "" 14178 
FORENSIC OtlI 3124)-75 NALE 17.0  HISP-Att CAUCl1t1SP Nit "" 14175 
FORENSIC Ottl:� 17-78 tlALE 26.0 EURO-AN "" 14177 
FORENSIC Ottl 3'9 18-18 FEl1Al.E 21 .. 0 EURO-AN co 14177 
FORENSIC Otfl1083-74J tlALE 21.0 EURO-AN Hit 14179 
FORENSIC OtlI 70 10-77 FEttALE 21  .. 0 EURO-AN Ntt 14176 
FORENSIC Ottl 1011-77 FEttALE 22.0 AttER IN NfWRJO Ntt 14177 
FORENSIC OtlI701'9-76 NALE 50.0 ANER IN Nit "" 14176 
FORENSIC PC50 37670 FEttRLE 1'9 .. 0 EURO-AN AZ 1915 
FORENSIC R 1 1'965-18 ltALE 10.0 HISP-AN ttEXICAN AZ 1978 
FORENSIC RCC 8703 17 NALE 27.0 AFRO-AN SC 1987 
FORENSIC Sfdl0110CJ8 ltALE 67.0 HISP-AN AZ 1975 
FORENSIC NYtE UHi NALE 26.5  EURO-AN NY 1'986 
FORENSIC lNt 1 NALE 52.0 EURO-AN "" 1976 
FORENSIC UNl1 6 NALE 11 .0 EURO-AN Ml Htt 1976 
FORENSIC lNt ? NALE 71.0  HI SP-AN CflUC/HISP Htt 1976 
FORENSIC lNt 16 ttALE 60 .0 EURO-AN Htt 1976 
FORENSIC lNt 17 NALE 11 .0 EURO-AN GERNAN D Ntt 1971 
N FORENSIC UHN 27 NALE 25.0  EURO-AN Htt 1977 
..,a FORENSIC lNt 28 NALE 59.0 AFRO-AN CAUC/Bl.O: Hit 1977 
w FORENSIC UNl1 31  NALE 51.0  EURO-AN CRUC OH Htt 1977 
FORENSIC lNt 12 ltALE 37.S  EURO-AN Htt 1978 
FORENSIC lNt 13 NALE 71.0 EURO-Att Htt 1977 
FORENSIC lNt 19 FEttALE 22.0 EURO-AN NN 1978 
FORENSIC UNtt 50 NALE 30.0 EURO-Att "" 1978 
FORENSIC lNt 52 NALE 51.0  HI 5P-At1 Nit 1978 
FORENSIC UNl1 53 NALE 5'9.0 EURO-Rtt "" 1978 
FORENSIC tNt 55 NALE 35.0  flltER IN NA""JO NN 1978 
FORENSIC UNl1 56 NALE 51.0  HISP-Att ttEXI CAN toe Ntt 1977 
FORENSIC lNt 66 NALE 12.0 EURO-AN GERttAN D NN 1978 
FORENSIC UNtt 641 NALE 36.0 H1 SP-At1 ttEXICAN tDC .. H 191'8 
FORENSIC UNN 71 FEttALE 16 .0 EURO-RN co Ntt 1g19 
FORENSIC lNf 73 NALE 17.0 EURO-Att "" 1978 
FORENSI C lNt 71 FEl1Al.E 18.0 EURO-Rtt MN 1978 
FORENSIC UMtt 76 NALE 65 .0 EURO-AN "" 197CJ 
FORENSIC UNlt 81 NALE 73.0 EURO-AN OR Ntt 197CJ 
FORENSIC UHtt '91 ttALE 71.0 AFRO-AN GA Ntt 197CJ 
FORENSIC UNtt CJ6 NALE 35 .0 AttER IN UIGUMfVPUEB Mlf 197CJ 
FORENSIC UHH CJCJ ttALE 69 .0 EURO-Rtt HD HN 197CJ 
FORENSIC UMtt 100 NALE 10 .. 0 EURO-AN HUNGARIAN H Ntt 197CJ 
FORENSIC UNt1 103 NALE 1'9.0 EURO-AN HH 1CJ7CJ 
FORENSIC UNtt 110 FEttAI..E 35 .0 EURO-AN NY NH 197CJ 
FORENSIC lNI 112 NALE 32.0 EURO-Att Htt 1geo 
FORENSIC lJNtt 115 NALE 71.0 EURO-AN NY NH 1'980 
FORENSIC lNt 117 FEttALE 56.0 EURO-AN "" 1'980 -------�---------------------------------------------------�-----�------ --- · 
App,ndix A. Conli.....ct. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Coll•clion Racial Ethni c Plac• of Dal• of 
Associ ation Id • ....,.,. 6....,. Ag• Group Group Birt.h O..lh O.at.h ------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------
FORENSIC UNtt 120 HALE 30 .0 HI SP-RN tEMICAN Ntt 1980 
FORENSIC lNt 129 FEttALE 73.0 EURO-AN NN 1CJ80 
FORENSIC lNt 137 HALE 63.0 EURO-AN OK Ntt 1980 
FORENSIC lNt 110 FEttALE 61 .  0 EURO-AN Nt1 1980 
FORENSIC UNtt 11 1 HALE 30 .0 EURO-Att t10 Ntt 1981 
FORENSIC lN1 112 FEtft..E 56.0 EURO-AN NN 1981 
FORENSIC lN1 113 HALE 50.0 EURO-RN NN 1981 
FORENSIC lNt 116 HALE ?1. 0 EURO-AN Ntt NN 1981 
FORENSIC UNtt 117 HALE 36.0 EURO-Att IL Ntt 1981 
FORENSIC UNtt 151 HALE 32. 0 EURO-AN NN 1982 
FORENSIC UT TCHSGT HALE 31.0 EURO-AN CT GR 1976 
FORENSIC UT 1 81  HALE 73 . 0 EURO-AN TN TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT 1 85 FEttALE 21 .  5 EURO-Att TN 1985 
FORENSIC UT2 81 ttAL.E 73.0 EURO-AN TN 1980 
FORENSIC UT2 86 FEtH..E 39.0 AFRO-Att TN 1986 
FORENSIC UT3 81 HALE 72.0 EURO-AN tE TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT3 87 HALE 36 .0 EURO-Att TN 1987 "' FORENSIC UT1 83 ttALE 30.0 EURO-AN TN 1983 
� FORENSIC UTS 86 HALE 25 . 0 HI SP-AN tEXI CAN taC TN 1986 FORENSIC UTG 86 ttALE 55.0 EURO-AN TN 1986 
FORENSIC UT?l 1 FEttALE 19.5 AFRO-AN TN 1973 
FORENSIC UT71 1 NALE 32.0 EURO-AN TN 1971 
FORENSIC UT71 6 FEt1Al.E 31 .0 EURO-AN TN 1971 
FORENSIC UT75 3 FEttALE 18.0 AFRO-AN TN 19?5 
FORENSIC UT7'5 1 FEtft.E 51.0 EURO-Att FRENCH F TN 1915 
FORENSIC UT78 11 HALE 55 .0 EURO-AN TN 1978 
FORENSIC UT?CJ 10 FEttALE 58 .0 EURO-AN TN 197CJ 
FORENSIC UT?CJ 13 NALE 36.0 EURO-AN TN 197CJ 
FORENSIC UT80 9 ttALE 35 EURO-AN TN 1980 
FORENSIC UT80 12 FEttfll..E 27 AFRO-AN TN 1980 
FORENSIC UT81 CJ NALE 25 EURO-AN TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT81 11 FEttALE 25 EURO-AN TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT81 21 FEttALE 80 AFRO-RN TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT83 1 FEttALE 59 EURO-AN TN 1983 
FORENSIC UT81 3 HALE 22 EURO-AN TN 1982 
FORENSIC UT81 5 NALE 37 EURO-Att TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT81 6 FEttALE 25 EURO-RN TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT81 11 NALE 15 EURO-AN TN TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT81 16 FEttfl..E 32 AFRO-AN TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT81 30 FEtft.E 35 EURO-AN TN 1981 
FORENSIC UT8S 2 FENRLE 27 EURO-AN TX 1985 
FORENSIC UT85 1 NALE 56 EURO-Ati TN 1985 
FORENSIC UT85 16 FENALE Z9 AfRO-Att TN 1985 
FORENSIC UT85 18 NALE 11 EURO-AN TN 1985 
FORENSIC UT85 22 FEttALE 75 EURO-AN TN 1985 ----------�----------------------------------------------------------------�-------
App.ndix fl.  Conli....ct. -------------- ------------------ --------------------------------------
Coll.c:tion Racial Ethnic Pl.» O'f Del• O'f 
Associ ation Id. ......,.,. Genct.r fig. Group Group Birth 0..t.h O..lh ---------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -
FORENSIC UT85 26 IIALE 18 EURO-RH TN 1185 
FORENSIC UT85 30 FEt1Al.E 18 EURO-Alt TN TN 1985 
FORENSIC UT8S 35 ttALE 30 EURO-fltt TN 1985 
FORENSIC UT86 8 ttRLE 65 EURO-Alt TN 1986 
FORENSIC UT86 15 FEt1Al.E 28 EURO-AN UT TN 1'986, 
FORENSIC UT86 18 ttALE 26 EURO-AH TN 1'985 
FORENSIC UT86 27 ttfLE 3CJ EURO-RH TN 1'986, 
FORENSIC UT86 30 ttALE 73 AFRO-AN TN 1CJ86 
FORENSIC UT87 8 FEtRE 25 EURO-AN TN 1'987 
FORENSIC UT87 16 ttAI..E 16 EURO-AN GERttAN D TN 1CJ87 
FORENSIC UT87 18 nALE 3 1  EURO-AH TN TN 1CJ87 
FORENSIC UT87 20 ttAL.E 37 EURO-fltt TN 1CJ87 
FORENSIC UT88 1 ttAL.E 2:, EURO-AN TN 1CJ86 
FORENSIC UT88 1 1  ttfll.E 51 EURO-fltt TN TN 1CJ87 
FORENSIC UT88 21 FEttALE 30 EURO-fltt TN 1CJ88 
FORENSIC UTCJ 87 FEtR...E 65 Af'RO-Att NI 6ERI,-. NI TN 1CJ87 
FORENSIC l'fl-DttG81-1 FENALE 23 EURO-AN "9A 1CJ81 
N HANANN-TOOO M 3 1 1  FENALE 51  EURO-AN OH 1 CJ 1 CJ 
,-a HANRHN-TOOD N 151 FEttRl.E 38 EURO-AN OH 1 CJ21 
u, HAttRNN-TODD M 157 FENALE 13 EURO-AN OH 1921 
HAttANN-TOOD M 16,6, FEttALE 62 EURO-Att OH 1CJ 19 
HANANN-TOOO M 631 FEttALE 36 EURO-Att OH 1919 
HANANN-TOOO N 612 FEtR.E 27 AFRO-AN AFRICAN OH 19 19 
HANANN-TOOO M 657 FENALE 10 AFRO-AN AFRI CAN OH 1919 
HANANN-TOOD N 668 FEttALE 31 AFRO-AN AFRICAN OH 1919 
HANANN-TOOO N 685 FEtR...E 15 AFRO-Att OH 19 19 
HANANN-TOOD M 690 FEttALE 35 EURO-RN OH 1CJ 19 
HANANN-TOOO M 6'98 nALE 22 AFRO-Att OH 1919 
HANANH-TOOO M 700 FEttALE 39 EURO-AN OH 19 19 
HANANN-TOOD M 703 ttfll.E 22 AFRO-RH OH 1CJ 19 
HANANN-TOOO N 701 FEttAl.E 2CJ AFRO-AN OH 1CJ 19 
HANANN-TOOD M 705 NALE 33 AFRO-AN OH lCJ lCJ 
HANANN-TOOD M 707 nALE 32 EURO-AN OH lCJ lCJ 
HANANM-TOOD M 709 ttALE 33 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ19 
HRNANN-TOOO M 716 NALE 27 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ 19 
HANAMH-TOOD N 7 18 NALE 39 AFRO-AN OH 19 19 
HAttAHN-TOOO M 721 NALE 18 AFRO-AN OH 1919 
HANANH-TOOD M 725 NALE 17 AFRO-AN OH 1919 
HANANN-TOOO N 710 ttALE 10 EURO-AN OH 1919 
HANANN-TOOD N 711 NALE 22 AFRO-Att OH 19 19 
HANRNN-TOOO M 763 t1ALE 35 AfRO-Att OH 1CJ20 
HANANN-TOOO M 779 ttALE 38 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ20 
HANANN-TOOD M 781 FEttALE 23 EURO-AN OH 1CJ20 
HAttfN!I-TOOD M 1'98 ttfll..E 36 EURO-AN OH 1CJ20 
HANANN-TOOD N 800 NALE 35 EURO-At1 OH 1CJ20 -----����----�----------�---�----�-----�--�--�--�-----�---�- ..... �---� ............ �--�.........-�-- --
.... °' 
Appe,ndix R. Conti...u.d. ---------------------------------------------------------�------------
Collection Racial Ethnic Plac• of Dal• of 








































































































































38 EURO-AN OH 1CJ20 
1 1  AFRO-AN OH 1CJ20 
20 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ20 
10 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ20 
37 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ20 
35 AfRO-Att OH 1CJ20 
38 EURO-AN OH 1CJ20 
30 HI SP-Alt ttEXI CRN OH 1CJ20 
17 AfRO-Att OH 1CJ20 
53 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ20 
18 EURO-Rtt OH 1CJ20 
21  AfRO-Rtt OH 1CJ21 
22 AFRO-AH OH 1CJ21 
50 AFRO-RN OH 1CJ21 
23 AFRO-Rtt OH 1CJ21 
18 AFRO-Rtt OH 1CJ21 
23 ArRO-Rtt OH 1CJ21 
23 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ21 
60 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ21 
50 EURO-AN OH 1921 
23 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ21 
15 EURO-AN OH 1CJ21 
38 EURO-AN OH 1CJ21 
12 EURO-AN OH 1CJ21 
34) EURO-AN OH 1'921 
50 EURO-AN OH 1,21 
32 EURO-AN OH 1'921 
38 WRO-AN OH 1CJ21 
3CJ EURO-AN OH 1'921 
51  EURO-AN OH 1CJ21 
,2 EURO-AN OH 1'921 
35 EURO-AN OH 1CJ21  
67 EURO-AN OH 1121 
50 EURO-AN OH 1CJ21 
35 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ21  
38 EURO-AN OH 1CJ21 
17 EURO-fltt OH 1CJ21 
31 EURO-fltt OH 1CJ22 
60 EURO-AN OH 1922 
13 EURO-AN OH 1CJ22 
6CJ WRO-Att OH 1CJ22 
3 1  EURO-AN OH 1CJ22 
31 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ22 
28 Rf'RO-Att OH 1CJ22 
60 EURO-Alt OH 1CJ22 ---------��-----------------------------------�---------------...... -------------- --�----
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Appendix A .  Conlinlad. -------------------------------------------------------- -------------
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M 1 105 
M 1 108 




M 1 161  

















































52 AFRO-RN OH 
so EURO-AN OH 
18 AFRO-AN OH 
22 AFRO-Att OH 
15 EURO-AN OH 
18 EURO-AN OH 
17 EURO-AN OH 
34) EURO-Att OH 
38 AFRO-Att OH 
17 EURO-Att OH 
18 EURO-AN OH 
21 AFRO-AN OH 
11 EURO-AN OH 
87 AFRO-AN OH 
31 AFRO-AN OH 
17 AFRO-AN OH 
18 AFRO-Att OH 
17 AFRO-AN OH 
30 AFRO-AN OH 
21 AFRO-AN OH 
10 EURO-AN OH 
67 EURO-AN OH 
1'9 AFRO-Att OH 
28 EURO-Att OH 
60 EURO-RN OH 
12 AFRO-RN OH 
77 EURO-RN OH 
1'9 EURO-AN OH 
31 AFRO-RN WEST INDI ES 115 OH 
35 EURO-RN OH 
11 EURO-AN OH 
21 ftFRO-Att ttD OH 
65 RFRO-Att OH 
2'9 RFRO-Att OH 
3CJ AFRO-AN TN OH 
28 AFRO-RN OH 
10 AFRO-Att OH 
21  AF'RO-AN OH 
50 EURO-RN IRISH IR OH 
25 EURO-AN AUSTRIAN A OH 
21 AFRO-AN OH 
28 EURO-AN OH 
18 AFRO-RH OH 
21  AFRO-RN OH 
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Id. lblber 6 ....... flC)9 Group Group ------------------------------
M 1211 FEtR.E 32 AFRO-fl't 
M 1215 FEttALE 3 1  AFRO-AN 
N 1213 FEttRLE 21 AFRO-fttt 
N 1253 FENALE 31  EURO-AN RUSSIAN 
W 1256 FEttRLE 55 EURO-RN 
M 1271 FENALE 22 AFRO-AN 
N 121'9 FEttAl...E 3CJ EURO-RH 
N 12'91 FEttALE 28 AFRO-Atl 
W 1297 FEHRLE 10 AFRO-fttt 
W 1300 FENALE 3CJ AFRO-AN 
W 1302 FEttAL.E 17 EURO-AN 
W 1309 FENRLE 13 EURO-AN 
M 13 10 FEtR.E 2CJ AfRO-fttt 
M 1321 FEttALE 52 AFRO-FW'I 
M 1321 FEttALE 19 EURO-AN 
M 1327 ttALE 28 EURO-AN 
M 1315 FEtR.E 3CJ AFRO-AN 
M 1350 FENALE 28 EURO-AN 
W 1361 ttfll.E 25 AFRO-AH 
W 1� ttALE 53 AFRO-AN 
W 1369 FEtR.E 25 EURO-Att 
W 1383 ttfll.E 73 flfRO-Rtt 
W 1�7 FEHRl..E 33 AFRO-AN 
W 13'99 ttALE 53 RfRO-Att 
N 1118 FENALE 21  AFRO-fttt 
M 1127 FENALE 28 AFRO-AN 
N 118CJ FEttALE 38 AFRO-AN 
W 1191 FEttALE 15 EURO-AN 
N 1516 FENALE 37 AFRO-AH 
W 1536 FENALE 2CJ AFRO-AN 
W 1580 FENALE 31 AFRO-AN 
W 1600 FENALE 28 AFRO-AN 
w u;o1 FENALE 18 EURO-AH 
W 16 17 FENRLE 32 AfRO-Att 
N 1&22 FEttALE 27 AFRO-AH 
N 1675 FEtlALE 18 EURO-AH 
N 1691 FEttALE 30 RFRO-Att 
W 16415 FENALE 50 AFRO-AN 
W 1707 FENALE 25 AFRO-AN 
N 1735 FENAL.E so EURO-AN 
M 1739 FEttfll.E 33 EURO-AN 
W 1711 FEttAI...E 1CJ AFRO-AN 
W 1718 FENALE 11 AFRO-AN 
W 1719 FENALE 12 AFRO-AH 








































































































App.ndix fl. Conlinuttd .  -------------------------------------------------------------
Col l .cli on Raci al Ethnic PI K• of' Dal• of' 
ftssoci •lion Id. ltut.t>er s.nct.r- Ag. Group &roup Birth O..lh O..lh -------------�------------------------------ -----------------------
HANANN-TOOO M 1762 FEtR..E 61  EURO-Att OH 1� 
HRNANN-TOOO M 1771 FEtR..E 51 EURO-AN BOHEHIRN D OH 14)28 
HANANN-TOOD M 1781 FEtR..E 18 AFRO-AN OH 1'928 
HANRNN-TOOO M 1785 FEttALE 32 AFRO-AN OH 1928 
HANAHN-TOOO M 1813 FEtR..E 15 EURO-Att OH 1'929 
HANftNN-TOOD M 1816 FEtlALE 53 EURO-AN OH 14l29 
HANRNN-TOOO M 1856 FEttALE 15 AFRO-AH OH 1929 
HANANN-TOOD M 1871 FEttALE 36 AFRO-AN OH 1929 
HANRNN-TOOO M 1921 FEl1RLE 18 EURO-Att OH 1929 
HftttANN-T(J)D M 1921 FEttftl.E 38 AFRO-AN IN  OH 1929 
HANRNN-TOOD M 191'9 FEttftl...E 1'9 AFRO-AN OH 1930 
HANANN-TOOD M lCJr,1 FENALE 28 AFRO-AN OH 1930 
HANANN-TOOD M 2025 FEttALE 1CJ EURO-AN ttA OH 1'930 
HAttANN-TOOO M 2027 FEttftl.E 50 EURO-fttl &ERltRN D OH 1930 
HRNRNN-TOOD M 2028 FENALE 38 AFRO-fltt OH 1930 
HANANN-TOOD M 2039 FENALE 65 AFRO-AN OH 1930 
HAttANN-TOOO M 2018 FEttRLE 52 EURO-AN &ERltRN D OH 1930 
HRNANN-TOOD M 2053 FEttALE 15 AFRO-AN OH 1930 "' HRtWINN-TOOD M 2065 FENALE 19 AFRO-fltt OH 1931 .... HAttAHN-TOOD M 204J1 FEttfLE 23 AFRO-fltt OH 1931 \0 HANANN-TOOD M 2105 FEttALE 19 EURO-RN SNEDISH s OH 19�1 
HANRNN-TOOD M 2115 FENALE 15 AFRO-Att OH 1931 
HANANN-TOOD M 2125 FEttALE 36 EURO-AH OH 1931 
HAttANN-TOOD M 2138 FEttftl.E 50.0 EURO-AN OH 1'931 
HANANN-TOOD M 2115 ttfll.E 35 . 0  HISP-Att ttE>CI -INDIAN OH 1931 
HANANN-TOOD M 2211 FEttALE 11 .. 0 EURO-AN HUNGARIMI H OH 1932 
HAttflNN-TOOD M 2251 FEttAl...E 318 . 0  EURO-AN OH 1'932 
HAttANN-TOOD M 2337 FEttALE 57 .. 0 EURO-AN RUSSI AN SR OH 1932 
HANANN-TOOD M 2351 FEttRLE 15.0 EURO-AN OH 1933 
HANANN-TOOD M 2111 FENALE 17 .. 0 EURO-AN OH 1933 
HANANN-TOOD M 2137 FENALE 15.0 EURO-AN OH 1933 
HANANN-TOOO M 217£, FENRLE 53 .. 0 EURO-RN OH OH 1933 
HAttAMN-TOOD M 2178 FEttALE 35 .0 EURO-AN OH 1933 
HRNANN-TOOD M 2515 FENALE 58 .. 0 EURO-AH OH 1'931 
HAHANN-TOOO M 2615 FEttALE 52.0 EURO-AN OH 1931 
HANAHH-TOOD M 2857 FEttALE 31  .. 0 EURO-AN OH 1935 
HANANH-TOOO M 2860  FEttALE 1&.0 EURO-Atl OH 1935 
HANANN-TOOO M 2881 FENALE �-0 EURO-Att OH 1936 
HANANN-TOOD M ZCJZl FEttALE 37.0 EURO-AH OH 1'936 HANANN-rooo N ZCJZ1 FEttALE 56.0 EURO-RN OH 1936 
HAttftNN-TOOO M 2'93'9 FEttRLE 25.0 EURO-RN OH 1936 
HANANH-TOOO M 2'915 HALE 31 .0 AfRO-AN OH 1936 
HRttANN-TOOD M 2955 NALE 15 .. 0 Ew:tO-AH OH 1936 
HANANM-TOOD M 2'970 HALE ao.o AFRO-AN OH 1936 
HAtlfNI-TOOD M zggs NALE 39.0 EURO-fttt OH 1936 -----------�---------�----------------------�---------------�-------�-�--------------
�-M A. Conti...-d. --------- ---------------------------------------------------
Collection Racial Ethnic Pl� of Dal• of 
Associ•t.ion Id  • .....,. &.nd.r f19- Group Group Birt.h D.ath O..th -------------------------------------------------------------- -----
ttAtftilil-TOOD N 3022 FEHAl.E 50.0 AFRO-AN OH 195 
HANANN-TOOO N 3131 FEttALE 13 .0 AFRO-At1 OH 1CJ37 
HANANN-TOOO N 3161  FEtft..E 11.0 AFRO-RH OH 1937 
tfftfNI-TOOO N 3173 FEttALE 11.0 AFRO-Alt OH 1CJ37 
HANRNN-TOOO N 3182 FEt1ALE 18.0 AfRO-Rtl OH 1937 
HANANN-TOOO N 32 10 FEttALE 11.0 AFRO-RN OH 1CJ37 
HANANN-TOOO N 326CJ FEttRLE 13.0 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ38 
HANANN-TOOO N 3318 FEl1Al.E 12.0 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ38 
HAtlANN-TOOO N 3336 FEttRLE 33.0 AFRO-AN OH 1CJ38 
HAIIANN-TODO N 3378 FEttALE 15.0 AFRO-AN OH 1CJl8 
HIST IND 225063 ttfll.E 3?.0 ANER I N  S1°'1X SD 1861 
HI ST IND 225071 FENALE 22 .o AIIER I N  BLACICFEET nT 1800-1'900 
HI ST IND 225085 ttfll.E 27 .0 AttER I N  UTE UT 1858 
HI ST I NO 22SOCJ 1 ttALE 30 .0 AttER I N  CHEYENNE CO 1861 
HIST I ND  225091 ttALE 27.0 ANER I N  tto�I AZ 1868 
HIST IND 225102 NALE 27.0 AftER IN  APACHE AZ 1871 
HIST IND 225221 ttALE 22 .0 AttER IN ARAPAHO OK 1872 
N HI ST IND 225251 ttALE 30.0 ANER IN CHE'IEtltE MY 18?8 
N HI ST I NO 225251 ttALE 32 .O RttER IN  SI OUK/OAt:OT SD 1872 
o HI ST I NO 225256 ttALE 1'9 .0 AttER I N  PAI UTE-VANT UT 1872 
HI ST IND 227S08 ttALE lO.O RltER I N  SIOlDVGIRNT 1800- lCJOO 
HIST IND 213332 ttALE 31.0 AttER I N  SIOWVYfllili:T ND 1868 
HIST IND 213378 fEttALE 62 .5 AIIER I N  SIOU,VBRULE SD 1869 
HIST IND 213187 ttALE 12.0 AtER I N  LI PAN nc 1872 
HI ST I NO 21318CJ FEttALE 27 .O  AttER I N  TONKANAY TK 1810 
HI ST IND 213511 FEl1Al.E 52 .O AttER IN  SAC KS 1865 
HIST IND 213517 ltALE 30.0 ANER I N  CHEYENNE KS 1867 
HIST IND 213518 nALE 30.0 MER I N  CHEYENNE KS 1867 
HI ST IND 21351CJ tlALE 22.0 RttER I N  CHEYENNE KS 1869 
HIST IND 213550 ttALE 30.0 AttER IN CHEYENNE KS 1868 
HIST IND 213551 ttALE 30.0 AttER IN  CHE\'EME KS 1868 
HI ST UI) 213552 ttALE 30. 0 AttER I N  CHEYENNE KS 1868 
HIST IND 213553 NALE 30.0 AttER I N  CHEYENNE KS 1867 
HIST I ND  213551 NALE 32.5 RttER IN  CHEYENNE KS 1868 
HIST IND 213555 NALE 30.0 ANER I N  CHEYENNE KS 1868 
HIST I ND  213565 FENALE 19.0 AttER I N  KECHI Ot: 1869 
HIST IMO 2135'93 NALE 30.0 AttER IN  CHEYENNE CO 18&1 
HIST IND �35'95 FENALE 30.0 AttER IN  CHEYENNE CO 1861 
HIST IND 213638 NALE 2?.0 RttER I N  CHIPPEWA NO 1858 
HIST IMO 213639 nALE 12.0 RttER IN  CHIPPEMft ttB 1816 
HIST IND 213610 ttflLE 32.0 RttER IN  CHIPPEMA NO 1858 
HIST IND 213612 FEtR.E 15.0 ANER I N  81..ACKFEET nr 1880-1'900 
HIST IND 213611 NALE 21 .5  AttER I N  BLACKFEET NT 1800-lCJOO 
HIST IMO 213615 nALE 31.5 AtfER I N  BLACKFEET NT 1800-1900 
HIST IND 2131616 NALE 12.5 AttER IN  Bl.ACKF'EET NT 1800-lCJOO --------------------_.-.---------------------------------�----�--- ------.--------------
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HIST I ND  213618 FENRL.E 17.5  RttER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800-1900 
HIST IND 2�19 FEttALE 33.0 AltER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800- 1900 
HI ST IND 213650 FEtlALE 27.5 AttER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800 1900 
HIST IND 2�51 FEttALE 25.0 AltER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
HIST IND 213652 ttRLE 17 .5 AltER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800 1900 
HIST IND 2'13653 FEttALE 37.5 flttER IN PIEGAN NT 1835 
HIST UIJ 213651 FEttAI...E 52.5 RttER I N  BLACKFEET NT . 1800- lCJOO 
HIST IND 213656 NALE 26.0 AttER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800- 1'900 
HIST IND 2'13657 FEl1Al..E 20.5 AttER I N  81...ACKFEET NT 1800- 1'900 
HIST IND 2'13658 ttALE 32.5  AltER I N  BLACKFEET NT 1800- 1'900 
HIST INO 2'136543 NALE 10.0 ANER IN  Bl.flt.KFEET NT 1800- 1'900 
HIST IND 213660 FEttALE 26 .5 ANER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800-1900 
HIST IND 213661 ttftLE 12.5 ftNER IN 81...ACKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
HIST I ND  213666 FEl1Al..E 15.0 ANER I N  BLACICFEET NT 1800-lCJOO 
HIST I ND  2'13668 ttALE 31.0 ANER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
HIST IND 213669 FENALE 52.5 AttER IN 81...ACKFEET NT 1800- 1900 
HIST I ND 213673 NALE 10.0 ANER IN Bt..ACKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
N HIST IND 213671 FEttALE 32.S AttER IN Bl.RCKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
N HIST IND 2�75 HALE 37.5 AttER IN Bl.RCKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
t,.& HIST IND 2136.76 NALE 30.0 AttER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
HIST I ND 2'13677 FEttALE 26.5 RttER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800-lCJOO 
HIST I ND 2'136.79 FEtlALE 12.5 AttER I N  BLACKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
HIST IND 2136,80 NALE 21.0 AttER IN BLACKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
HI ST I ND  213'83 NALE 27.5 AttER IN Bl.ACKFEET NT 1800- 1'900 
HIST IND 213'81 NALE 10.0 AttER IN  BLACKFEET NT 1800- lCJOO 
HIST I NO 213685 FENALE 15.0 RttER IN  BLACKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
HIST I NO 213'86 FEl1fll.E 20.0 ANER I N  BLACKFEET NT 1800-1'900 
HIST IND 213721 NALE 12 .0 ANER IN  s1 omc/'OGALA MY 1861 
HIST I ND 213723 NALE 37.0 AttER IN SIOUM MY 18£,E, 
HIST IMO 213721 NALE 52.0 ANER IN SI OU>VOGAL.A MY 1866 
HIST INO 21372' ttALE 30 .0 AHER IN CHEYENNE MY 1878 
HIST IHO 213727 NALE 30.0 AttER IN  CHEYENNE MY 1877 
HIST I ND 213728 FENALE 30.0 AttER IN CHEYENNE MY 18?8 
HIST I ND 21372CJ FEttALE 30.0 ANER IN CHEYENNE MY 1878 
HIST I ND 213730 FENAl...E 30.0 AtfER IN CHEYENNE IN 1878 
HIST I ND 213731 FEttALE 30.0 AttER IN CHEYENNE MY 1878 
HI ST IMO 213733 NALE 12.0 AttER IN CHEVENNE IN 1878 
HI ST I ND 213770 NALE 22.0 RttER IN SHOSHONE/BA UT 1863 
HIST I ND 213771 FEt1RLE 37.0 ANER IN UTE/GOSH UT 1871 
HIST I ND 213775 NALE 12.0 ANER IN PAIUTE UT 1877 
HIST IMO 213821 FEttALE 32.0 ANER I H  SHOSHONE AZ 1850 
HIST IMO 213829 "ALE 30.0 AttER IN CHEYENNE nc 1869 
HIST I ND  213832 NALE 12.0 AttER IN KECHI TX 18£,E, 
HIST IHO 213831 NALE 22.0 AKER IN BANNOCK I D  1873 
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HIST IND 213881 FEtR.E 22.0 AIIER I N  CHOCTRN 
HIST IND 21� 1 FEttALE 37.0 AltER I N  SHANNEE 
HIST IND 213Cl17 FEl1Rl.E 30.0 AttER I N  CHEVENNE 
HIST IND 213CJ2C1 nALE 27.0 AtlER IN  UTE/GOSH 
HIST IND 213932 FENALE 25.0 fltER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 213998 NALE 33.0 AttER I N  BLACICfEET 
HIST IND 25935'9 nALE 22.0 AttER IN  POTTAIIRTottI 
HIST IND 31018 1 ttALE 19.0 AltER I N  SHOSHONE 
HIST IND 11892 FEttALE 32.5 RIIER IN  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11893 FEttALE 17.5 AttER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11891 FEttALE 22.5 AnER IN  Bl.�KFEET 
HIST IND 1189'9 ltALE 15.0 AttER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11CJOO FENALE 37.5 AIIER I N  BLACICFEET 
HIST IND 11CJ01 FENALE 35 .0 AttER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11CJ07 FENALE 12.5 AIIER IN  BLACKFEET 
HI ST IND 11'908 FEttALE 27.S AttER I N  PI EGAN/SO 
HIST IND 11'910 FEl1Al..E 27.5 AltER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'911  FEttALE 27.S AIIER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'913 FENALE 32.5 RttER IN  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'915 FENAL.E 22.5 AIIER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11916 ttALE 32.5 AflER IN  PIEGAIVNO 
HIST IND 11'917 FENALE 21.S AttER IN PI EGAN 
HIST IND 11'918 FENALE 27.5 AtlER IN PIEGAII 
HI ST INO 11'91'9 FENALE 30.S AttER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'922 FENALE 27 .5 AttER I N  a.ACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'923 FENALE 22.S AIIER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'21 FENALE 27.5 ANER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'921 FENALE 27.S AttER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST INO 11'25 FENALE 22.5 RttER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'926 ltALE 32.5 AttER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'927 FEttRLE 20 .0 RttER IN PIEGAN 
HIST IND 11'928 FENALE 30.0 AltER IN  BLACKFEET 
HIST INO 11'92'9 NALE 52 .5 AttER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'93 1 FENALE 17.S ANER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11932 FEttALE 22.5 RttER IN BLACKFEET 
HI ST IND 11'933 ttAL.E 32.5 MER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11931 NALE 22.5 AttER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11936, FENALE 37.5 AttER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'937 FEttALE 22.5 AttER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'938 FENALE 17 .5 AttER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST INO 11CJ10 FEt1ALE 32.,S ANER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11'91 1 NALE 17 .5 ANER I N  BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11912 FEttALE 27.5 ANER IN BLACKFEET 
HIST IND 11c.H3 NALE 37.5 ANER IN BLACKFEET 
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HIST I ND  1 1915 HfLE 52. 5  AIER I N  BLACKFEET 1800-1900 
HI ST IND 11916 FEttALE 37. 5 MER IN Bl.ACICFEET 1800-lCJOO 
HIST IND 11'17 FENAl.E 32.5  AttER IN BLACKFEET 1800- 1900 
HI ST I NO 11'18 FENALE 12. 5 AltER IN BLACICFEET 1800- 1'900 
HIST IND 11919 FEt1Rl.E 12.5  AltER I N  BLACKFEET 1800- 1900 
HI ST I NO 114151 FENALE 32. 5 AltER IN  81..ACICFEET AB 1800-1900 
HI ST IND 11952 HALE 22.5  AltER IN BLACKFEET 1800-1'900 
HIST I ND  11CJ60 FENALE 52.5  ftttER IN CRON NT 1800-1'900 
HI ST I HO 11961 FEtR...E 32. 5 AltER IN CRON 1800- 1 '900 
HIST IND ottI21'95-75 FEttALE 59.0  RtlER I N  ACOltfVPUEBI.. Ntt Ntt 1'975 
HI ST IND N 1538 ttALE 63.0  AIIER I N  OH 1'921' 
HIST I ND  N 28'95 FEttALE 31.0 RtlER I N  OH 1'936 
HIST IND N l(MO llftl..E 17.0  AltER I N  OH 1'937 
HI STmtlC MIATSPECIH FENALE 62.0  AFRO-AN KS 1'920 
HISTOtlC IROl«:OFFIN ltALE 12.5 EURO-AN LR 1855 
HISTotlC JAttES ISL FEttRLE 10.0 AFRO-AN SC 1'900 
HISTOtlC LA 1'956 NALE 26.5 EURO-fltt NB 1860 
N HI STt:RI C LR81 11 NALE 52. 5 AFRO-AN LA 1 CJOO 
N HI ST(ltl C S0714' JP ttALE 30 . 0 EURO-Att SO 1881 
W HI ST(RI C S075;' JB NALE 30. 0 EURO-Alt SO 1885 
HI STmtIC SI 173 nAL.E 25.5 fFRO-Att ""' 1'9 18 
HI STmtIC l»II«* 8 5 NALE 25.0  fFRO-AN SC 1863 
HI STOtlC W.ION 811 nRLE 25.0 AFRO-Att SC 1863 
HIST(RIC urea 7 NALE 10. 0  AFRO-AN TN 1'905 
NEM Cltl.ERIIS 80003 ttRLE 51.5 AFRO-AN LR 1805 
NEM t:RLEAIIS 80005 ttALE 12.0 EURO-AN LR 1805 
HEM Cltl.EAIIS 80006 FEt1Al..E 1'9.0  AFRO-AN LR 1805 
NEM t:RLEAIIS 80023 NALE 12.0 AFRO-AN LR 1805 
HEM Cltl.EAIIS 8002'9 FEttALE 27.0 AFRO-AN LR 1805 
NEM t:RLEfWS 80101 FEttALE 52.0  AFRO-AN LA 1833 
R.J. TERRI' T CJR ttALE 71.0  AFRO-RN l10 1941 
R .J. TERRY T UR FENALE 21.0  AFRO-AN l10 1'912 
R.J. TERRY T 12R FEttAI..E 11.0  EURO-RN l10 1911 
R.J. tERRY T 13R NALE 28.0  AFRO-AN ttO 1'938 
R.J. TERRY T 11R HALE 38.0 EURO-Att tt0 1'911 
R.J.  TERRY T 16R FEttALE '91.0  EURO-Att l10 1'957 
R.J. TERRY T 18R FEtft..E 37.0 AFRO-RN ttO 1'911 
R.J.  TERRY T 21R FEttALE 52.0 AFRO-fltt ttO 1'910 
R.J .. TERRY T 26R FEttfll.E 50.0 AFRO-AN ttO 1'912 
R .. J. TERRY T 3 lR HALE 38. 0 AFRO-AN ttO 1 '910 
R .J. TERRY T 3&R NALE 10.0 AFRO-RH AFRICAN ttO 1'910 
R.J.  TERRY T 37R FEttALE 55.0  EURO-AN l10 1910 
R.J. TERRY T 1SR ltALE 32. 0  HISP-AN ttEKICRN ttO 1912 
R.J.  TERRY T 16R ttALE 61.0  AFRO-fltl ttO 1'950 
R.J. TERRY T 18R FEttfll.E 60.0 AFRO-AN tt0 1912 ---------�--�-------------------------------------------------�-----�------�--�---�-
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R.J.  TERRY T 56R FEtft.E 5? .0 AFRO-AN ttO 1'939 
R.J.  TERRY T 60R FEttAI..E 39.0  AFRO-AN tlO 1938 
R.J.  TERRY T 66RR FEHRLE 80 .0 EURO-AN ttO 1950 
R.J.  TERRY T 69R FENALE 52.0 EURO-AN tlO 1952 
R.J.  TERRY T 81R FEt1Al.E 6 1.0 AFRO-AN ttO 1915 
R.J.  TERRY T 86R FEHAl.E 71.0  AFRO-AN ttO 193CJ 
R.J.  TERRY T lOORR FENALE 85.0 AFRO-AN ttO 1950 
R.J.  TERRY T 109 NALE 16.0 EURO-AN ttO 1922 
R.J.  TERRY T 1 1 1R NALE 38 .0 EURO-Att ttO 1913 
R.J.  TERRY T 1 12R FEttALE 54J.O  EURO-AN ttO 1916. 
R.J.  TERRY T 125R tlALE 31.0  AFRO-AN ttO 1936 
R.J.  TERRY T 12f.R ltALE 50.0 EURO-AN ttO 193CJ 
R.J.  TERRY T 131R NALE 39.0  EURO-AN HO 1CJ39 
R.J.  TERRY T 113 NALE 58.0 AFRO-AN ttO 1936 
R.J.  TERRY T 119R FEttALE 70.0  EURO-AN ttO 1'916. 
R.J.  TERRY T 162R FEttfll..E 10.0 EURO-AN HO 1916. 
R.J.  TERRY T 171R FEttRLE 24J.O  AFRO-RN tlO 14J3'9 
N R.J.  TERRY T 171R FEttRLE 60 EURO-AN ttO 1950 
N R.  J. TERRY T 1 ?f,R FEttALE 71 EURO-AN ttO 14J50 
.s- R.  J. TERRY T 177R FEttRLE 33 AFRO-AN ttO 14J3CJ 
R.J.  TERRY T 18?R ttALE 24J EURO-AN ttO 1CJ16. 
R.J.  TERRY T 1CJ2 ltALE 73 EURO-AN GERttAN O HO 1921 
R.J.  TERRY T 14J8R NALE 10 EURO-AN tt0 14J51  
R.J.  TERRY T 199R FEttALE 56 AFRO-AN ttO 191£. 
R.J.  TERRY T 2 1' IIALE 72 EURO-AN ttO 14J21 
R.J.  TERRY T 221 ttALE 61 EURO-RN GERltAN O ttO 19� 
R.J.  TERRY T 225R FENRLE 55 EURO-RN HO 1957 
R.J.  TERRY T 22' ttALE 1 1  EURO-AN ttO 19� 
R.J.  TERRY T 230 NALE 38 EURO-AN GERNAN D ttO 1CJ21 
R.J.  TERRY T 231 NALE 60 EURO-AN GERNAN D ttO 1923 
R.J.  TERRY T 253RR ttftLE 36 AFRO-AN ttO 1911 
R.J.  TERRY T 255 FEttALE 22 AFRO-AN tt0 19� 
R.J.  TERRY T 2£.2 NALE 72 EURO-RN ttO 14J25 
R.J .  TERRY T 268 HALE 62 EURO-AH ttO 1925 
R.J.  TERRY T 303R NALE 30 EURO-AH ttO 14J10 
R.J.  TERRY T 306R FEttALE SO EURO-AH ttO 1'53 
R .J .  fERRY T 3 l lR ltALE 2? EURO-AN HO 14J50 
R.J.  TERRY T 3 12R FEttALE 61 EURO-AH ttO 1'53 
R.J.  TERRY T 355 NALE 60 AFRO-AN ttO 14JS 
R.J .  TERRY T 360 NALE 16 AFRO-AH ttO 192(, 
R.J.  TERRY T 161 ttALE 70 EURO-AH GERttAH D ttO 1CJ2f, 
R.J.  TERRY T 368 NALE S& AFRO-AN ttO 14J27 
R .J .  TERRY T 37 1 NALE 56 flfRO-AH t10 14J2? 
R .J .  fERRY T 37? NALE 2 1  AFRO-AH ttO 192(, 
R.J.  TERRY T 378 HALE 72 EURO-AN GERNAH D NO 1926 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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R.J.  TERRY T 37'9 ttALE 58 EURO-AN ttO 1'926 
R.J. TERRY T 38 1 NALE 17 AFRO-AN ttO 1'92f, 
R. J. TERRY T 3'91 NALE 50 AFRO-AH ttO 1 '927 
R.J. TERRY T 3CJ8 NALE 32 AFRO-AN ttO 14J27 
R.J. TERRY T 105R FEttALE 31 EURO-AN ttO 14J13 
R.J. TERRY T 13 1 NALE 12 EURO-AN RUSSIAN SR ttO 14J28 
R.J. TERRY T 133 NALE 5g EURO-AH ttO 1'928 
R.J. TERRY T 186 NALE 16 AFRO-AN 8A ttO 1'928 
R.J. TERRY T 1'93 NALE 75 EURO-AN SNISS CH ttO 1'928 
R.J. TERRY T 500 NALE 68 AFRO-AN ttO 1'928 
R.J. TERRY T 501 NALE 77 EURO-AH GERttflil D ttO 1'928 
R.J. TERRY T 505 NALE 57 EURO-AN ttO 1'928 
R.J. TERRY T 508 NALE 60 AFRO-AN ttO 1'928 
R.J.  TERRY T sog NALE 28 AFRO-AN ttO 14)28 
R.J. TERRY T 5 1 1  FEttALE 31 AFRO-AN ttO 1'928 
R.J.  TERRY T 511RR NALE 73 AFRO-AN ttO 14JSS 
R.J. TERRY T 5 17 NALE 16 EURO-AN ttO 1'928 
R.J. TERRY T 518 NALE 1 1  AFRO-AN ttO 1'927 
N R.J. TERRY T 51'9 NALE 26 AFRO-AN ttO 1'927 
N R. J. TERRY T 520 FEttALE 27 AFRO-AN ttO 14)28 
u, R.J. TERRY T 551R FEttALE 55 EURO-AN ttO 1'917 
R.J. TERRY T 558 NALE 6'9 EURO-AN I RISH IR ttO 1'927 
R.J. TERRY T 611 NALE 50 EURO-AH ttO 1'92'9 
R.J. TERRY T 6 15 FEttAl.E 35 AFRO-AN ttO 1'92'9 
R.J. TERRY T 617 FEttALE 13 AFRO-AN ttO 1'917 
R.J. TERRY T 618 NALE 60 AFRO-AN ttO 1'929 
R.J. TERRY T 61'9 NALE 3 1  Af'RO-AN ttO 1'927 
R.J. TERRY T 628 NALE 60 AFRO-AH ttO 1'92'9 
R.J. TERRY T 701 NALE 55 EURO-AN ITALIAN ttO 1'92'9 
R.J. TERRY T 701 NALE 10 AFRO-AN ICY ttO 1'92'9 
R.J. TERRY T 705 NALE 16 AFRO-RN GA ttO 1'92'9 
R.J. TERRY T 707 NALE 2' AFRO-AN ttO 1'929 
R.J. TERRY T 708 NALE 68 EURO-RN GERNAN ttO 1'92'9 
R.J. TERRY T 70'9 NALE 50 EURO-AN NO 1'929 
R.J. TERRY T 7 11 NALE 6 1  Af'RO-AN ttO 1'929 
R.J. TERRY T 712 NALE 17 Af'RO-AN fll. NO 1'929 
R.J. TERRY T 733 NALE 60 AFRO-AN NO 1'92CJ 
R.J. TERRY T 710R NALE 18 AFRO-AN ttO 1'938 
R.J. TERRY T 712 NALE 7'9 AFRO-AN NO 1'929 
R.J. TERRY T 713 NALE 53 EURO-AN l10 1'930 
R.J. TERRY T 71SR FEt1Rl.E 31 EURO-AN ttO 1'913 
R.J. TERRY T 717 ttRLE 15 EURO-AN ttO 1'929 
R.J. TERRY T 756 NALE 17 EURO-AN ttO 1'92CJ 
R.J. TERRY T 760 NALE 1g AFRO-AN ttO 1'930 
R.J. TERRY T 766 FEttALE 35 AFRO-AN NO 1'930 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------
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R.J.  TERRY T �7 ttALE 18 AFRO-AN ttO 1929 
R.J.  TERRY T 770 ttALE 65 AFRO-AN ttO 1930 
R.J .  TERRY T 180 ttRLE 36 AFRO-RN ttO 1930 
R.J .  TERRY T 182 NALE 30 AFRO-AN ttO 1CJ30 
R.J.  TERRY T 787 NALE 50 EURO-AN tlO 1CJ30 
R.J.  TERRY T 788 ttALE 65 AFRO-AN tlO 1CJ30 
R.J.  TERRY T 7CJO Ml.E 17 Af'RO-Rtt ttO 1930 
R.J.  TERRY T 7CJ6 NALE 81 AFRO-AN tlS ttO 1CJ30 
R.J.  TERRY T 7CJ8 NALE 36 AFRO-RN SC tlO 1CJ30 
R.J.  TERRY T 800R FEttALE 18 AFRO-AN tlO 1CJ18 
R.J .  TERRY T 802 HALE 36 EURO-AN NO 1CJ30 
R .  J. TERRY T 803 NALE 6'1 EURO-AN NO 1CJ30 
R.J .  TERRY T 805 ttALE 87 EURO-Rtt tto 1CJ30 
R.J .  TERRY T 810 tlfll.E 5'1 EURO-AN tlO 1CJ30 
R.J .  TERRY T 8 1 1  ttALE 51 AFRO-RH ttO 1CJ30 
R .  J. TERRY T 812 ttALE 56 EURO-AN ttO 1CJ30 
R.J .  TERRY T 813 ttRLE 60 EURO-AN ttO 1CJ30 
N R.J.  TERRY T 815 FEttALE 32 AFRO-AN NO 1CJ30 
N R.J .  TERRY T 816 NALE 51 AFRO-RH ttO 1CJ30 
CJ'\ R .  J. TERRY T 817 ttALE 55 AFRO-AN ttO 1CJ30 
R .  J. TERRY T 821 ttRLE 27 AFRO-Att NO 1CJ30 
R.J.  TERRY T 825 NALE 19 AFRO-AN NO 1CJ30 
R.J .  TERRY T 826 ttALE 38 AFRO-AN tlO tlO 1CJ3 1 
R .J.  TERRY T 830 NALE 28 AFRO-AN NO 1CJ31 
R .J.  TERRY T 83 1 FENALE 41 AfRO-Att ttO lCJl l 
R .J .  TERRY T 8� HALE 35 AFRO-AN NO 1CJ3 1 
R .  J. TERRY T 85CJ HALE 23 AFRO-Rtt NO lCJll  
R .J.  TERRY T � HALE 60 EURO-AN ttO lCJl l 
R.J.  TERRY T 877 HALE 58 EURO-AN ttO 1CJ3l 
R .J.  TERRY T 880 FEttALE 27 EURO-AN NO 14J31 
R .  J. TERRY T CJ 15R FEttALE 6Z EURO-RH ttO 1CJ18 
R.  J. TERRY T CJZC3 FEttAI..E 20 AFRO-AH NO 14)31 
R.J.  TERRY T 956 HALE 63 EURO-Rtt NO lCJll 
R .  J.  TERRY T CJ60 ltALE 17 AFRO-RN ttO 1 CJl 1 
R .  J .  TERRY T CJ63 HALE 71 EURO-fltt NO 1CJ31 
R .J.  TERRY T CJ70 FEttALE 21 AFRO-RN NO 1CJ32 
R.J.  TERRY T CJ71 HALE 77 EURO-AN NO 1CJ32 
R.J.  TERRY T CJ80 ttALE 63 AFRO-AN tlO 14)32 
R.J.  TERRY T CJ85RR FEttALE f,f, EURO-AN NO 1959 
R.J.  TERRY T 1016R FEttfll.E 51 EURO-AN ttO 14)34) 
R.J .  TERRY T 1023 NALE 20 EURO-AN NO 1CJ32 
R.J.  TERRY T 1028 HALE 67 EURO-AN NO 14)32 
R.J.  TERRY T 1033 HALE 23 AFRO-Att ttO 1CJ32 
R.J.  TERRY T 101l HALE 6CJ EURO-Att ttO 1CJ32 
R .  J .  TERRY T 1051 HALE ?1 EURO-AN tlO 14132 
�------------------------�------------------------------------------ -----------
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Associ.t.ion Id. Nut.ber ......,_ Ag. Group Group Birth O..t.h O.ath �---�---------�------------ ---�----�--------___....------- ----�------- ----
R.J.  TERRY T 1053 ttALE 58 EURO-Att ttO 1-,32 
R.J.  TERRY T 1081 ttALE 10 AFRO-AH ttO 1932 
R.J.  TERRY T 108CJ HALE 13 EURO-Alt ttO 1'932 
R.J. TERRY T 10'97 ltALE 51 EURO-AH saamtsH t9I ttO 1'932 
R.J. TERRY T 1100RR FEttRLE 76 EURO-Rtt ttO 1957 
R.J.  TERRY T 1103R FEttAL.E 88 EURO-Att NO 1919 
R.  J.  TERRY T 1107 NALE 78 EURO-Rtt CANADIAN CN ttO 1932 
R. J. TERRY T 1111  "ALE 81  EURO-AH ttO 1932 
R.J. TERRY T 1112 ttALE 77 EURO-AN ttO 1933 
R.J.  TERRY T 1117 ttALE 85 AFRO-AN ttO 1933 
R.J. TERRY T 1 120R  FEttRLE 76 EURO-AN ttO 1CJS8 
R.J.  TERRY T 1 130R HALE 7CJ EURO-Att 10 ttO 1CJ37 
R. J. TERRY T 1 131  "ALE 3 1  AFRO-RN ttO 1CJ33 
R. J. TERRY T 1135 FEttALE 62 AFRO-AN ttO 1933 
R.J.  TERRY T 1188 FEttALE 53 AFRO-RN ttO 1'910 
R.J.  TERRY T 1233R FENALE 63 EURO-AN ttO 1CJl41 
R. J .  TERRY T 1251 ltALE 36 AFRO-AH ttO 1931 
N R. J. TERRY T 1266R 11Al.E 77 EURO-AH ttO 1910 
N R. J. TERRY T 1269R FEttRLE 69 AFRO-AN ttO 1937 
......, R. J .  TERRY T 1271 HALE 58 EURO-AN ttO 1931 
R.J. TERRY T 1272R ttfll.E 57 EURO-RN SERBIAN ttO 1937 
R.J.  TERRY T 1308 ttALE 66 EURO-RN ttO 1'931 
R.J. TERRY T 13 11 FEtR.E 6 1  AFRO-AH NO 1931 
R.J.  TERRY T 1326R FEltALE 67 AFRO-Atl HO 1'911 
R.J. TERRY T 1327 ttALE 6 1  EURO-fltt IRI SH IR  · tt0 1931 
R.J.  TERRY T 132'9 FEttALE 73 AFRO-AN NO 1931 
R.J. TERRY T 1332 FEttRLE 15 AFRO-AN ttO 1'931 
R. J .  TERRY T 1311 FEttALE 60 AFRO-AN ttO 1931 
R.J. TERRY T 1312 "ALE 71 AFRO-Aft ttO 1'937 
R. J. TERRY T 1316 ttALE 73 EURO-AN AK ttO 1935 
R.J. TERRY T 131'9 NALE 86 AFRO-AN NO 1935 
R.J.  TERRY T 135 1 FEttALE 21 AFRO-AN tto 1935 
R.J. TERRY T 1353R FEltALE 50 EURO-AH ttfl ttO 1910 
R.J. TERRY T 1351 FEtlALE 25 AFRO-AN NO 1935 
R.J. TERRY T ll4JO FEttALE 55 AF'RO-Att ttO 1937 
R.J.  TERRY T 1113 ltALE 26 AtRO-RN NO lCJ� 
R.J.  TERRY T 1511 NALE 70 EURO-AH ttO 1'911 
R .  J. TERRY T 1520 ttRLE 52 EURO-AN HO 1911 
R.J.  TERRY T 1522 ttALE 66 EURO-RH tto 1911 
R.J.  TERRY T 1527 ttALE 71 EURO-RN NO 1911 
R.J.  TERRY T 1511R FEttALE 57 EURO-AH HO 1952 
R.J.  TERRY T 1516 ttALE 52 EURO-Att tto 1911 
R.J.  TERRY T 1517RR FEt1Rl.E 80 EURO-Att ttO 1951 
R.J.  TERRY T 1557 FEHALE 61 EURO-AN ttO 1'911 




App4NMli x A .  Continued. 
---------�--------- -------------------------------------------...._-........... �-
Col 1.cli on Raci al Ethnic Place � Oat• of 
Associelion Id • .....,.,. 6�•r .. Group Group Birl.h 0.elh DHlh 
�----�_._._--------------------------------------------------�--------- -
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J. TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J. TERRY 
R.J. TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J. TERRY 
R.J. TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J. TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
R.J.  TERRY 
SNI TH INST 
SNI TH INST 
SNI TH INST 
SNI TH INST 
SNI TH INST 
































T 16 11  
T 1'12 
T 16 15 

















FEHALE 55. 0  
FENRLE 15.0  
"ALE 33 .0 
FENALE 1'9.0 
FEttALE 11.0 
FEttALE 53 .0 
FEttALE 1'9. 0  
FEttRLE 15.0 
FEl1Al..E 16.0  
FEttALE 83.0 
NALE 19 .0 
FEttALE 50.0 
FENALE 10.0 
FEHRLE 52 .0 
FEttALE 51.0  
"ALE 33 .0 
FEttALE 1 1 .0 
FEttRl.E 26 .0 
FEHALE '1 .0  
"ALE 20.0 





FENAl..E SCJ.O  







"ALE 61.0  




"ALE 17 .5 
"ALE 21 .5 
"ALE 20.5 
NALE 32.5 
EURO-AH ttO 1961 
EURO-Att IL 19'1 
EURO-RH ttO 1'9'2 
EURO-AN ttO 1'58 
EURO-RN ttO 1'959 
AFRO-AN ttO l'Wt l 
EURO-AN ttO 1'961 
EURO-AN ttO 1'961 
EURO-Rtt l10 1'961 
EURO-RN ttO 1'961 
EURO-RN ttO 1963 
EURO-Att NO 1'961 
AFRO-RH ttO 1959 
EURO-AN ttO 1'60 
EURO-RN ttO 1'963 
EURO-AN ttO 1'961 
EURO-RH ttO 1'960 
EURO-AN NO 1'961 
EURO-RN HO 1'96 1 
EURO-RN ttO 1'965 
RFRO-Rtt ttO 1'960 
EURO-Att HO 1'60 
EURO-RH ttO 1'963 
Af'RO-Att HO 1'962 
AFRO-RN : HO  1'963 
EURO-AN ttO 1'65 
EURO-RN ttO 1963 
AFRO-Att "° 1960 
EURO-AN "° 1'960 
EURO-Att ttO 1961 
AFRO-RH ttO 1'951 
EURO-Att "o ""' 
EURO-RN IL 1'65 
EURO-AN ttO 1'961 
EURO-Rtt "° 1'965 
AfRO-Att ttO 1'961 
EURO-RN RI t10 1CJ8S 
EURO-Att ttO 1975 
EURO-AN ttO 1'72 
AFRO-AN MEST INDI ES MS DC 1'85 
EURO-AN DC 1'986 
EURO-AN Rk 1'976 
EURO-AH ON 18 11 
EURO-AN ON 18 11 




































2 3 0  
n. • w ...ti >e B. 11easu'"eaent Def' in i t  ions (Howe 1 1  s 1966; 1973; Key 1983; 11oor@-Jansen < I  987 > .  
IERSlRENENT CCXE 
Glabel l a-Occipital Length ( G(I_ )  
Nasion-Occipital Length OD ... > 
Basion-tfasion Length ( IN... )  
8asi OI I Be il!'C]Ma Height <EBO 
tta>ei .... Cran ial Breadth (XC9) 
tta>ei-- Front.al Breadth <XFB> 
Nini-- Frontal Breadth OFB> 
Bizygoaatic Breadth <ZVB> 
Biauricul.- Breadth ( Fl.8 )  
Nini-- Cranial Breadth (a«::8) 
Biast.erionic Breadth <ASB> 
Basion-Prosthion Length ( EIPL. )  
CEF INITim-4 
Great.est. lenqt.h f"roa the glabel lar region in the 
aedian-sagit£al plane. 
Greatest. cranial length in th@ llll!dian-sagittal plane 
IIM!'asured froa Nasion. 
Direct lenqth � Nasion and Basion. Eapl°':J Basion 
int.er-a@dia£e bet�en Nart.in' s "�-· and "Endo-Basion" 
<Nartin and Sal ler 1957) , as defined by Howel ls ( 1973) .  
Dist.ance froa Basion to Orll!CJIN using the int.eraediate 
Bas ion < see above> . 
The aaxi-- cranial breadth perpendicul.- lo the 
aedian-sagit.tal plane. 
Theo aa>ei... breadth at the coronal sub.rea, perpendicular 
to the aedian-sagittal plane. 
Tha •i ni.,.. breadth across th@ frontal , PtPt pee .dicular 
to the aedian-sagittal plane. 
The aa>ei-- breadth across tlw zygoaatic • cheis, wherever 
f 01.rd, pet pet di cul ar to the anecli an-sagi t t.a 1 p 1 ane. 
The least. @xterior breadth across th@ roots of' the 
�tic processes, wl,ereyer found. 
The breadth across the sph!t 10id at t.he base of' the 
teaporal fossa at the infrateaporal .  
Direct aeaSt.reaenl froa one, Asterion to anot.t..r. 




Ai•-arfix e. Cont.inued. -------- ------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
1£RSl.RENENT CCIE CEFINITION --------------------------------------------------------------
Nasiou P, osthion Height 
Nasal ... ight 
Bijugul ar  Breadth 
Nasal Breadth 
External Palatal Breadth 















Upper facial twight fr0111 Nasion to p-ost.hion, using 
Howel ls' pre-alveolar po int., ( i . e. aost anlericrly 
prominent point, in •idl ine, aboY@ the septua between 
the central incisors <�l l s  1973: 169) . 
Ttw averag@ height froa Nasian to the lowest point on the 
border of the nasal apert...-e on either sidt!o. 
The external breadth across the aalars at the, jugal ia, 
( i . e-. , at the deepest points in the aryat.u,-e between 
the front.a 1 and leaper al Pl oceiss of' the, aa lars.  
The distance �ween tfie. anterior edgl!s of the, nasal 
apert...-e at its widest extent.. 
The greatest. breadth across th!, alY@Ol.- borders, whereYer 
f Ol.n:I, perpendicular to th. ..dian-sagi t ta I p I ane. 
Ttw distance fro,, AlY@Olon to Prosthion. Al�lon is 
d@f' ine-d as the inter sect.ion of the aedian-sagi tta 1 plane 
and a 1 ine connecting the post.ericr aargins of' the 
alveolar borders. 
The length of the aastoid, beilow and pet p!idicular to, 
the e,ye-e.- plane, in the Yl!'rt.ical plane. 
Width of tfie. mastoid proce,ss at its base, Urough its 
transvt!!'rse a><is. 
Ttw height between the upper and lower borders of the 
orbit,  perpendicular to the long a,cis of' the orbit and 
bisecting it.  
Breiadth from Ectoconchian to Dacn.,on, apprmciaating the 
longi tudinal axis, bisecting or-bi£ into equal upper and 













Biaaxi l lary Breadth 





lnf"erior ttal.- l�h 
( 0KB )  
OIJS> 
( liiHJ )  
<SIS> 






( UL>  
Breadth across the nasal root.. froa Oacryon to Oacryon. 
The subtense fn:,a the deepest point in tlw p,lti le of' t:.he 
of the nasal bones to the interorbi tal breoafth. 
The •i ni.... transverse breadth across the, t:.wo nasal bones; 
cord between the naso-aa,,ci l lary sutures at their closet 
approach. 
The subtense f'ro111 th, nasal bridge, to tho siaotic chord, 
< i . e  • •  froa the h igheost point in the transverse section 
which is at the deepest point in the nasal prof' i le. 
Tfw breadt.h acros5 the, ,aa,ci 1 1  ae. f' roa � Z•JgOaa><i 1 1  are, 
anterior to the, other. 
The projection or St.bt.enseo froa Subspinaleo to the, 
bi.axi ll ary breoadth. 
The breadth across the, frontal hon@ beotweoeon Frontoaal are­
anterior on eoach side. i . e. • the aost. anterior p:, int on 
the f rontoaal ar sub.re,. 
The subtense froa Has ion to the, bi f'ronta I breoadt.h. 
Tha breadth across tha orbits f'roa Ectocouchion to 
Ectocot1ehion. 
The subt.ense froa Dacryon to the to the, Biorbital breadth. 
The direct distance froa Zygoaaxi l lareo ant.l!l'"'ior to the 





A. ....... ti>< e. Contin.aed. 
tERSlRENENT ------
tla>ei-- Nalar- Length 
tta ·-- Subt:.ense 
� Height 
51..p-aorbital Projection 






O<l'I .. > 
<K-S> 
01'10 







CEF IN I T  I c»t 
Total direct. length of the aal_.. in a diagonal direct.ion 
froa the lower end of' the �al sullre on t.he 
lateral face of' the bone to-z�-orbitalei, at. the junction of the �i l l ary sub.re w 1  the lower orbital border. 
The aa><i .... subtense froa thP CG1Yecib.a of U. aal.- �le 
to the aa>< illll.l• lenqth of' the bone at. the }eye,} of the 
zygoaatico-facial foraaen. 
Tht!' ainiau• dist.aice in a,y direction f'roa t.tw lower 
border of the orbit to tht!' lowe-- ..-gin of th@ maxi l la,  
aesial  to the aasseter attachaent. 
The .a>< i ai• project ion of' thP supr-aorbi tal .-ch b@lween 
the aidl ine, in the re-gion of Glabt!'l la er aboYtP, and thei 
frontal bone i..-ediately anter ior to the t.Naporal l ine in 
its forward part. Neasured as a subtense to dt!'f'ined l ine. 
Tht!' aa>< i.,. p,, ject ion of' the- •idl ine prof' i le bet.ween 
Nas ion and 51..p-a-glabe 1 1  are < er the point. at which the, 
corwe>< profi le of the f'ront.al bone changes to join the 
proainence of the glabel lar region) . file.� as a 
subtense. 
Breadth between tM intersect.ions on @ith!r sid., of' ttw, 
coronal sub.re and the inferi or  t.Naporal 1 ine aark ing theo 
or igin of the te.poral 111UScle. 
Tht!' subteonse frOlft th@ 5'..rfaceo of' the frontal in the 
aedian-sagittal plana to the b ist.@phanic breadth. 
Tho front.al chord or direct disla,ce, froa Nasion to Brei(JIN 
taken in the aedian-sagittal pla,e, ect.ernal ly. 
The aa><i..,• 5Ubt.ense at th. higheist point. on the COl"IY@)(ity 









&r-.gaa-Laabda Fr act. ion 
Laabda-Opisthion Dlord 
Laabda Opist.hion 5'.ttt.ense 
Laabda-Opisthion Fraction 
Foraaen NagnJIII Length 
For..., NagnJIII Breadth 
Nasion Radius 
Subspinal • Radius 
Prosttlion Radius 
OIE 
( f'RF )  
( PR:: )  
<PAS> 











The di st.ance along t.he f'ronlal chord rt!COl'"'ded f'roa Nasion 
t.o where the f'ronlal sublense f'al ls.  
The ei,cternal chord, or direct. dist.m f'n:,a Breqaa 
t.o Lambda, taken in t.he aedia,-sagit.t.al plane on the 
t.he e>cterna I surf" ace. 
The aa>ei... subt.ense at. th@ higt,e,st. point. on the CCJnYe>Ci t.y 
of' t.he par i etal bones in t.he aedian-sagit.tal plane, t.o the 
parietal chord. 
The di st.ance along the parieit.al chcrd f'roa Bregaa lo where 
the parietal subt.ense f'al ls. 
The ei,cterna 1 ace i pit.a 1 chord, or direct. di st.ance Froa 
Laabda to Op isthion taken in t.he aedian-sagi tt.a 1 p 1 ane on 
tha e>eterna- surf' ace. 
Tlwa aa>ei-- subt.ense at. thlta lll0St proainent. point at the, 
basic cont.au- of' t.he occipital borie in t.he aedian-sagi ttal 
pla'le'. 
The dist.ance along the, occipit.al cht.-d, r1PC01 c:k-d Froa 
laabda at. which the occipi ta 1 Sli>t.ense f' al ls. 
Tha 1 ength f'roa Bas ion t.o Op i st.hi on, using ...,.,.1 1 s'  
int.eraediat.e Basion. 
The aaxi ... breadth of' the Foraaen Nagnua, 1MPasures 
,_ r-. .rlicu l ar t.o t.he l ength. 
The oei, · peud icu 1 ar t.o t.he transae,at.a 1 a>ei s f'roa Nas ion. 
The pe,. pe,udicular t.o the tra"'ISIIN!'at.al a>eis f'roa Subspinale.  
The oe, r:,ee,dicular lo the t.ranslll!'at.a l a><is f'roa Prosthion. 
"' 
w 
Aia.aawfiM 8. Conlil'llJIPd. ----------------------------------------
tEfl5lRENENT 
Oacryon Radius 
ZIJ90 o. bible, radius 
Front.a.a 1..-ei Radius 
Ect.oconchion Radius 
Nl Alveolus Radius 
Bregaa Radius 
Verb>c Radius 
Laabda Rad ius 
Opisthion Radius 
Ba5ion Radius 
Nasion Angle (ha-Jr) 
Prosthion Angle Cba-na) 

















Tt-.!o Del oeudicular to the tranwiatal a,cis f'roa Oacryon. 
to t.he transaeatal a,cis f'roa 
The l: peuclicular to the tra1"1511t!!'alal axi s  f'roa 
Fron oaalare anterior. 
aM i 5 f'n:,a 
The pet peudicular to the lra,sae,alal axis f'roa 
zygotna><i 1 1  are anter ior. 
The pet pet di cu 1 ar to the transae,alal a,ci s f'roa the aost. 
.,t,er i or point on t.heo a 1 veo 1 us of' th@ f' i rst -,tar. 
The oe1 oeedicular to the trans..atal a,cis f'roa Bregaa. 
The pe, pet dicular lo the translle'atal a,cis f'roa the IIIOSt. 
di slant po int on t.heo parietals,  whf!reye,r f'ound. 
The oet oeedicular to the transaeatal mcis f'roa Laabda. 
The Pi!i oeedicular to the transaealal mcis f'roa Opisthion. 
The perpendicular to the trans.eat.al axi s  f'roa Basion. 
The angle al Nasion,  whose side,s are Basion-Nasion and 
Nas ion-Prosthion. 
Tlw angle, al Proslhion, whose sideis .-e Basion-Prosthion 
and Nas ion-Proslhion. 
Thr angle at Basion,  whose sideis are Basion-Nasion and 




Ar-wfhc e. Continued. 
tER5lSE£NT 
Madon Angle, <ba-br > 
Bas ion Rngl• <na-br > 





















n. angl• at. Nasion whose, sict.s .-. Basia, Nasion and 
Nasion Ba IPCJIU• 
n. angle, at. Basion whose sims .... Basion Nasion and 
Masi c:,rr&-e,gaa. 
ThP angle, at. Subspinal• wt,os. shin reach fn,a this 
point. to Z•J901118Mi l larei anterior leif'I; aid ri�. 
11w angle, at. Masi on whose two sidn � fn,a this 
p:,int. E.o Frmito.al� left and right.. 
n. angl• at. Dacn,on foraad by U. orbit.I tr.adth fn,a 
Ectoco111chim aid £ti. subbr,se, fn,a Oacnjon to biorbibl 
l:reiadth, ricj,t and leift angl.s aitlmd. 
Ttw angl• f'oraad at tlw aidl i,- of tlw nasal borws, 
.....,_. sideis r•ach froa this point to Oacnjon, 
l.f"t and ricj,t. 
11w angl• at. the, aidl i,.. of U. nasal borws at tt.ir 
�t point, who5t!i sidais r.ach t:o tlw ....q,oints of 
the, aini.... l:,npadt:.h of' the, nasal bones. 
n. angl@ ...... lljing_ tlw aryab,ra of tlw f'r-ont.al bone, at its aa>ci ..... hiight aboYe, th, frontal chord • 
n. angle, underlljing the, aryab,ra of thP pri.tal bones 
along U. sagittal sub.re al its INIKi-- lwight above, 
tlw pari.tal chord. 
n. a,gl• ...... l1Jing_ ttw aryab,re .of tlw occipital borw at i ts aa,ci .... heoight aboYe, the, occipital chord. 
n. angle f'onaed in the aidl i,_ of th, f'r-ont.al ,  whose, 
sideis r•ach fr-011 thi5 point lo Stephanion, 




An...-adi,c e. Cantin..aed. 
l£R5llEtENT 
Cranial Base fhJl• 
Pastarior Base Rngl.-





Cranial Base Flecion Angl.,. <a=R> 
IEFINITlmt 
n. angl@ Fonaed by U. radius Fn,a basion to U. 
b-ansaeiat.al axis ..r..-. U. tr�l acis is � 
ec:p.aal to biaricul.- l:>r@adth. 
Tho a,gl• at. Opisthion whoso sict.s ..-. Fonaed by 
Fcr.-n Naqna length and by t.tw radius Fraa 
Opisthion £o t.lw t.ransa.!at.al axis. 
n. angl@ at Basion whos. sict.s .-. Fonaed by t.tw 
radius froa Basion to U. tr..,..at.al a,gl• a,d by 
the Foraaen tiagnlJIII length. 
T1w angl• at. Basion whos@ sides .-. Fonaed by U. 
radius froa Basion to the, transaeat.al acis and 
For.-n ttagr.a length. 
-----------·-------
• Angular dilllll!'l'ISions not used in th@ p ese1,t. stt..:ty. 
APPENDIX C 
CRANIOMETRIC RECORDING FORM 
239 
11-mffl (afttr P/C • 1916111-� • 1'861 llcard ID, : 
atM I Al IEAStllEIOTS 
Skall JD. : ------- Id, 11• I 
C.l ltct, I 1111111 Jd. J  
a11ntr I Sit1/Lac. 1  ·----· 
IIClrdtr I e.n,1,, 
lltl Ric I / 19 Plriad 
Pb. dlNfld PR IA • U • IA ll El ZII 11 lY __ llforllPatll: 
fS,,HditMJ eau,r11 : 
I, • llall"'OCCipitaJ l I 
2, Ill IHi llll"'OCcipit l : 
l. •L lni111111ion l 1 
4. IIH l11ion-irttH h I 
5, ICI 1111 Cran ial br 
6. IFI 1111 FrD11t1l br 
ll. Ill llllr I ,  inftriar 
34. Ill Illar l, 111i1111 
3', llS ll1l1r S.ttnH 
36. INII Cllttk llt , liniNI I 
37. SOS Supraorb ,rDitct 
ll. &LS &lllltlll prDjtctian: 
l9. STJ li1teph111ic br11dth: 
40. STS Ste,hanic slllt1111t 1 
4 1 .  FRC Frontal chord 
42. FIS FrDnhl slllt1n1t 







FIii: - - - -
PmitiYt Id, I 
Plac1 of lirU1 
Datt of lirth 1 
Plac1 of llatlu 
lltt 9' hath 1 
FOREIISIC 
NTA Nil IOStllEllEITS: 
67, IAJ IHiD111rtgll I 
'8, IAII lasi on·n11i DII : 
69, IAP lasi 1111-,rOlth : 
70. •• lasi1111-,rosth : 
71. FIil a.ptr fact br : 
72, Oil �•it •rudth 1 
73. El£ Biarbihl br : 
74. IFII lnterorlli t br : 
I 
7. IFI lli n Frontal br 
,. lYI lizygou1 br 
9, Alli li1uritul1r br 44. PAC Pari1hl chord MID I Ill.AR IEASUREIENT S: 
JO. !«:I llin Cranial br 
1 1 ,  ASI li11ttr ion 
12, l'L lasi1111-,rosthian : 
ll, IPtl .. sion-,r01tllion : 
14. ILH .. 111 hei9ht 
15. �UI Ii ju91l bmdtb 
16. ILi .. 111 brudth 
17, MB Ext. ,ahhl llr : 
18. ML Ext pahhl I 
19, IIDH lllstDi d btitht 
20. IIDB ltlstDid llmdth 
Clial Cal iptrs):  
21 , 11H �bihl llti9ht 
22, la8 �Iii hi brtdtb I 
23. Ill lnhrortli tal llr 
24. •s lls-dlcryaa 11bt : 
25, • Si1Dtic "ard 1 
2'. SIS SilDtic at1111t : 
fClllrdi111t1 Calip1nl : 
27. Ziil li111i lhry llr 1 
28, SSS Zyt01u ss*t1n1t: 
2'. FIB lifr1111hl brum: 
lO. 1115 .. si�fr1111hl sub: 
ll, Ell liarbihl br11d0: 
32. llS lacryon sullttn1t : 
- ·-
- ·-
45. PAS Pari1hl subhn1t 
46. PAF Parithl fractic,n 
47. DCC Occipit. chord 
48. ocs Occipi t. wt1n11 
49. DCF Occipital fraction : 
(Sl iding or Coordinate Cal iptrs) : 
50. Fil Far11t11 ll19nu1 1 
51 . FOi Foruen ll19nu1 br 
(R,diDlfttr) :  
52 ,  1M •sioa r1di11 
53. SSII S1bspi111lt radius 
54. PIii Pr11UiD11 radius 
55. KR llcry1111 radius 
,., ZII Znorallit radius : 
57, FIii FrontDUlar radius 1 
51. ED Ectacanchion r1di11: 
59, Zllt Zytt1N1i l 1 1rt rad : 
60, M 111 Ahtohr radius : 
61 , • Ir .... radius 
'2, ¥lR Vtrt11 ridiUI 
63. LM laabda radius 
64. OSR O,iltllion radius 
65, 1M Inion radius 
66, m llutoid rad, ITipl : 
CS1idi19 Cal iptrsh 
75 &Ill Syapltysil •t I 
76. llll lody ht,1t for: 
n. TIil Body llr ,1t for: 
78, &06 li9onill br 
79. CDL licoadylar br 1 
80. •L llin Ruus llr : 
81, lltl 1111 111111 br : 
12. RCS Kin CDlld, ug 1 
83, 1:T 11P CDld, tn : 
14. JRL 1111 R11111 bt 
15, ll T llilldiiul ar It I 
16. MN llitdib •git 
CIIIIDTS: 
17. IAZ llsH,t•u. 1 
-----· -·-------
.,.,. N. 11Dart-i111111/llprtlllt of AltllrlPOIY • lllivw1ity of TN11t1111, banil lt, Tl lfflH720. 
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APPENDIX D 
GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR AFRO-AMERICAN 
AND EURO-AMERICAN SERIES FROM THE TERRY AND TODD 
ANATOMICAL COLLECTIONS , AND CALIBRATION SAMPLES 




App 1ndl N D. ....,. end st..nciw'd dwbUons for flf'ro-AtNrtcen aid E1ro.......,.i cen seri.s fro11 U. Ten, end Todd 
anat.Oldcal coll.ct.ions • ..ct cal ilralion --.1 .. for discriftinenl fw,ctions . !Mtelion 1.  ..._,, .,.. in line ... 
standard de¥t.Uons .-. in liM t...o. ------
Seri•• 
Afro ._ ,can 
F....t .. CTerr-,) 
Rfto flFaeu ican 
ttal.s CTerrv) 
Ewo RI• lean 
F....tes CTWT"f) 
Emo ,.,_ lean 
ttal.s CTerrv) 
Af'ro lll• lca11 
F....t .. (Todd) 










118.20 115. '8  
6.33 5.C)4) 
116.ll 183.19 
6.56 .. ,. 









... 88H MCB MF'8 IFB lYB ... ID AS8 -..----------------------
416.70 126.50 131. 10 112.'3 .,.98 123.3' 115. 13 10.38 102.'8 
1.23 1.92 5. 15 1.77 1.'IJ? 5.28 1.67 1.'8 1.69 
101.23 131. 11 137.'5 117. 15 97.11  131 •• 120.18 1'3.51 188.05 
1.53 5.'6 5.50 1.'97 1.56 5.83 5.33 ,.55 S.81 
.r.. 12 130. 16 lS.52 115. 16 .,.sz 122. 18 117.05 '9. 31  108.02 
1.15 5.50 5. 10 5.10 1.20 1.51 5. 10 3.67 1.29 
102.27 135. 71' 111.CJ2 120. 12 ... 1"J 132.10 121.23 1'3. 1, 111.1'5 
1.ar. 6.16 5. 78 5.35 1.83 5.20 5.73 ,.a2 1. 72 
4JS.'6 121.'8 131.01 111.5, fl . 12  12'. 18 111.71 10.5, 10,.12 
5.03 1.4)7 1.'IJ7 5. 12 1.58 1.70 1.94 3.10 1. 78 
100.S2 129.21 136.10 111.22 ... 09 130 •• l 118.57 n.•,s 186. 15 















Ewo Ill• lca11 H 112.18 110."2 4)1.21 127.'1 1'8.81 115.20 .,.,1 122.25 11'.1'2 '9.11 105.82 . 88.11 
F....t.. (Todd) 6.CJ1 6.6] 3.87 5.02 5.9CJ 5.87 1.36 1.83 5.30 3.M 5.28 5 .0CJ 
Emo ._.,c., 37 180.22 171'.51 �.13 132. 81  113.32 11, •• ... 11 131.38 122.51 12.1' 111.8' 91.05 
ttal.s CT odd) 7.82 7.38 3.415 5.17 f..50 5.CJO l.CJ1 5.00 1.71 1. 11' 1.60 5.54 
Afro RI• lean 41 117.515 l?S.413 416.'6 126.'8 132.4)5 111.21' fl.15 122.02 111.'13 '9. 11 105.02 '98.?5 
F....t .. C >l_,> 5.25 5 . 11 1.31 1.78 5.02 5.05 1.10 1. 16 1.4' 3. 18 1.31 5.31 
Afro ..... ,can 31 181.10 182. 35  101.S. 132.65 137.89 116.70 97. 16 131.21 120.91 1'3.35 188.92 101 .51 
ttal.s ( > lCJOO> 5.81 S.65 1.81 7.00 6. 78 6. 11 5. 11 6.23 ,.a 1.28 6.21 6.28 
E.ro •• lean 50 11'&.10 lN.25 91.W 133.20 136. 16 111.10 93.12 120.10 llS.41 61.72 IOl.91 a-J.88 
F....t .. C >l.10) 6.07 ,.01 1.51 5.18 1.� 5.91 1.12 3.55 3.89 3.12 1.n 5. 11 
Emo Rt• lcan n 186.78 183.51 101.S. 110.15 111. 18 120.51 97. 73 130.80 124. 1.8 n.n 111. 15 ... 56 
ttal.s ( > 1•10) 7 .CJ1 1.1, 1.81 5.16 f.. 17 ,.� 5.57 5.12 5.1' 1.5. S.19 5.68 
flllerican Indian 12 ll'&. 11 lN.51 W.58 128.04 137.1'1 111.72 •1.so 1'1.'1 125.M 1'1.52 107 .2-1 415.01 
F....i.. C >1150> 6.18 6.21 3.90 1.15 1.'95 1.91 1.13 5.18 1.61 1.27 1.81 1.58 
ANerican Jndl., 17 181.52 1n.21 UB.11 132.'2 112.57 116.n ... 56 111.91 132.CD l'&.38 110.61 CJ9 . 11 
tta1., ( > 17SD 7.56 7.60 1.11 5.81 f.. 15 1.18 1.n 5.18 5. 12 1.21 1.12 1.CJ2 
Hi.-,d c-flllertc., 21 171.13 11'1.58 100.12 131.58 137.15 11,.u .,.50 128.67 122.08 ,._.,. 1".21 95.91 




llppendiN D. tt.w aid st.ndrd dwt •tions: for flfro-flNw'tc.,. and Ew-o -. ... ican Nrl• fro11 U. r....., Md Todd 
�cal coll.ct.ions • ..ct cal ilr•lion ,....1., for di scriNinant. f...:t.ions • ..climt 2 .  tt.ens .-. in li,w orw. 
sbnd.rd de¥tations .-. in 1 i .,.  t.No. -- ---
Seri•• n NPH NLH .. NU NAB IR. .... ... 08H 088 DIC8 ---- ----------
M'ro •• tan 40 "·" '41'.?3 110..28 �-55 6'.68 5'5.6' ff.05 11.SD 31.0, '1.13 23.?S 
F-..1 ., <T...-n.,) 3.15 3.31 5_31 2. 18 5.30 3.26 2.CJ2 1.57 1 .83 1.63 3.M 
M'ro flls• ic.n 55 10.?5 51.28 117.11 25.03 66.55 51.51 30.83 13.0I 31.00 !18.91 25.'8 
llalM <Twrv) 1.10 , .01 5.28 2.32 1.95 ,.11 '·" 2.• 1.89 1.68 2.65 
Elro ..... ,an 50 '1.'1 19.?0 106,-- 22.?8 56.58 50. 18 25.92 11.21 33. 11 '7.11 2 1.52 
F....t .. CT...,,> 1.15 3 . 12 .. _ .. 2.00 1.56 3.22 2.66 2.30 2.3' 1.58 2.18 
&a• "'-ican 15 69.11 53. U 1131.M 23.80 541.50 52.85 21.73 1'. 1. 33. 11  ..61' 22. -n  
llalM <Terrv) 1.20 2.82 1-� 1.155 S.16 ,.so 2.4)8 1.CJ2 2. 12 1.10 2.21 
llf'ro •....tan 1'2 "·" '41'.93 108.96 21.3' 52.?8 SS.05 21 .12 11. 1, 31.32 "·85 23.82 
F--1., <Todd> 1.21 2.cu  1.18 2.05 3.81 3.15 3.21 2.315 2.05 1.H 2. 13 
flf'ro -. ... ic.n ... 10.11 51.22 114.20 25.41 "·" 51.55 30.53 12.54 31.315 38.22 21.50 
llalM (Todd) , .. 2.'l'S ... ,? 2-" 1.38 ,.21 2.80 1.52 2. 10 1.62 2.56 
&ao ..... lean 61 63.'6 18. 13 104-" 22.11 SS.36 19.28 25. 10 10.&1 32.39 36.11 21.&6 
F--1 ., (Todd) 1.M 2.641 1.3'9 2.01 1.71 3.38 2.641 1.62 1.W 1.63 2.11 
&ao ..... ic.n '7 68.105 52. 1' 111.30 22.15 60.1' 53.19 21.03 12.51 32.U J?.32 23.'2 
n.1.. (Todd) 1. 1, 3. 1' 1.'2 1.81 1.57 ,.01 2.72 2.05 2.26 2.015 2. 11 
flf'ro •• lain 11 '6.50 18.07 109.12 �-· 6'.15 55." 28.02 11.01 31.4' !8.2S 23.11 
F....t .. C >1.aD) 3.52 2.88 1.59 1.13 3.81 3.23 2.«)9 2. 17 1.65 2.10 2.75 
flf'1 0 fllswc lean " 10.19 51.11 11&..46 25. 1315 6?.22 S.92 32.05 1'.00 31.1' 39.51' 25.21 
llelM ( > 1900) 1. 19 2.4)8 5.56 2. 16 1.ift , • .s 1.65 '·'° 2.01 1.? 2.85 
&ro-""-rtc.n 50 '1.32 19.20 101.i& 21.16 57.,0 so. ta z,. 11 10.412 '3.31 •• 11 19. '1  
F--1., C >1910> 1.03 2.78 4.28 2.01 · 3.63 3. 10 1.00 2.31 2. 17 1 .8? 2.M 
&ao "'-ican 79 10.05 52.11 11!1. 19 23. 16  &0. 76 53.,? 31.87 13.01 '3.57 10.11 21.9' 
llalM ( > 1CJ10) , .• 2.81 5.28 2.03 1.10 3.51 3.28 2. 10 1.10 2. 11 2.21 
�an Indian 1'2 68.82 SI.St 11,..M 25.42 62.37 sz.,1 21.C)l' 10.U 35.08 "·" 21.&a 
F....i.s C >1150> 3.66 2.51 4.81 1.-. 3.62 2.81 2.«.16 1.• 1.87 1.88 2.03 
flNericen Jndl.,. n ?2.41 51.,1 122.26 25.23 '6.11' 55.03 21.11 12.4' 35.M 10.'6 22 •• 
llelM ( > l ?SO) 1.?5 ,.10 ... � 1.rJ ,.81 3.25 J.31 2.08 2.50 1.• 2.51 
111...,.tc�can 21 ?1.1'9 53 . ?'9  110.'5 21. 1? 6'.? 1  5'.88 32.61 12.18 31.SO !18.58 21. 17 
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Rpp rncliN D. IINfts Md slanurd clwtaU ons  for Rf'ro-flNiwtc.n and Euro-fllteric.n Nri., frOII U. r.....,. and Todd 
....t.oRical C911.ct.ions • .-.I calibration ...,...1., for discri"inent fw,ctions. NCtion 3. tt...s _.. in liaw on.. 
st.andard d9¥iations ar. in 1 iM two. - ---- --- -------- -----
s.rt .. n 11MB 515 ZIii sss FltB MAS EIC8 DICS IIL MIL ltLS Nllf 
----------------
Afto lll• ican 10 8.90 2.16 '91. 13 23.SS CJ?.15 18.30 CJ?.08 13.&3 '5. 10 S2 •• 10.93 21.08 
F....i.s CT...-nJ) 2.� o.n 6..31 2.50 1.3'9 2.15 1. 13 2.20 1.&3 3.9? 1.56 2.17 
At,o ..... ,cen ,s 8.16 3. lCJ CJS.29 25. 15 102.29 19.05 101.29 11.35 '7.34 55.51' 1 1.52 22.35 
11a1., <Terrv) 2.25 1. 15 5. 17 3.00 1.51 2.27 1.31 1.CJ6 1. 18 1. 18 1.62 2.58 
EW"O .. ....tcan so 8.81 3.99 85.08 22.82 '1.56 18.12 '3.16 13.11 '1.16 49.SO 9.62 20 . 12 
F....i.. CT...-nJ) l.CJ? 1.25 1. 12 1. 18 3.51 2.67 3.50 1.77 3.35 3.21 1.10 2.86 
Ew o ..... icen 15 8.37 1.31 •1.25 21.95 -�71 18.55 97.81 11.18 31.80 51.83 10.81 22.SCJ 
tlal., CTerrv> 1.80 1.31 1.99 2.61 1.21 2.'10 3.55 2.02 3.15 3.CJ:, 1.61 2.72 
llf'ro 111 ... ican 12 •• 01 2.91 89.72 21.31 CJ7.31 17.Sl 95.57 13.28 ,S.01 51.IMI 10.60 20.50 
F....i .. (Todd) 2. 18 1.01 5.21 2.56 1. 19 2.CJl 3.CJl 2. 12 3.23 3.60 1.60 2.50 
Mi o ..... le.an • 8.51 3.11 �-· 25.83 101.11 18.12 100.00 11.01 38. 1 1  55.81 1 1.21 22.13 
llalN (Todd) 1.'3 1. 12 1.53 2.85 3.77 2.?CJ ,.1:, 2.a, '·" 3.98 1.66 2.08 
E..-o lll....tcan '1 8.57 ,.at •• 03 22.11 91. 18 17.Sl 9'.97 "·" '1.56 49.N CJ.90 20.26 
F..-1.s (Todd) 1.81 1.08 1.59 3.06 1.30 2.14 3.CJ3 1.81  3.17 3.56 1.80 2.37 
Euto ,.,.. ican 31' 8.15 1.32 •1.03 25.32 4)8. 11 18.'2 91.65 13.15 31.?0 53.'8 10.51 22.22 
llalN (Todd) 1.66 1.20 5.31 2.413 3.52 2.28 '·" 2.10 2.6,1' 2.4)8 1.61 2.80 
Rf,o ••• lean 11 9. 18 3.01 10.31 21.11 97.05 18.80 95.52 13.SS '6.20 53.05 10.415 20.86 
F..-1 .. ( >14JOO> 2.05 o.w 5.51 2.71  3.80 2.56 3.6,7 2. 10 3.11 3.58 1.11 2.56 
Afro ,.,..,cen 31 CJ.08 3.11 '1.51 25.21 102.00 19.15 101.22 11.22 ,1 ... 55.51 1 1. 11 22.30 
Ital., ( > 1'900) 3. 11 1.25 5.21 3.02 1.58 2.91 1.37 1.81  1.55 1.11 1.61 2.17 
EW'o ._ican so 8.&CJ 1.14 83.18 23.86 '3.56 18.68 CJ2.50 13. 14 !1.10 49.30 CJ.51 20.38 
F....J. .. ( >1'910> 2.06 0.99 1.75 3.77 3. 13 2.61 3.32 2. 18 2.92 3.60 1.51 2.11)(, 
Eulo 111 ... icen N 8.16 1.71' •• 12 25.11 '9.29 20.82 g7 .Cjg 11. 11  '5 . 56  51.03 10.30 22.38 
11a1.. ( > 1CJ10) 2.01 1 .30 s.17 2.CJl 1.14 2.72 ,.9l 2.30 3.15 3.53 2.lt l.:n 
...... CM Inell• 72 8.&0 3.25 gg,.,1 23. 10 CJ?.58 17.51' 91.6,1' 12.os "·" 51.91' 10.a 22.CJ7 
F....t.s ( >1?50> 1.78 0'. 4J8  1.30 2.83 1.02 2.50 3.10 2.05 3.12 3.58 1.63 2.38 
AReric., 1nc11 .. n 8.'5 1. 11 102.23 21. 13 102.23 18.'2 102.01 12.04.I '7.06 55.!R' 11.23 21.36 
llaln < > 1 ?SO) 1.71 1 . 15 1.13 2.86 3.63 2.58 ,.st 2. 12 3.81' 1.39 1.72 2.21 
Hl..,_tc 111 ... 1c_.. 21 8.95 1.lCJ 10.58 25.10 15.61 19.00 '1.18 12.65 '3.08 50.25 9.9' 22.16 
11a1.. ( > 1900) 1.71 1.08 5.11 2.88 3.86 2.-0 2.f)1 2.29 2.83 3.23 1.01 2.15 
.............._ ______ --- -----------------------------------------
N • 
(JI 
Rpp11NllN D. 11NM and st ...... d dwiaUons for Afro-fltterlcen and EW"o 111 ... ican Nri .. fro11 U. T� and Todd 
analoldcal col l.ctions. __. calibration ,_.1 ., for disc:ri..-ina'lt. fw,ctions. section 1.  ...._ .-. in line orw. 
st.nderd da¥t.ati ons er• in 1 i,.. lllo. --- -------------------
Seri .. n sos 8l.S ST8 STS FRC FRS FltF PAC NS PfF occ 
- -- - - --
llfro •• ican 10 S. 15 2.23 109.9.5 33.95 107.08 25.68 11.18 115. 18 21. 10 55.55 ...... 
F....tes CT..,.,., 1. 11 1. 11 &..11 5.68 5.418 2.73 3.71 ,.n 2.91 5.51 1.CJ7 
Rr,o llt* ican 65 6.21 3. 11 1 12.25 33.08 1 10.32 25.20 16.6CJ 122.31 25.85 60.'8 U.52 
"81.s CTerrv) 1.19 1. 1' 6.11 5.11 5.37 2.93 1. 1, ,.� 2.n 5.61 5.CJ5 
&re "* lean so 5.38 2.11 1 13.08 36.42 101'.58 25.50 16.11 11, • .., 25.26 S?.36 9'1.CJ2 
F....tes CT...,.,.> 1.23 o.� 6..3'9 1.77 1.81 2.55 3.17 5.38 2.76 5.21 5.75 
Elro .,..,can 15 5.CJ5 3.51 1 17.03 35.63 1 1 1.51 25.72 •• CJS 122.23 26.85 9.25 CJ1.04 
llal.s <Terrv) 1.63 l.l6 , .• '·" 5.80 3.8' 3.418 1.02 2.CJO 5.85 6. 1, 
72 1."8 2. 10 109.21 33.28 105.42 25.08 .... lCJ 116.31 21.,. S?.39 U.51 
1.21 0.18 6.. 11 5.11 1.51 2.80 3.96. 7.11 3.42 6..0CJ 6.:,S 
M'1 0 ..,...ican 16 5.63 3.35 tM. 18  31.16 lOCJ.51 21.W 16.37 l20.9' 21.1"5 60.22 U.61 
ltelH (Todd) 1.25 1.10 8. 10 5. 10 ,.,1 3.21 3.CJS 1.Sl 2.88 S.83 5.CJ5 
Ew-o 11t ... tcan 61  5.5 2.02 1 15.02 31'.'8 105.95 25.81 15. 15 1D.S1 21.38 55.31 U.61 
F....tes (Todd) 1. 11 0.81  6..51 1.71 1.06 2.6.3 l.30 1. 12 2.'8 5. 19 1.CJ3 
Eut o-= flNwl ican 37 6..00 3.35 llCJ.21 36.70 110.13 25.86 19.11 ll8. 16 a.10 58.10 93.13 
ltel.s (Todd> 1.20 1.18 1.13 5. 11 6..21 3.22 3. 1' ,. 1CJ 3.01 1.80 5.21 
llfro ..... lean 11 1.77 1.89 107.81 32.S7 106.CJ3 2&.23 11.61 113.82 21.15 55.25 U.68 
F....t .. C >lCJOO> 1. 18 1 . 15 1. 10 1.17 5.63 1.70 1.51 ,.n 5.27 7. 16 6.09 
M't o ..._.,can 311 5.8' 3. 11  1 1 1 .27 32. ICJ lOCJ.81 25.32 •• 27 llCJ.62 25.22 61.00 CJS.1' 
"81.. ( > lCJOO) 1.57 O.c.H 1.2CJ 5.10 5.'5 Z.68 1.55 1.05 2.89 5.71 6.50 
E...o "* lean 50 1.16 2. 10 111 .91 37.JO 10e .. ,1 21. 1' 17.86 113.32 25. 10 S?.08 CJS.20 
F....tn C >1910) 1.39 0.1' 7.0? 5.56 1.63 2.61 1.51 5.412 2.31 5. 10 1.58 
Euto ..._.ican n 6.13 3.82 1 11.0CJ 38.63 1 13.15 2&.59 52.81 118.66 26.29 60.59 '8.62 
lteles C >ICJlO> 1.62 1 . 31 ,.28 ,.OCJ 5.05 3.03 1.05 7.SCJ 2.CJl 5.11 5.18 
Rtterlcan Indian 72 1. 11 2.03 10&..05 28.CJI 101'.32 23.81 •• 66 IOS.89 21.39 52.72 92.51 
F....tes C >1150> 1. 11 O.CJS 6.99 1. 11 1.35 2.52 3.63 1.86 2.3' 3.85 1.67 
lltlerican lndlan 71 6.01 3.32 lOCJ.26 28.11 111.23 23.19 51.2CJ 109. 11 22.&2 51.00 CJJ.87 
lteles C > l?SO> 1.11 1.28 1.01 1.ICJ 1.58 2.17 3.65 ,.n 3.6CJ 5.60 5.20 
Nispantc--llllN-tcan 21 S.1'9 3.33 1 11.50 33.01 110. 13 21. 11 S3.2CJ 111.71  21.61 58.02 CJ&. 12 































1.71 --- ------------------------ -- --- ---- --
N • 
0\ 
Rpp1ncll.N D. tlNlls ...a st....-d clwiations for flfro-AMrt.can and Ew-o-AN.rtcan Nrt-, froN UM, Ten, and Todd 
--..t.otdcal collect.ions. -,cl celibretion ,....1 .. for discritrin.d fw.:tions. section 5. •� .-. in li,- ..... 
:st..lderd de¥i.U.ons .-. in  1 ilW t.Mo. -----
Seri.99 
Rf'ro 111 ... teen 
F....t .. cr� 
Mt o ,.._,c .. 
tta1 .. <TWT'v) 
Ewo 111 ... lean 
F...al., <T� 
Ewo At• icen 
11a1 .. (Terrv) 
Rf'ro Ill• le• 
F....t •• (Todd) 
Mro-�cen 
11a1.. (Todd) 
Euro lll• iea1 
F....t., (Todd) 
Ewo ..,..ic .. 
llalH (Todd) 
Rf'ro ._,can 
F....t .. ( >1.uG> 
fltro ..._ icen 
11a1 .. ( >1CJOO) 
EW"O 111 ... le• 
F....t.. ( >1910> 
Ew o IIINC icen 
llales ( >1910> 
IINeriean Inell• 
F....t.. ( >1750) 
ANaric .. lndi., 
Ital., < > 11SO> 
Hi ..-,e-flNerie• 




















10.29 36. 18 
7.01 2.19 
12.80 "·" 
?. 12 2 .3' 
10. 16 36.69 





15. 16 34.51 
5.13 2 • ..:, 
15.81 36.05 
5. 17 2.01 
12.s 34.8CJ 
5.'96 3 . 10 
11.!H 36.57 
1.22 2 • ..:, 
15.12 :,S.28 
6. 12 2.51 





48.12· 3'. 11 

































NAR SSR PRR DICR ZDR F1IR EICR Ztlt ... - ------ ------ ---------
91.'5 92.?8 102. 13 80.53 18.00 N.08 68.38 51.63 ?g.93 
1.56 1.77 5.11 1.31 1. 18 ,.11 3.61 3 •• 5.15 
96.09 97.&0 106. 10  83.15 81.32 71.32 12. 12 11.00 81.2' 
1.66 5.:,0 5.29 1.,1 1.86 ,.eo 3.85 1.18 5.8l 
91. 18 87.SO 4)3.22 18.32 75.,0 73.02 65.31 61.22 73.02 
3.56 1.53 1.19 3.58 3.5'9 2.'93 3.2'9 3.53 3.&1 
CJS.10 91.68 '99.1? 82. 1' ?CJ.12 16.'93 10.:M '8.53 ?CJ.61 
1.6 1  1.15 1.'97 1.55 3.11 3.'91 3.1'9 3.8£, 1.21 
,o. n '92.1' 101.13 ?8.99' 77.5 13 . 18  68. 13 '8. 11 ?CJ.,, 
1.52 1.6'9 5.01 3.90 1.06 3.53 3.53 3.11 1.&5 
95.16 '98.07 106.91 83.28 11.a 71.57 12.M 12. 15 83.'95 
1.57 1.57 1.68 '·" ,.82 3.91 ,.es ,.11 1.,2 
89.08 81.38 4)3.21 ?'6.21 71.61 12.03 65.51 61.80 73.20 
3.'5 3.78 1.0CJ 3. 13 3.35 3. 13 2.'92 3.17 3.56 
91.27 93.86 '99.11 n.'92 1'8.4' 15.'5 69.78 68.?0 78.11 
1.15 1.07 1.13 1. 15 ,.61 3.28 3." 3.0CJ 3.82 
91.93 93.S 102.75 80.68 18.0, 73.65 68.31 '8. 11 ?CJ.91 
1. 11 1.11 1.?CJ 3.90 3.78 3.03 3.03 2.99 1.20 
96.N 96.73 105.51 81.21 81.2? 16.13 11.81 10.95 83.27 '·" 5.35 5.1'8 5.51 5.:,S 1.22 1.56 5.71 5.82 
92. 11 99.:M 91.12 80.:,0 16.N 13.91 61.80 66.00 73.86 
1.21 1.59 1.75 1.11 l.84 3.13 ,.10 3.18 1.&3 
97.'6 96.21 100.92 85. 1 1  81.71 71.82 11.11 10.86 ?CJ.?1 
1. 18 1.61 5.30 '·" 1. 10 3.32 3.1'9 1.21 5.25 
91.01 94.'90 100.51 82.51 80.25 16.12 10.15 11.22 7'9.81 
3.12' 1.25 1.11 3.56 3.CJS , ... '·°' 3.71 1.50 
97.71 '98.32 101.0, 81.61 91:v "- 12 13.42 13.11 82.87 '·" 1.0&, 1.12 ,. 11 3.83 l.32 2.97 1.08 1.33 
91.08 94.311 100.58 81.'92 18.D ?S.11 10.51 &a.n 78.51 




llppencllN D. tlNns ..,..  st� deriaUons for Afro ..._. ican and Ew-o Al...-ican ,ert., froN U.. Tern., and Todd 
...t.oNical collect.ions. -,ct cal ibration sa11ples for disc:ritri.n.-.l funct.ions • ..ct.ion 6. ...,... .-e in line OIW •  
st.-.d.-d de¥iati ons _.. in 1 ine t.Mo. - - ---
Seri•• n BRR URR Ult OPR BAR· NAA PRA 1M ... ... SSA NF'A --------- ------------ ---------
Rf'ro 111 ... tcan 10 115.60 118.95 101.10 37.58 12.33 71.415 68.?S 3'.4)3 16.10 55.38 125.:,0 139.00 
F....t .. <Tern,) 1.7'9 1.72 3.6CJ 1.21 2.CJ9 3.6CJ 3.75 2.31 3.88 3.55 5. 1, 1. 11 
Rf', o ...... ica, 65 llCJ.51 122.72 107 ... 3CJ.63 12.?5 70.8' 68 ... 10.&0 16.49 51.'92 121.31 13CJ.22 
Ital., CTwrw) 1.32 1. 11 1.77 1. 11 3.16 3.71 3. 11  3. 11 3.61 3.02 5.52 1.28 
El.ro AIIM'ican so 111. 12 120.50 101.20 10. 10 11.01 63 .. 20 15. 16 10.&0 n.21 51 .. 36 123. CJO  1'7.18 
F....t., <Tern,) 1.70 1.61 5.22 3.18 3.05 2.CJB 1.37 3.66 l.62 3.50 8.05 5.26 
EUto As ... ica, 75 121. 16. 123.8CJ 106.21 12.10 16.25 61.32 71.80 40.15 18.81 53.65 122. 65 1318.80 
llales CTwrw) 5.3'9 5. 17 5.86 1.0S 1 .. 15 1.0CJ 3.81 3. 10 3.58 2.?'CJ 5. 15 1.7S 
llfro-llNilrt can ?2 113.51 118.01 105.l'l 38. 17 12.12 l'l.83 68.21 3'.94 16.11' 55.38 123. 10 110.51 
F....t .. (Todd) 1.51 1.og 1.88 1. 11 3.23 3.87 3.51 2.80 2.56 2.CJ1 1.73 5.55 
Mro ..._.ica, ... 111.28 120.SCJ 107.4& 38.CJ6 13.85 71.11 68.07 40.!H 15 ... 5!5.20 122. 17 13CJ.18 
Ital., CT odd) 5.53 5.38 s.os 5.36 3.6l' 3.18 3. lCJ 2.88 3.01 2.81 5.99 5.85 
E....-IINilrtca1 61 115.56 117.8? 101.25 3'9.08 13.08 61.8? 71.?S 10.11' 18.95 51.56 121.28 13'9.28 
F....t .. (Todd) 1.01 1.11 , ... 3.61 3.00 3.86 3.66 3.38 2.8CJ 2.28 6.53 1.73 
EUto ..._.ica, 37 111.05 121 ..&CJ 103.27 10.13 11.81 65. 11 73.51 11. 1• 18. 14) 51.65 121.M 138.11 
Ital., CT odd) 5.13 1.61 5.53 1.0CJ 3.66 1.80 1.0CJ 3.01 l.19 3.22 5.25 1.11 
llfro RI•• lain 11 111.&8 118.00 101.51 '7.8CJ 12.77 71 ... 68.11 3'.15 16.82 55.25 123. 01' 1'7.7? 
F....t .. C >1900> 1.55 1.3CJ 3.87 1.25 3.08 3.11 3.27 2.10 3.00 3.30 5.87 1.CJl 
Mro At ... ica, 31 120.08 123. 11 108.8CJ 3CJ.81 13.54) 6CJ.13 69.62 40.68 11.51 53.CJ7 123 .. 86 ll?.32 
tlal., ( > lCJOO) 6.61 6. 10 1.73 3.60 3.71' 1. 11 2.CJ3 l.03 3.25 3.07 5.'99 5.12 
EW"O 111 ... ic:an 50 1 18.88 121.61 103.22 10.22 11.66 63.32 16.16 "·· "·· "·'° 120.81 136.60 
F....i.. C > 14110) 1.36 1.53 1.7'9 2.67 3.16 3.11 3.65 2.63 2.95 2.56 7.52 1.9' 
Eut o ...... ic.. ?CJ 125.03 127.61 108.Sl 12.76 15.CJ1 63.56 75.01 10.53 ?CJ.9? 52.ff 120.03 131.53 
Nal.s C >1CJ10) 1. 18 1.lS 5.00 3.11 1.01 1.00 1.00 2.71 3.01' 2.70 6.08 5.27 
Attericen Jndi..,. ?2 111.58 116.'6 100.21 10. 11 11.55 66.10 71.16 11.sr 1&.•1 51.60 128.CJ1 110.25 
F..-1., C >1750> 3.CJ'9 3.'91 3.77 3.07 3. 18 3. 17 3.28 2.27 2.go 2.6? , .• 1.CJi' 
A,eert.cen Jndia, 77 118.01 120.03 102.35 12. 11 15. 18 65.CJ1 72.25 11.81 16.25 51.15 12CJ.11 110.08 
Ital., ( >1750) 1.11 1.65 5.0CJ 3. 1 1  3.28 3.11 3.05 3.23 3.11 2.32 5.11 1.11 
ltl..,tc-flMricen 21 120.08 123.51 106.&7 10.83 11.53 65.21 7.1.4)2 12. ?CJ "·· 53.4& 121.65 136.&S 
11a1 .. C >lCJOO) 1.01 1.25 1.57 3. 16 2. 12 2.15 2.641 2.08 3.30 2.62 5.16 1.31 




IIFF HMIIN D. IINns and standard clwi etions for Afro-AN.rte.,.. aid Ew-o 111 ... lean ...-t .. ,,... U.. Terrv and Todd 
enet.oe.ical c:o11ect.i0ft9• .and cel ibr•tion ,...1., for di scritrinent. fWICtions. NCti on ?. ....., .-. in lilW one. 
sl-,d.ard d9¥1.ati ons er• in 1 i .,.  tMO. 
5-ri .. 
flf', o 111....-icen 
F....i., (Tet'T"l,I) 
Af, o RI• icain 
llal.s <Terrv) 
E..-o 111 ... icain 
F....i., (Ten,/) 
IEulo n... icain 
Itel .s <Terrv) 
flf'ro 111....-icen 
F....t .. (Todd) 
Rf't o Atueelcain 
Itel .s (Todd) 
Euro ..... ,ain 
F....J. .. (Todd) 
IEul o Rt ... l can 
"-1., (Todd) 
flf'ro RI• teen 
F....t.. ( >14JOO> 
..... . .... icat 
"-1., ( > 14JOID 
Euro 111 ... lean 
F....J. .. C > 1110> 
IEul o Rt• i can 
llal.s < >1110> 
IINert. ain I ndlen 
F....J.. ( >1150) 
Rtarlcain lndlain 
llaln < >11SO) 
Hl�c-flNeric.,.. 




















OICR NOA SIR -----
138.15 9'.80 1 1,. 1s 
6.23 10.31 11. 15  
137.a«J -n. 12 109.85 
s.21 10.52 1,.11 
13CJ.08 81.10 CJ?.00 
1. 15 10.77 17.10 
137.21 ..... 89.23 
S.58 10 .09 11.80 
138.81 11.15 1 11.18 
6.26 8.01 15. 87 
137.4)8 8P.4J8 102 .11 
S.70 '9.31' 11 . 15 
137.95 8'.11 CJ7.5& 
5.56 '9.15 17 . 15 
137.16 ao.,s 92.32 
6.91 8.88 16.CJl  
13CJ. 18  416. 1 1  1 1,.25 
6.26 11.35 13.76 
138.92 '9.18 103.35 
s. 10 1.,1 20.,1 
110. 72 81.12 88.86 
5.11  10.11 17.05 
1341. 18 ... 21 17.28 ,.oo 10. lCJ 1,.12 
111.18 .,_33 105. 12  
5.21 10.37 17.22 
115.13 81'.'8 11. 12 
5.82 11.6? 18. 13 
112.61 &P.38 11.1', 
6.06 8.83 12 .11 
----------
- ----
FM PM Dal STA C8R 
121'.83 134.85 1 14J.08 1 11.00 lSS.85 
J.09 3.56 1.31' ,.37 s.n 
DO.OD 134. 15 121.58 1 14J.37 156.20 
1.26 3.20 1.56 ,.11 6.22 
128.S2 133. 11 120.'2 1 11. 12 153.00 
J.1'1 3.11 1.'7 5.� 6 .08 
124).99 132.35 �-31 1 11.15 150.77 
1.23 3. 15 1.63 7.58 1 .2, 
128. 11 133 •• 1 14J.08 111.,1 1ss.,1 
1.02 1.2? 1.11 ,.22 , .os 
130. 13 135. 33  119.61 120.01 153.71 
1.53 3.56 7.CJJ 1.2' 7.0CJ 
127.21 133.11 121.61 1 11.20 151.71 
3.93 3.52 , .• 1.81 5.80 
12tJ.'2 131.'5 123.51 1 11.00 152. 81 
1.35 3.12 ,.a 5.31 ,.so 
126.86 133.4' ll1.2S 1 18. 11 lSS.02 
6.76 1 . 17 6.7' ,.02 5.78 
12tJ.8' 134. 16 122.68 120.35 151.8 1 
1. 1 1  3.15 1. 11 7.39 ,.87 
126.32 132.00 120.&0 1 12.12 151.62 
1.241 3.2CJ ?.70 ,.12 6.51 
12tJ.12 132. 10 121.16 1 13.51 151.28 
1.21 3.22 1.11 1.Sl 7.06 
131.1' 135." 1 1S.1S 122.CJCJ 153.7' 
3.4J8 3.SCJ 6.CJ3 1.88 5.71 
m.w 134.4)2 117.61 121. ?CJ 151.08 
l.41' 5.37 1.M ,.oe S.£,8 
131.58 132.SO 120.13 118.1' 153.01 
3.15 5.16 ?.26 1.8' 3 .88 ----------------------
APPENDIX E 
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_,_ii E-1. lta,tria IINl Nltcti• far r1ci&.I • ltlllic lffil i1ti 111, ltcti111 1 ,  fw 
r-,s: Afro-tllrina, Ere-Allriclft , Allrit111 Indian lftCI Hi spanic Allric111 11111 .  
Fil l IO V•iMlt Sit INvctd 35 V•iMlt Sit Ftrmic 23 Vari alt Sit 
- --------
F F F 
lttp Cldt latio PR > F  12 CNt btio  ,. > F  12 Cldt btio  ,,. ) f  12 
z• '8. 05 0.0001 t.313 DI 91.05 t.0001 o. :m � 55.95 UOOI 0.206 .. 
2 ZIii 70,23 0,0001 ZII 73.47 0,0001 o.m .. 27.97 0,0001 0.298 
• ..... t.0001 NC 4Ul t.0001 NC SUS 0.0001 
3 ZNI '4.28 e.0001 0,515 ZIii '4.28 0.0001 0.510 lltf 21 .78 0.0001 0.363 
ST8 22. ll 0,0001 STI 22.l& 0.0001 .. 26,30 0.0001 
PAC 29.49 0.000 1  PAC 29.49 0.0001 PAC 29.to 0 ,0001 
4 ZIii "·'° 0. 0001 o.511.B IIH 17 ,., 0.0001 0.5104 11H 22,72 0.0001 0. 38l3 
ED 18, 0, 0.0001 ZIii n.46 0. 001 1 11.H U8 0.0093 
PAC 35.75 0. 0001 EO 15, 31 0.0002 Ml 23,54 0. 0001 
PU 20. 96 0, 0001 PAC 1 9.40 0,0001 NC 28. 1 1 0.0001 
5 DIH 10 .05 0.0018 0.539 UH 13.55 0.0003 0.53 UH 23. 19 0,0001 0. 405 
ZIii 75.00 0.0001 DIH 1 1 ,25 0,000, m 1 1 , 94 0, 0007 
£0 24. 71 0,0001 ZIIB 16.51  0,0001 MB 25,33 0.0001 
PAC 26, 00 0.0001 FIii 22, 16 0.0001 m 12, 94 0. 0004 
PRA 18.76 0.0001 PAC 12,30 0.0006 PAC 14,28 0.0002 
' OIH 1 1 , 00  0.001 1 0,56 IIH 7.40 0.0071 0.548 'IIH 15. 04 0,0001 o.m 
ZIIB 61 ,ll  0.0001  D8fl 10. 39 0.0015 ICI ••• 0,0032 
ED 17 ,4-4 0.0001 ZIii 69.23 0.0001 m 20.01 0.0001 
ST8 10,23 0, 0016 m 15, 94 0.0001 IIA8 26. 20 0.0001 
PAC 20, 35 0.0001 STI 8. 18 0.0047 m 14 .68 0.0002 
NA u.2, 0,0003 PAC 12.45 0.0005 NC 13, 96 0.0002 
7 D8H 1 1 , 48  0,0008 0.568 1DH l.07 0 ,0049 0.56 IIH 12. 34 0.0005 0.446 
ZII 57.87 0,0001 MB 5.47 0.0203 ltl 10.26 O.OOOo 
m 19. 23 0.0001 11H 10.29 0. 0015 m 20.31 0.0001 
STI 5,49 0,0200 ZIB 44.41 0.0001 .. 27. 16 UOOl 
FIS 3.to 0, 0496 00 18.20 0.0001 DIH 6.34 0.0125 
PAC 16. 14 0. 0001 ST8 7.40 0.0071 w 17.92 0.0001 
PRA 13.26 0.0003 PAC ll.03 0.0004 PAC 1G.14 0. 0012 
8 11H 10,54 0,0014 
ICI 1 1 , 36  0.0009 
m 23,31 0,0001 
IIAI 23,45 0.0001 
,IIH 7.M 0,0084 
m 17,74 0,0001 
NC 1,51 um 
FCl 4.19 um 
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.,,_.ii E-2. ••i• IINl •lKti• f• raill ·• ltlllic 1ffililti•. lacti• l ,  tilrN 
l"IIUPS: Afr...,.icu, E.,e-Alric111 llcl latriun 1'tdi111 11ln. 
Ful l  IO ¥11ialt Stt INuclcf 3' Vri•lt 1ft F••sic 23 Vri•lt Silt 
F F 
. . . 
f 
st., Codt btia  PR > F 12 Cldt btia  Pl > F 12 ·CIH btio Pl > F 12 
--- - -------
z• 271 .20 0.0001 0.588 z• 271 .20 0.0001 o.588 
2 ZIii 210,40 0. 0001 o. 615 11H 44.S2 0.0001 U67 
VIII 57.96 0.0001 ZIii 23'.2' 0.0001 
3 08H 10.97 0.001 1 0. 702 IIH 12. 44 0.0001 0.69' 
ZII 196.05 0.0001 Ill 204. 21 0 .0001 
VIR 52.31 0.000 1 NC 20.05 0.0001 
4 lfl 3'.01 0.0001 o.m 11H 16 •• 0.0001 0.720 
Ott! 29.51 0.0001 ZIii 201 ,40  0.0001 
ZRB 225.53 0.0001 5TB 14.48 0.0002 
UR 24. 13  0 .0001 PAC 17.21 0.0001 
5 lfl 29.46 0,0001 0.74 NH 20.36 0.0001 o.m 
08H 24. 35 0. 0001 IFB 29.,3 0,0001 
ZIii 208.27 0,0001 m 15.52 0.0001 
PAS 9.70 0.0021 111H 14. 17 0.0002 
UR 19.92 0.0001 ZIii 63. 08  0.0001 
' In 25. 19 0.0001 0. 749 IOL 9,25 0.0027 o.m 
IIDH 6.72 0.0103 18+1 1 1 ,93 0 .0007 
Oltl 27.37 0.0001 IFB J0. 21 0.0001 
ZIii 200.47 0.0001 m 16. 45 0.0001 
PAS 9.56 0. 0023 DIH 15, 44 0.0001 
UII 16.24 0.0001 ZIii 64.43 0.0001 
7 IFI 29. 17 0.0001 0,759 Ill t.48 0.0024 0. 76 
m 1. 98 0.0031 UH t.72 0.0021 
Dltf 16.IIJ 0.0001 IFI 29.04 0.0001 
18 51 .27 0.0001 m 11.65 0.0001 
PAS t.40 0.0025 IIDB 6.37 0.0124 
UR 16.77 o.1001 08H 14.05 0.0002 
PRA I. JO 0.0044 1118 67.IO 0.0001 
1 1111111 iaclllHI 1111 ,arialN • i• ••tr • 1Nrt-J11111 ltlli. 
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.... i 1 E-2. 1t.,.i11 .... 1 Nltcti• far racial • lllNlic lffil i1tiai, llcti• 2, lwtt 
F1111111: Mro-tllricta , £wo-11Nric111 1M Allric1t1 llldi111 fN1l11, 
Fil l 80 Varilblt Set INuctd 1' Vwilblt Stt Fartnsic 23 V1riablt 5ft 
F F F 
It" Cldt l1tiD PR > F 12 c., latio ,. ) F  12 Cedt Ratio PR > F 12 
z• 225,90 0, 0001 0.5111 ZIii 214,5' 1.0001 .o . 567 m 156.1 t.0001 0. 419 
2 IF) 49, 0,  0,0001 G.678 IFI 50. 98 0.0001 11H l7.ft t.0001 0.585 
z• 324. 75 0. 0001 z• lll,21 0.0001 m l7'.20 0. 0001 
3 IJ) S,,4 0.0001 0 ,712 IIFI 57.42 0.0001 0.706 IIH 2',26 0,0001 0.637 
m 18. 65 0. 0001 m 1U5 0. 0001 IIFI 22. 97 0.0001 
z,u 78, 17 0,000J z,u 73. 98 0.0001 m 219. 15 0.0001 
4 IFB 38,87 0 .0001 0.751 IIFB 40.2' 0.0001 o.m IBH 22,05 0,0001 0.678 
AUi 32. 07 0.0001 AUi ll.'5 0.0001 'IIFB 31 , 12 0.0001 
ASS 28.67 0.0001 ASB 27.52 0 .0001 m JI0. 2' 0.0001 
ZNJ 127, 18 0. 0001 llD 120 ," 0.0001 Ml 20.45 0.0001 
5 IIFB 36. 23 0.0001 0.768 IBH 9,20 0,0028 o.m 11H 17.21 0. 0001 0.696 
AUi 42.'36 0. 0001 IIFI 3U7 0. 0001 IF) 31 ,2' 0. 0001 
ASI 26. 76 0,0001 AUi 39,39 0.0001 m 171 ,29 0.0001 
m 80.67 0 .0001 ASI 22. 02 0. 0001 Ml 24. 17 0.0001 
PRA 1 1 , 93 0.0007 ZIIB 98.46 0.0001 11H 9. 32 0.0027 
• ICB 8, 73 0,0036 0. 78 IF) 47.88 0.0001 o.n NH 12.58 0, 0005 0, 71 
lffB 27, 48 O,OOOJ AUi 39.54 0.0001 IIFB 37,84 0, 0001 
AUB 51 .� 0.0001 ASI 25. 56 0.0001  m 1�. 10 0.0001 
ASB 19. 18 0. 0001 ZIii 108.62 0.0001 ,MB 2,.12 O.OOOJ 
z,u 71 .86 0.0001 If I. 9.00 0,0001 OH 9.49 0.0024 
PRA 12. 33  0. 0006 FOB 8.39 0.0001 FOB 7.13 0.00511 
7 ICI 10 , 88  0,0012 0,792 IFI l7,04 0. 0001 0, 78 NH 14.53 0, 0002 0, 722 
IIFB 24. 44 0.0001 AUB 26,92 0. 0001 IIFB 36." o.eoo1 
AUi 54.99 0. 0001 ASJ 22. 65 0.0001 m 141. 15 0. 0001 
ASB 14.71 0. 0002 ZIii 108. 96 t.0001 �M ,.11 0.0101 
NDH 1. 3' 0, 004-1 If I. ,. 01 0.0031 Ml 13.56 0,0003 
Ill 62. 64 0, 0001 PAC 6.58 0.01 13 DH 10.71 0.0013 
PRA 16. 19 0.0001 FOi 1,23 0.0047 FGI 9.71 0 .0022 
8 11H I0,72 ,.om 0.743 
ICI 15. 61 0.0001 
lfl 23.14 0.0001 
m 20.11 0.0001 
• ll,50 0.0003 
Ml 24.04 0.0001 
IIDtl 10, 43 0.0015 
FIi U,51 t.0009 
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Appendi x  E-3. Stepwise aodel ulecti on for r1ci 1l or ethni c 1f f i l i1t ion .  Sect ion l ,  t1t0 groups: 
Euro-Anric1n ud Hi sp111ic-Awic1n ules. 
-------------------------------------- ------ -----------------------
Ful l 80 Y1r i1b l e  Set Reduced 35 V1ri 1� le Set Fortnsi c 23 V1r i1b le  Set 
---------------------- �--------------------- ---------------------
F F F 
Step Code Ritio  PR > F R2 Code Ritia PR > F R2 Code Ritio PR > F R2 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
BRR 28, 03 0. 0001 0 . 2 1 7  BBH 22. 50 0 .0001 0, 1 82 BBH 22. 50 0 . 0001 0 . 1 82 
2 BRR 17 . 34 0 . 0001 0. 294 BBH 27. 77 0 . 000 1 0 . 28 BBH 22, 77 0. 0001 0. 28 
PRA 10 . 81 0. 001 4  "AB 1 3. 57 0. 0004 "AB 13. 57 0. 0004 
3 "AB 1 5 . 49 0. 0002 0, 382 BBH 18 . 92 0. 000 1 0. 4 BBH 18. 39 0. 0001 0 . 375 
X"l 15. 20 0. 0002 Z"B 25 . 01 0. 0001 "AB 19 . 97 o. 0001 
BRR 16 , 68 0 . 000 1 EKB 24. 49 0 .0001 EKB 15. 07 0 , 0002 
4 NAB 1 7 . 5 1  0. 0001 0 . 432 BBH 12. 57 0 , 0006 0 . 436 BBH 12. 3 0 , 0007 0, 409 
XNL 1 1 .  78 0 . 0009 DBH 6 . 15  0. 0149 NAB 22. 05 0. 000 1 
BRR 16. 5 1  0. 0001 Z"B 27. 75 0 . 000 1  DBH 5. 64 0, 0 1 96 
BAA B. 53 0 .0043 EKB 29 , 91 0. 000 1  EKB 19. 04 0. 0001 
5 "AB 13. 00 o.ooos 0. 473 BBH 13. 42 0. 0004 0. 471 
OBB 1 1 , 72 0. 0009 "AB 6. 46 0, 0 126 
l"L 10. 35 0 .0018 DBH 6, 86 0.0102 
STS 12, 87 0 , 0005 Z"B 1 1 . 37 0. 001 1  
BAA 9. 43 0. 0028 EKB 30. 03 0.0001 
6 "AB 1 2 . 45 0. 0006 0 .504 BBH ll . 95 0 . 0003 0, 492 
lfll 9. 58 0 . 0026 NLH 6. 22 0. 0144 
STS 8. 3 1  0. 0049 "AB 7. 74 0 .0065 
FOB 8. 04 0.0056 Z"B 10. 08 0 . 0020 
BRR 7. 93 0 . 0059 EKB 13. 78 0.0003 
BAA 9, Sl 0 .0027 lftl 5. 84 0.0 175 
----------------�------------------------------------------�--------------
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Appendix E-3. Step1i se 10del Yl ecti an far r•t iil or ethni c  •f f i l i•t ion.  Stction 2 , tlo groups: 
Afro-AHrican •nd Euro-Aleri c•n Nies. 
---------... �·---------....____.-.... -------------------...... ------__,.....--------------------...,.._-
Ful l  80 Variab le  Set Reduced l5 Y1r i 1ble Set Forensic 23 Y•r i1b le  Set 
---------------------- ---------------------- - ------------------
f F f 
Step Code Rat io  PR > F R2 Code Rati o  PR > F R2 Code R1tio PR > F R2 
.......... ..,_.,..,.,--.. ---------------_,_,_,_,------.._.._-------------------------------------------�------
1 PRA 74. 81 0. 0001 0. 398 NAB 48. 73 0 .0001 0. 301 MB 48.73 0 .0001 0 .301 
2 DO 28. 79 0.0001 O. S21 BBH 51 . 76 0.0001 O. S22 BIH 51 . 76 0.0001 0. 522 
PRA 54. 06 0. 0001 NAB 58. 92 0 .0001 NAB 58. 92 0.0001 
3 DKJ 42. 87 0, 0001  O. S97 BBH 60 . 16 0. 0001 0. 632 IBH 50. 36 o. 0001 0. 565 
\IRR 20. 89 0. 0001 NAB 36. 63 0. 0001 NLB 10. 83 0. 0013 
PRA 34. 68  0 .0001 DKB 33. 29 0 .0001 NAB 39. 29 0.0001 
4 DKB 53. 43 0. 0001 0. 656 BBH 35. 82 0. 0001 0. 688 BBH 34. 47 0. 0001 0. 622 
YRR 42. 74 0. 0001 AUB 19 . 63 0. 0001 AUB 21 . 70 0. 0001  
LAR 18 . 62 0. 0001 NAB 47 . 96 0. 0001 NAB 35. 83 0. 0001 
PRA 25. 74 0 . 0001 DKB 49. 13 0 .0001 UB 21 . 38 0. 0001 
5 AUB 19 . 93 0.0001  0. 704 BBH 32. 62 0. 0001 0. 702 BBH 30 . 77 0. 0001 0. 645 
ftAB 34 . 27 0. 000 1 AUB 25. 24 0. 0001 AUB 13. 19 0. 0004 
DKB 70. 24 0, 000 1 "AB 19 . 74 0, 000 1 NAB 29. 17 0. 0001 
VRR 43. 20 0. 000 1 DKB 38 . 76 0. 0001 EKB 23. 26 0. 0008 
LAR 18 . 79 0. 0001 ZNB S. 26 0. 0238 FOB 7. 13 0 .0087 
6 AUB 14 , 94 0, 0002 0. 720 IBH 28. 80 0 .0001 0. 66 
"AB 20. 1 4  0. 0001 AUB 13. 81 0 . 0003 
DKB 56. 36  0 , 0001 NU 4 ,8 1  0. 0305 
YRR 11 . 89 0. 0001 MB 26.99 0. 0001 
LAR 15 . 27 0.0002 EKB 13. 56 0.0004 
PRA 9. 7J 0. 0023 FOB 5. 62 0.0195 
7 IIAB 28. 4S 0. 0001 0. 757 
DKB 31 . 26 0. 0001  
SIS 1 1 . 00 0.0012 
ocs 17. 65 0. 0001 
VRR 58. 08 0 .0001 
LAR �1 .l8  0.0001 
OPR 24. 79 0.0001 
...... �---..... --��----------------------.-.---------�--------------------�.---...--
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Appendix E-3. Stepwi se aodel selection for r1c i 1l or tthni c  1ff i l i1tion. Section 3 ,  two groups: 
Afro-Aeric•n 111d Euro-Aleric1n fNilts. 
-- __._.._ ........... __ __,__, ___ 
Ful l 80 Y1ri 1ble Set Reduced 35 V1ri1ble Set Forusic 23 V1rilble Set 
------------------ ------- ------------- ----------------
F F F 
Step Code Ritio PR > F R2 Code Ritio PR > F R2 Code Rati o  PR > F R2 
--� .. ------..--- -----.... -----�---------------------....,...._---------------...... -----
NAA 143. 59 0 .0001  0, 609 NAL 68. 52 0.0001 0 .427 
2 ASB 18 . 88 0 . 0001 0 . 677 IBH 44 . 20 0. 0001 0 .6 14 
NAA 1 35. 83 0 . 0001 NAL 76. 90 0 .0001 
J ASB 25. 84 0 . 0001 0. 736 IBH 21 , 68 0 . 0001 0. 667 
lftl 20.34 0. 0001 ASB 14 . 22 0 . 0003 
NAA 78. 95 0 .0001 "AL 89. 12  0 . 000 1 
4 ASB 29. 33 0. 0001 o. 771 BBH 17. 23 0 . 0001 0. 721 
DKB 1 3 . 63 0.0004 ASB 17 . 34 0 .0001 
I"L 14 . 69 0. 0002 ftAL 59 . 27 0 . 0001 
NM 62. 20 0. 0001 DKB 1 7 . 09 0.0001 
5 ASB 30. 92 0 . 0001 0. 793 BBH 1 7 . 55 0. 0001 0. 76 1  
NLB 13. 60 0 . 0004 ASB 25. 25 0. 0001 
DBH 10 .75 0 .0015  ftAL 2 1 . 38 0. 0001 
lftl 15. 26 0 .0002 ZftB 16. 6S 0. 0001 
NAA 59. 85 0 . 0001 INL 16. 46 0. 0001 
6 ASB 31 . 36 0 .0001 o .eos IBH 14. 04 0. 0003 0. 779 
NLB 6 .29 0. 0140 ASB 24. 31 0, 0001 
DBH 9 . S6 0 . 0027 ftAL 23. 1 8  0.0001 
DKB 5. 33 ZltB 13.75 0.0004 
Ul. 12. 53 0. 0234 Ul 1 9. 03 0.0001 
NM 56. J2 0. 0001 FOB 7. 07 0 .0094 
7 





































9 . 39 







32 . 26 
8 . 12 
24. 65  
12. 80 






15. 8 1  
14 .20 
13 . 67 
. .  ------
0.0001 0. 427 
0. 0001 0. 6 14  
0 .0001 
0.0001 0 . 654 
0 .001B 
0. 0001 
0.0001 0 . 687 
0 .0029 
0. 0008 
0 . 0001 
0, 000 1 0 . 7 12 
0.0002 
0 , 0006 
0.0001 
0. 0021 




0 . 0001 
0 .0021 
0 .0001 0. 752 
0 . 0241 
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Append i x  F. Di scri ai nant f uncti ons for the i dent i f i c at i on of 
rac i a l  or ethn i c  aff i l i ati on in 1al e cran i a ,  Sect i on 1 ,  four 
group 1a l e  1ode l with ful l BO vari ab le  data set .  









Cl assi f i cat i on 
Resu l ts: 
Aaer i can Indi an 
Af ro-A1eri can 
Euro-A1e r i can 
Hi span ic-A1er i can 
Aaer i c an 
Indi an 
7 . 06322 1 
2 . 627936 
4 , 008 1 (12 
0 . 4432 16  
2 . 7004(11 
1 . 9 1 7373 
7 . 1 07310  
-BBl . 08591 9  
-----------
66 (85 .  71 I 
2 ( 5 . 4 1 )  
3 ( 3 .  75 } 
1 < 4 .  35) 
Af ro­
A1eri can 
6 . 783242 
2 . 21 5380 
4 . 2 16 1 1 6  
0 . 478909 
2. 854754 
2 . 1 1 4 1 1 9  
6. 8 1 80 13  
-861 . 543984 
-----------
6 ( 7 . 79) 
30 1 8 1 . 08) 
8 ( 1 0. 00 )  
0 ! 0 . 0\.1) 
Euro­
Amer i can 
6. Sb0990 
2. 067534 
4 . 041 827 
0, 648079 
2. 879325 
2 . 1 05275 
7 . 324236 
-878 . 858490 
-----------
0 ( 0 . 00 )  
2 ( S . 4 1 1  
6 1  ( 76. 25) 
2 < 8 , 70 )  
Hi span i c  
A1eri can 
6 . 945653 
2. 306059 
3 . 6 1 4525 
0 . 609190 
2 . 6392 13  
l . 99260 1 
7 . 002940 
-824. 88508 4 
-----------
5 I 6. 49 )  
3 I 8. 1 1 )  
8 ( 1 0 . 00 )  
20 ( 86 .  96> 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix F. Di scri1in1nt functions for the identif ic•tion of 
r.ci 1l or tthn i c  1ff i l i 1tion i n  111 ! cnni 1, Section 2 ,  four 
group aale  IOdel •j th reduced 35 v1r i 1ble data set . 
------ ----------------------------------------......-
Altric1n Afro- Euro- Hj sp1ni c  
Var i ab l e Indian Anriun Aleri can Anr i can 
--------------------------------------------------------------
BBH 02. 60947 2.51 3176 2. 825523 2. 693510 
"AB 0, 963122 1 . 25288 1 0. 862501 l , 097594 
OBH 7. 444777 7. 190784 6. 980542 7 . 350635 
ZftB 1 , 4989 12  1 . 019388 0 ,947614 l . 143761 
EKB 3 . 244b0B 3. 4 10340 3. 220445 2 . 8 1 81 1 4  
STB 0 , 56l91>S 0. 6 18379 0 . 767100 0. 70259 1 
PAC 1 .  529079 1 . 763070 1 , 679790 1 . 592688 
Constant -693. 169207 -693 . 31 3220 -685 . 426480 -656 . 02670 1 
----------- ---------- ----------- --------
Cl assi hcation 
Resul ts: 
Aaeriun Indi an 63 (8 1 . 82 )  6 ( 7 . 79 )  1 f 1 . 30 )  7 ( 9 .09 )  
Afro-Aaer ic an 2 C 5 . 4 1 }  29  (78. 38 )  2 C 5. 41 ) 4 ( 10. 8 1 ) 
Euro-A1eri can 2 f 2 . 53 )  4 ( 5. 06 ) 61 <77 . 22) 12 ( 15. 19) 
Hispan i c-Alerican 1 ( 4 . 35) 0 ( 0 .00) 2 ( 8.70) 20 (86. 96) 
---------------------------------------------------------
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Append i x  F. Di 1cri1i n1nt funct ions far the i dentif i c1ti on of 
r1ci 1l or ethni c  af f i l i 1t ion i n  1ale  cr1n i1. Sect ion 3, four 
group aodel •ith forensi c 23 v1r i1b le dati set. 
---------------------------------------------------------
Aler i cin Afro- Euro- Hispani c  
Var i ib l e  Indi an Aleri can Aleri can Aaeri can 
---------------------------------------------------------------
BBH 2. 3821 86 2 . 325733 2. 648018 2. 504999 
ICB l . 639449 1 . 72487 1 1 . 884634 1 . 764991 
ZYB 0. 956056 0.291978 0. 392789 0. S30175 
NAB 1 .  181 89S 1 . 337967 0. 87 1069 1 . 1 96234 
DBH 6. 443720 6. 325037 6. 127334 6.456540 
EKB 2. 370792 2. 874793 2 .5 12646 2. 1353S 1 
PAC 1. 551307 1 . 740538 J . 666326 1 . 590 1 03 
FOL 3.8054S2 3. 838328 4 .066368 3. 898476 
Conshnt -771 . 938656 -776. 0547S5 -772. SS2595 -734. 219999 
---------- ---------- ----------- ----------
Cl ass i f i cat ion 
Resu l ts :  
Aaer i can Indi an hS ( 84 . 42 )  S l 6. 49 )  0 < 0. 00 )  7 I 9 . 09 )  
Mro-A1eri can 4 ( 10 .8 1 ) 28 (75. 68) 3 < 8. 1 1 )  2 ( 5. 41 > 
Euro-Aaer iun 1 < 1 . 28 )  6 t 7 . 69 )  60 (76 .92 )  1 1  ( 1 4. 1 0 )  
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Appendix  6 .  Discri1inant functions for the ident ih­
c,tion of ric iil or ,thni c if f i l i it i on i n  ul e crini i, 
Sect ion 1 ,  three group 1odel •i th ful l 80 vir iible 
dah set . 
Aaer icin Afro- Euro-
Viri ibl e Ind i an Aler i c an Aleri c in 
---------------------------------------------------
IFB 1 . 070672 1 . 248686 1 . 414954 
lYB 2 . 047087 1 . 750074 l . BOS1 92 
DBH 6. 297093 5. 979935 5 . 648 1 1 3  
ZftB 2. 692836 2. 476353 2. 209708 
PAS 2. 68271 4  2. 826852 2. 997401 
LAR 2. 8S6768 3. 1 58996 3, 126016  
PRA 6. 50561 4  6. 235705 6. 720950 
Constant -868 . 474937 -832. 525 107 -859, 9 1 9062 
----------- ----------- ----------
Cl assi h c•ti on 
Resul ts: 
Aaer ican Indi an 71 (92 . 21 ) 4 ( 5. 19) 2 < 2. 60) 
Airo-A1er i can 2 < 5. 41 ) 32 (86. 49) 3 < 8. 1 1 )  
Eur0-A1eri can 2 < 2 .50) B ( 1 0 .00 )  70 (87 . 50 )  
--------------------------------------------------
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Appendi x  6. Di scri 1inant funct ions far the identi f i ­
c,ti on o f  r1ci1 l  o r  tthn ic  1ff i l i 1t i on i n  11le cr1ni 1 .  
Sect ion 2 ,  three group IOdel •i th reduced 35 v1ri1bl1 
d1ti set . 
A11ri can Afro- Euro-
V,ri ib le  lndi 1n AHriun Alerican 
-------------------aN9-------------�-------------------
SOL 2. 034951 2. 166785 2. 180496 
BBH 2. 373253 2. 336951 2. 541558 
JFB 1 . 225925 1 .428775 1 . 577683 
ZYB 1 . 986607 1 . 591823 1 .661 123 
"DB -1 . 647774 -1 .262287 -l . 269451 
DBH 6. 080520 5. 839763 5, 479767 
ZNB 1 . 824385 1 .644047 l . 303243 
Conshnt -745. 248718 -713 . 079895 -726, 776108 
---------- ---------- ----------
Chssi f i  cat ion 
Resulb: 
Aler i can lndiin 69 (89. 61 ) 8 ( 10. 39 ) 0 ( 0.00) 
Airo-A11r ican 4 ( 10.81 ) 29 ( 78, 38 )  4 ( 10 . 81 ) 
Euro-AHri tin 2 ( 2.50) 7 ( 8 . 75 )  71 fSS .  75) 
---�-,__,_, ... .,.....,_. ____ ---__ .,_..... _____ _.._ _______ 
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Appendi x & .  Discri1i ni11t funct ions for tht id1nt i f i­
c1ti on of  raci al or ethni c 1f f i l i 1ti on i n  11l e  cr1ni a. 
Sect ion 3,  three group 1od1l Ni th forensi c 23 
v1r iible d1t1 set . 
A1eric1n Afro- Euro-
Y1ri 1b le Indi an Anr i c1n Aleriun 
-----------------------------------------------------
6DL 2. 284036 2. 397466 2, 379560 
ICB 1 . 345382 1 . 380399 1 .542093 
ZYB 1 . 554697 1 . 0451SO 1 .004399 
BBH 2. 723750 2. 767182 2. 890880 
BNL -1 . 809132 -2. 0t.3137 -1 .66051 1 
BPL 2. 228334 2. 470516 2. 074553 
NFB 0. 055450 0 . 26 1 1 87 0.212000 
NLB 4 . 278502 4. 596372 4. 017677 
DBH 7 . 501978 7. 524933 7 .07001 1 
Constant -802. 639593 -n1 . 1n211 -790. 929522 
---------- ---------- ----------
Classi f i c1ti on 
Results :  
Aler ican Indian 63 (8 1 . 82 )  10 ( 12. 99) 4 ( 5. 1 9 )  
Afro-Al!ri can 3 ( 8 . 1 1 )  30 (81 . 08) 4 ( 10 . 81 ) 
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Append ix  H. Di scri1i nant functie11s for the id1ntif i c1t ion 
of rac ial or ethni c  af fi l i ation in 11l t cr111i•. Secti on 1 ,  
Afro-Anr ican/Euro-Alfrican aodel •i th ful l ,  rtductd and 
forensi c var iabl e data set . 
V•rilb le Ful l 
MB o."0122 
DKB 0. 881 722 
SIS -0. 973450 
NLB 
DCS -0. 69617 1  
EKB 
FOB 
YRR -0. 757497 
LAR 0.8 16094 




Constant 3. 571 516 
---------
D2 13. 3447 
Afro-Aaerican ftean 6. 696 
Eur0-A1eri can Nean -6. 696. 
Ni sc l assifi cati on 
Resu lts :  
Afro-Aaer i c an 0/37 ( O. OG ' 
Euro-A1tr ic an �.' 79 ( 3. 80 ) 












2/37 I 5. 4 1 ) 












-4 . 407 
3/37 ( 8 . 1 1 ) 
9179 ( 1 1 . 39 )  
--------------- - --------------------------------------
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Appendix H. Di scr i 1i n1nt funct ions for the idtnt i f i c1ti on 
of r1c i 1l or ethni c  1ff i l i 1t i on i n  11l e cr1n i1 .  Stction 2 ,  
Eura-A1er i c1n /Altri c1n Indi an IOdel 1i th ful l ,  reduced 1nd 
forensi c v1ri 1b le  d1t1 set . 
Ful l 
IYB 0. 430406 
DBH o. 772916 
ZftB 0 . 592642 
FNB -0. 563562 







Conshnt -30. 37 1428 
----------
D2 15. 7083 
Aleri can I ndi an fle1n 8. 0493 
Euro-A1er i c 1n Nean -B. 0493 
ftisc l assi f i c1t i on 
Resul ts: 
Aaeric1n Indi an 0/77 ( 0. 00) 
Euro-Aaeri can 2/80 ( 2. 50 )  
Vari 1ble ftodel 
Reduced Forensic 
0. 437306 0. 452962 
0. 795690 
0 , 55921 1 
-0. 50S9S3 






-30. 2 1457 1 5. 31 4742 
--------- ----------
15. 2786 10. 8806 
7. 6563 5 . 465 
-7. 6563 -5. 465 
3177 ( 3. 90) 3/77 ( 3 . 90 )  
1/80 ( 1 .25) 3/80 ( 3. 85 )  
---------------------------------------- - -
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App!ndix H. Discri1i nlflt functi ons for the idtntif i cati on 
cri racial or ethn ic  aff i l i at ion i n  1al e crania. Secti on J, 
Euro-Aaeri can/Hisplnic-Aaeri can IOdel 1i th ful l , reduced 
ind forensi c v1r i1ble dat1 set . 
Ful l 
MB -0. 2436S3 
INL 0. 337646 
STS 0. 1795SS 
FOB -0. 476316 
BRR -0.207513 






Constint -31 . 54069 
---------
D2 15. 7083 
Euro-A1eri can Nean 2 . 8039 
Hi ,p1n i c  Aeri can tlein -2.8039 









0. 37 1349 
-31 . 702927 
---------











1 .  7672 
- l .  767 1 
Euro-Anri cin 10/79 ( 1 2 .66 )  1 1 /79 1 13 . 92 )  15/79 ( 1 8 . 99 )  
Hisp111ic Anrican 3/24 C l2, 50) 2/24 I 8. 33) 5/24 (20.80)  
---------- ---.------------ ---------
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Appendi x  I .  Di scri1i n1nt funct ions far the i dent i f i ­
cati on of raciil or ethnic aff i l i at ion i n  hult 
crani i. Secti on 1 ,  three group 10del •i th ful l 80 
vui 1ble d1t1 set . 
Aaer i can Afro- Euro-
V•ri 1b l e  I ndian A1er i c1n Aaer i tan 
____________________________________________ ..,.. ______ 
ICB 3. 478034 3. 601 434 3 . 822037 
WFB 1 . 163168 1 . 598372 1 . 643 170 
AUB 1 . 488750 0. 8041 98 0. 688267 
ASB 3. 1 B2578 3. 2 16056 l. S51420 
ftDH 1 . 772661 2. 1 70928 2. 133573 
Z"B 1 .  892226 1 .  576439 1 . 221614 
PRA 7. 562440 7 . 2351 10 7 . 985578 
Constant -942 . 042578 -878. 530478 -957. 554142 
---------- ---------- ----------
Classi f i cati on 
Resul ts: 
Aleri can lndi in 67 (93,06 1  3 ( 4. 17 )  2 ( 2. 78 1 
Af ro-A1eri can 2 < 4. 55) 41 (93. tB l  1 ( 2. 27) 
Euro-Aaeri un 0 ( 0 . 00) 2 { 4. 00) 48 (96. 001 
_________ ,... ____________________ .,.. ______________ .,.. ____ 
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Append ix I. Di scr i1i n1nt functions for the i denti f i ­
c•t ion of r•ci 1l or ,thnic 1ff i l i1t ion i n  fe11l e 
cran i a .  SKtion 2 ,  three group aodel •i th rfduced 35 
�•ri lb l e  data set . 
Alerican Afro- Euro-
Vari 1b le IRd i an AHri can Aler i c an 
-------------------------------------------------
MFB 2. 1 84918 2 . 557856 2 . 76 1020 
AUB 4 . 1 58558 3 , SS9595 3. 6S704S 
ASB 2. 698975 2. 76 1206 3. 130 1 15 
ZNB 0 . 5239 16  0 .23751 9  -0. 268644 
INL 0. 967257 1 . 262447 0. 6660 18 
PAC 2, 934818 3. 152074 3. 1 1 6890 
FOB 3. 8803 14 3. 935849 4. 363868 
Constant -759. 1 65173 -737. 649259 -n5. 423229 
----------- ----------- -----------
Classif icat i on 
Resul ts: 
Aler i can Ind i in 66 (91 . 67 )  4 ( 5 .56)  2 ( 2 .78 )  
Afro-Aaer ican 2 C 4,551 39 ( 88. 64) 3 C 6. 82) 
Euro-Aaer i can 0 < 0. 00 )  l ( 2 .00)  49 (98. 00 )  
-------------------- ------------------------
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Appendi x I .  D iscri1i n1nt functions for the i denti f i ­
c•ti on of r•ci •l or tthn ic  •ff i l iati on i n  fe11l e 
crilli a. SKtion 3 ,  three group aodel wi th forensi c 23 
v1r i ab le  data set . 
Alerican Afro- Euro-
V1r i ib l e  Ind i an Aaer i can Aleri c1n 
------..--------------------------------------------
BBH 3. 821>544 3.729358 4 . 032239 
ICB 3. 459278 3. 637627 3. 839284 
IIFB 1 . 227497 l . 62391 8  1 , 685071 
lYB 1 , 63480b 1 . 230889 1 . 061 033 
AUB 1 . 206515 0. 678096 0 . 658763 
MB 2. 355578 2. 482942 1 . 9S2SSO 
"DH -0. 16 1357 0. 24887b 0. 230247 
FOB 3. 533542 3 .5831 85 4. 054281 
Conshnt -845. 3 10 100 -802. 1791 59 -829. 8'18618 
---------- ----------- ---------
Chssi f i cat ion 
Resul ts :  
A11r i can l ndi 1n 66 (91 , 67 1  3 { 4. 17) 3 ( 4. 17 1  
Afro-Aaer ican 2 ( 4 . 55 )  37 (84. 09) 5 ( 1 1 . 36) 
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Appendix � .  Discri1i n1nt functions far the i denti f i c•tion  
of r1c i 1l or ethn i c  af4 i l i at ion in fe11le cr1n i a .  Section 
1 ,  Afro-Alerican/Euro-Aleri c1n 1odel 1i th ful l ,  reduced 1nd 
forensi c vari1ble data set . 
Var iab le  Ful l  
ASB -0. 631273 
NLB 0. 659765 
NLH 
OBH 0. 757259 
DKB 0. 454223 
I"L 0. 525586 







Constant -59. 3963 1 7  
----------
D2 16. 250 
Afro-A1eri can ftean 8. 124 
Eura-A1eri can ftean -B. 124 
"i sc l assi f i cat ion 
Results :  
Afro-Aeri can 3/44 ( 6. 82) 
Euro-Anri can 0/50 t 0 .00) 
Var i 1b le  tlodel 
Reduced 
-0. 564269 
0. 6 10SS2 
0. 692239 
-0. 503446 







2/44 t 4 .55 )  
1 /50 t 2.00) 
Forensic 
0. 9039 1 6  
- l . 0 13048 
0 . 876948 
0. 569335 
O . SOSBOB 
-0. 222298 
-0.404200 
17 . 630649 
-----------
1 1 .  9 16 
S. 93S 
-5. 935 
4/44 t 9 .09)  
0/50 t 0. 00) 
----------------------------------------------
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Appendix J. Discri1i n1nt functi ons far the i dtnt if ic1tion  
Df r1ci 1l or ethn ic 1ffi l i 1tion i n  ft11le cr1ni1. Section 
2, Euro-Altric1n/A1tric1n lndi &n 1Ddel •ith ful l , reduced 
1nd forensic  v1ri1ble d1ta set. 
·----�------------------
Yarilb le  Ful l  
NFB 0. 491639 
AUB -0. 444248 
ASB 0. 408683 
SIS -1 . 624 187 
ZNB -0. 866034 




Constant 1 . 300843 
-----------
D2 21 . 1252 
Euro-A1eri can Nean 10. 6244 
Alerican Indi an ftean -10. 6251 
"iscl assi f ication 
Results: 
Euro-Auriun 1/50 ( 2.00) 
Alerican lndiin 2/70 ( 2. 78) 
Vari able Nadel 
Reduced Forensic 








7 .8 1 1388 14. 337656 
---------- ------------
18. 6699 13 .4859 
9. 3333 6. 4791 
-9. 3333 -6.4791 
1/50 ( 2.00) 1/50 ( 2.00) 
5/72 ( 6. 94) 6/72 ( 8 . 33) 
.................... .__ ......... __.._.,...__..__,_ __________ 
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Appendi x  K. Di scri1in1nt functions ·far the i d1nti f i ­
c1ti 0n o f  r1ci al o r  tthnic  1ff i l i 1t i on i n  cr1ni a of 
unknown gender , Section l ,  Three group IDdel wi th 
ful l BO v1rilbl 1 data set . 
Aaeri can Afro- Euro-
Y1riable I ndi an Aaeri can Alerican 
---------------------------------------------------
XFB 0. 832307 1 . 006793 1 , 21 2230 
ZYB o. 409272 0 , 07070S 0. 1 48263 
ftDH -1 . 169604 -0. 774079 -0. 788039 
DBH 8. 239607 8. 095839 7. 702685 
ZPIB 2 . 496549 2 . 316490 2. 022348 
PAC 1 . 973154 2, 190282 2. 191807 
PRA 6. 604 1 68 6. 319141 6. 876458 
Constant -673. 286 1 26 -64 1 . 898007 -676. 142239 
---------- ---------- ---------
Cl 1Ssi f i cat ion 
RHults :  
A1er i can Indian 135 (90.60) 9 ,  6. 04 )  5 ( 3 . 36 )  
Af ro-Aaer i can 5 C 6. 1 7) 72 (88. 89 )  4 C 4. 94 )  
Euro-Aaeri can 5 < 3 .8S l  1 3  ( 10. 00) 112 ( 86. 15 )  
-----------------------------------------------------
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Appendix K. Di scri1in1nt functions for the i dtnti f i ­
c1tion of r1ci1l o r  tthn ic 1ff i l i 1t ion i n  cr1nia of 
unknown gender. Section 2, Three group aodel •i th 
reduced 35 vir i ab le  data s,t . 
A1er ic1n Afro- Euro-
Vari ab l e Ind i an A1er ican Alericin 
--------------------�-------------------------------
BBH 2. 467732 2. 386963 2 . 63S76b 
IFB 0. 624526 0. 801887 0. 980191 
ZYB 0. 4 1b538 0 .073bl b 0. 1454 19  
ftDH -2. 1 1 931S - 1 . 691b14 - 1 . 799605 
DBH 8. 560503 8 . 4095 14  8. 053886 
ZftB 1 . 697261 1 . 552498 1 .  192 166 
Constant -505 . b40378 -490. 023304 -498 . 940838 
---------- ----------- -----------
Chssi f i c ati on 
Resul ts: 
A1tr i t1n Ind ian 136 (91 . 28 1  e ,  �. 37 )  S < 3. 36 )  
Afro-Aaeri can 3 < 3 .70) 70 186 . 42) e < 9. 801 
Euro-Anri can 3 < 2 . 31 ) 1 1  < 8. 46) 1 16 (89.23) 
------------------------------------------------
2 7 7  
Appendi x  K .  Di 1cri1i n1nt functions for the ident i f i ­
c1t ion of r1c i 1l or tthni c 1ff i l i 1t i on i n  crui1 of 
unkna•n gender . Sect ion 3, Thrte group aodel •ith 
forens i c  23 v1r i ib le  data set . 
Aleri can Afro- Euro-
Variabl e I nd ian Aaeri can Aaer ican 
--------------------------------------------------
BBH 2. 060329 l . 976084 2. 30Sl S7 
ICB 2. 708959 2. 6950 1 7  2. 864322 
IIFB 0. 6 10456 0. 847008 0. 804372 
ZVB 0. 1 1 1064 -0.362139 -0. 388232 
"AB 0. 97781 5  l . 1 63957 0. 696278 
ftDH -2. 1 1 8768 - l . 709849 -l . 764484 
PAC 1 . 2541 1 1  l . 4634 13 1 . 4 1 941 1 
Constant -430. 683404 -425. 17931 -449. 082679 
----------- --------- ---------
Cl assi f i cati an 
Resul ts: 
Aaer i can Indian 134 (89. 93) 10 ( 6. 7 1 }  5 ( 3. 36 )  
Afro-A1eri c an S ( 6 . 17) 66 (81 . 48) JO ( 12 . 35 )  
Euro-AHri can 8 ( 6 . 25 )  14 ( 10. 94) 106 (82 .  B l  l 
---------------------------------------------
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Appendi x  K. Di scri1i n1nt functi111s far the i denti f i ­
cat i on o f  r1ci 1l or ethni c  affi l i ation i ft  cran ia  of 
unkn0t1n 9endtr , Section 4, ThrH group todel 11i th 
forensi c 23 vari 1bl t data set . 
AHrican Afro- Euro-
Y1rhble  lndhn Altrican Altri Cin 
--------------------------------------------------
SOL 1 . 590888 1 .  717847 1 . 71 1748 
ICB 2. 456383 2. 438079 2. 643869 
lYB -1 . 325721 - 1 . 729768 -1 . 775676 
BBH 2. 026578 2. 1 1 6522 2. 246701 
BNL - l . 257988 - 1 . 6 14912 -1 . 1 06482 
BPL 1 . 918938 2. 253185 1 . 744728 
ltFB 0. 376030 0. 647874 0. 599881 
NLB 2. 235687 2.372509 1 . B 16201 
OBH 7 .901 1 54 7. 948540 7. 397 1 36 
Conshnt -571 . 4 18 127 -578. 422897 -582. 1 19828 
---------- ---------- ---------
Cl usi f i cat i on 
Resul ts: 
A1er i can Indi an 127 (85. 23 ) 13 ( 8. 72) 9 ( 6 .04) 
Afro-Aaeri can 5 < 6. 17) 71 (87. 65) S t  6. 17) 
Euro-A11ri cin 5 < 3.88) 7 C 5 . 43) 117 (90. 70) 
__________________________ ..., _________________ 
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